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Cover illustration: If in the Bell-Anderson model for cell growtb (see 

section I.9 and chapters II - IV) the growth rate 

g of individual ceils satisfies g(2x) < 2g(x) for 

all x, then the size of a daugbter cell depends 

among others on the moment of fission of her mother. 

In the figure a cell is represented by a square and 

itR size x by the amount of black. A horizontal ar

row denotes growth and an oblique arrow denotes 

growth followed by equal fission. The growth rate 

is given by g(x)• c, where c is a constant . 
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Introduction: History, Model-building 

and Mathematical Techniques 

I. ABOUT THE HISTORY OF STRUCTURED POPULATION DYNAMICS I . 
As early as 1202 the Italian mathematician Fibonacci formulated a (discrete) 

model for the growth of a biological population (in fact of rabbits). His 
assumptions lead to the sequence I. 1. 2, 3. 5. 8. . . . . which is called the 
Fibonacci sequence (see e.g. Cole (1954) for more information). Almost six 
hundred years later it was Thomas Malthus who shocked the scientific world 
(in particular the economic part of it) with his publication. An essay on the 
principle of population as it affects the f uture improvement of society which 
appeared in 1798. The (originally discrete) model of Malthus concerns the 
growth of the human race and can be described by th.e ordinary differential 
equation 

dN 
dt (1) = y.N(r) ,1;;;..o. (I.I) 

where N (t) denotes the total number of individuals at time r and y is the 
population growth rate: yN = f3N - µ.N, where f3N is the number of births 
and µ.N the number of deaths per unit of time. y is sometimes called the 
Malrhusian parameter or the intrinsic growth constant. The sensational message 
of Malthus was that, if no famines. plagues, wars or other catastrophes would 
occur. then the human population would increase exponentially (geometrically) 
whereas food supply increases at best only linearly (arithmetically). From this 

I. We do certainly not pretend that this section gives a complete overview. It is only meant as 
a rough sketch of the lines along which population dynamics has developed. and it is very likely 
that we have overlooked a number of important and interesting references. For those who arc 
interested in the history of population dynamics and demography we refer to Hutchinson (1978) 
and Smith and Kcyfitz (1977). 
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he concluded that it would be impossible to banish the hunger from the world 
since this would automatically result in a new increase of the human 
population. (A reprint of Malthus' paper can be found in Malthus (l 970).} 

An obvious imperfection of Malthus' model is the implicit assumption that 
all individuals are equal, and therefore behave in the same way. (Most models 
concerning sexual populations only consider the female part, and contain the 
implicit assumption that the males are sufficiently numerous to fertilize the 
females. See e.g. Frederickson (1971).) A possible improvement of the model 
of Malthus is obtained if one distinguishes individuals according to their age. 
Already in 1760 (which is even before Malthus) Leonard Euler did some work 
in the field of age-structured population dynamics (for the original reference 
and an English translation of his work we refer to section 11 of Smith and 
Keyfitz (1977)). It was Alfred Lotka (1907) and four years later Sharpe and 
Lotka (1911) who gave an important new impulse to mathematical 
demography. They assumed that the birth and death process can be described 
as a linear function of the population density and they posed themselves the 
question: 

Given the age-distribution in an isolated population at any instant of time, the 
'life-curve' (life table), the rate of procreati<>n at every age in life, and the ratio of 
male to female births, to find the age-distribution at any subsequent instant. 

They formulated an inzegral equation (sometimes called renewal equation) for 
the function describing the number of births per unit of time which they used 

to make plausible that the age-distribution n (t ,a) at time t (i.e. 1°'n (t ,a )da 
is the number of individuals with age between a 1 and a 2) beha°~ed, under 
reasonable assumptions, for t -+oo as 

n(t,a)-C. eY'l/;(_a), t--+ oo, (SDT) 

where C is a constant and l/;(_a) is called the stable age-distribution. Usually 
one normalizes ¥i such that 

"° J if<a )da = I. 
0 

The letters SDT stand for stable distribution theorem. Later on in this chapter 
we formulate a version of (SDT), which applies to more general situations (see 
theorem 5.3). Note that the total population number N (t) behaves like 

00 

N(t) = J n(t,a)da......,CeY', t_,.00 , 

0 

and this agrees with the behaviour of solutions of (l.l). The work of Lotka 
(1907) an~ Sharpe and Lotka (191 l), initially subject to criticism from the 
mathemattcal community, gained universal appreciation after Feller ( 1941) 
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provided a rigorous proof of (SDT). 

It was probably McKendrick (1926) who formulated the age-dependent 
population problem as a partial differential equation for the age-distribution 
n(t ,a). About thirty years later Von Foerster (1959), seemingly unaware of 
McKendrick's work did something similar. Here we summarize some of their 
ideas. Let µ{a) be the probability per u.nit of time that an individual with age 
a dies, let {J(a) be the expected number of offspring per unit of time of an 
individual with age a, and let </>(_a) be the age-distribution at time zero, then 
n (t ,a ) can be computed from 

an an -a (t,a) +-a (t,a) = -JJ-(_a)n(t,a). t, a>O. (l.2a) 
·t a 

C() 

n(t,O)=jf3(a)n(t,a)da, t>O, 
0 

n(O,a) = </>(_a} , a >0. 

(l.2b) 

(1.2c) 

In the boundary condition (l.2b) the implicit but obvious assumption that all 
newborns have age zero is hidden. In the following section we shall discuss 
some model-building aspects in a more general context. Under some 
reasonable assumptions (which among others have to do with the choice of the 
underlying function space) one can sh.ow that (1.2) has a unique solution 
whose asymptotic behaviour is given by (SDT), where C depends linearly on 
the initial function <I> (see for instance Webb (1984)). 

One of the main applications of population dynamics is demography. But 
the same ideas apply to biological populations other than mankind, for 
instance insects, plants and micro-organisms and for such populations age 
often does not give a satisfactory description of an individual. These ideas 
must have been in the air around 1967, because at that time there appeared 
more or less independently a number of publications concerning population 
models, in which it is argued that variables different from age such as size or 

· maturity (sometimes in combination with age) should play a role in the 
considerations: see Oldfield ( 1966), Bell and Anderson ( 1967), Sinko and 
Streifer (1967), Frederickson, Ramkrishna and Tsuchiya (1967), Rubinow 
(1968). In addition to the argument that age structure alone is inadequate to 
explain the population dynamics of certain species it is to be noted that for 
many species age is difficult to measure. John Van Sickle (1977) writes: 

There are many ways to classify individuals other than age. Such individual 
physiological features as body size, dietary requirements, or chemical composition 
might strongly influence how individual birth and death phenomena "sum up" to 
give population birth and death rates. 

Alternate methods of differentiating among individuals become especially 
important when describing non-human populations. Chronological age is difficult 
to assess in a great variety of plants and animals, and it is usually more 
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convenient to keep track of other physiological characteristics of individuals. 
Even if chronological age can be determined, it is often an unreliable indicator 

of an organism's sexual maturity, fertility, or its chances for future survival. 

Metz and van Batenburg (1984a, I984b, 1984c) formulated a model 
describing the predatory behaviour of invertebrate predators. In their model 
the structuring variables are satiation and handling time of a prey. In chapter V 
of this thesis we consider the variant of their model in which 'handling time' is 
omitted. Hadeler and Dietz ( 1984) study a host-parasite model in which age 
and parasite-load structure the host population. Edelstein ( 1983) has 
formulated a mathematical model for the dynamics of some plant-herbivore 
systems in which she assumes that each plant is characterized by a one
dirnensional variable call·ed quality. In a model for the growth of the waterfiea 
Daphnia magna Kooijman (to appear) assumes that weight combined with 
storage gives a good description of the individual state. In the Lecture Notes 
by Metz and Diekmann (to appear) a lot of other interesting examples can be 
found. 

Besides the implicit assumption of Malthus that all individuals are identical 
a second deficiency of his model is that it doesn't take negative feedback-effects, 
such as the exhaustion of food resources, into account. In most practical cases 
such environmental interactions have the effect that the population growth rate 
decreases iJ the population number increases. The Italian scientist Umberto 
d' Ancona writes in his book The struggle for existence (1954). 

Since the reproductive capacity of animals and plants is normally greater than 
the possibilities of survival offered by the environment, the organisms in the 
majority of species, if they did not encounter obstacles and limitations of others 
kinds, would multiply with such rapidity as to overrun the earth in a short time. 

Any population will therefore tend to saturate the area in which it can live, 
increasing the number of its individuals to the maximum which is compatible with 
the food available in the area. It will also tend to diffuse thro1,1ghour the area 
until the conditions of the environment reach the limit beyond which exi.stence is 
impossible, or until it encounters the opposition of competing organisms, whose 
competition it does not succeed in overcoming. 

The Belgian scientist Pierre-Francois Verhulst (1838) recognized the 
deficiency in Malthus' work and he formulated a mathematical model of a 
growing population with an upper limit. His considerations led to the 
nonlinear ordinary differential equation: 

dN 
dt(t) = yN(t).(1-N(t)/ K), t>O, (1.3) 

the solutions of which are called the logistic growth curves. The solution N (t) 
increases towards K if O<N (O)~K. If N (O)>k then the solution N (t) 
decreases towards K. 
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Gurtin and MacCamy (1974) combined the ideas contained in ( 1.2) and 
( 1.3) by assuming that the functions f3 and µ in ( 1.2) depend on the total 
population number N (t ), which makes that the resulting problem is nonlinear. 
They proved existence and uniqueness of solutions and obtained local stability 
results for equilibrium distributions. Their pioneering work caused an outburst 
of publications in which several variants of their model are considered. We 
mention H aimovici (1979), Cushing (1980), Gyllenberg (1982), Pruss (1981 , 
1983a, 1983b) and the book of Webb (1985). 

Although nonlinear age-structured models certainly play a role as an 
intermediate mathematical step from linear to nonlinear models, the main 
objection to be made against them is that the modelling assumptions 
describing the interaction between the population and its environment are 
usually rather arbitrary. A way to meet this objection is to look for one or 
more variables (distinguishing between individuals) which suffice to describe 
the interac tion between the population and its environment properly (see also 
section 2). In chapter VI of this thesis we consider some relatively easy 
examples o f such nonlinear models. 

We end this section with a citation o f William Streifer (1974) who says in 
his Concluding Remarks: 

Realistic population models, based on the physiological, ecological and social 
behavior of individuals in the population, provide insight and have predictive 
validity. They are useful in determining optimal strategies for pest control, 
harvesting, preservation of species etc. Often the situations are of such complexity 
that their mathematical models can only be solved with the aid of large digital 
computers. Indeed, in such cases, the only way to gain insight into the combined 
effects of many interacting factors is to employ models and computers. One 
should, however, be careful to distinguish the real world and the mathematical 
model. Only those aspects of the real world which are accurately represented in 
the model are reflected therein and, as we are well aware, nature is exceedingly 
complex and rich in phenomena. 

To date~ realistic models have been employed with some measure of success. 
The objectives of workers in this field remain quite far in advance of present 
achievements; however, I believe the current state of understanding and 
mathematical capability are adequate to press forward vigorously in this very 
important area. The problems which remain are very interesting and difficult; the 
gains accruing from solving these problems could be great. 
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2. SOME REMARKS ON MODEL-BUILDING 
The treatise on the several aspects of model-building in this section is based on 
chapter III of Metz & Diekmann (to appear) where a very extensive and 
inspiring discussion can be found. 

By a structured population we mean a population whose individuals can be 
distinguished from one another according to one or more physiological 
characteristics. Here we shall restrict ourselves to characteristic vectors which 
are finite dimensional (the dimension being denoted by k ), although there exist 
situations for which an infinite dimensional vector is more appropriate. In this 
context 'individual' is a rather broad notion: it is not necessarily an individual 
in the proper sense of the word. Below we shall discuss an example in which 
an individual is a community and a population is a collection of communities. 
The incorporation of an internal structure makes it possible to relate the 
development of the population to the physiological processes within the 
individual and to describe the interaction between a population and its 
environment in a way which is biologically justified. In general the 
incorporation of such interactions gives rise to nonlinear mathematical 
equations. 

In some cases one wants to draw conclusions about "the behaviour of the 
individual from measurements of the population as a whole, and this might be 
a third reason for building in some structure. In this thesis we shall pay no 
attention to this so-called inverse problem. 

The state of the individual 

The first step consists of finding a suitable pararneterization of the i -state ( = 
state of an individual). The most simple, both practically and conceptually, is 
the case where the i -state contains only physiological and physical quantities 
which can be measured, at least in principle, e.g. size, weight, chemical 
composition, gut content, parasite load etc. It is obvious that one should aim 
at a description of the i-state which is as simple as possible. This means, 
among other things, that one should identify i -states which do not give rise to 
behavioural differences ·(we shall say below what is meant by the word 
'behaviour'), and restrict oneselves to that part of the i -state space U ~ Rk 
where indeed individuals can occur. We refer to section IV.6 for an example 
where the computation of the actual i-slate space is not completely trivial. 

The state of the population 

. B~ d~finition the p-state ( = state of the population) is the frequency 
~1stnbut1on over all i -states x eU; often we assume that at every time instant t 
it can be represented by a Lebesgue-integrable function n (t ,-):O-R such that 
for any measurable set 6~0 the integral J n(t ,x)dx is the number of 

e 
individuals at time t with i-state in e. An alternative is to represent the p-
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state by a Borel measure. An example of this approach can be found in 

chapter V. 

Processes on the individual level 

As already mentioned, the incorporation of an i -state makes only sense if 
this makes it possible to describe the behaviour of the individuals. In this 
context we think of behaviour as everything which has some influence on the 
p-state, i.e. which has consequences for the number of individuals, now or in 
the future. First of all there is the movement of the individuals along some 
trajectories in the (t ,x )-plane, the so-called continuous deterministic i -
movement. This can be described by means of the ordinary differential 
equation 

dx 
di = V(x), 

where V: Q__.,IR" . Besides on x, V might also depend on environmental 
factors, such as food resources, the concentration of toxic chemicals e tc. If x 
is the one-dimensional variable size or weight, then V is called the growth of 
an individual and in that case we rather use the symbol g. 

Additionally every individual is subject to discrete chance events, like dying. 
reproducing and dividing. A consequence of such an event might be that 
locally in Q the individual disappears. The same individual, or what has 
become of it by the event (in the case of division of a cell th:se are two 

daughter cells) can reappear somewhere else in n (in the interior n or on the 
boundary 3Q). As an illustration we mention the case that the i -state is given 
by an individual's weight x, and that an individual reproduces (which is a 
discrete chance event) by giving birth to a young with weight x 0 (where 
x 0E3Q) in such a way reducing its own weight from x to x -x0. We refer to 
section 3 of Heijmans ( l 984b) where this example has been discussed in 
greater detail. Often we describe these discrete chance events by means of a 
function of x representing the probability per unit of time that the event 
occurs. We refer to Diekmann, Lauwerier, Aldenberg and Metz (1983) (see 
also section Vl.3) for a different approach. 

The balance equation 

The function n (t ,x ), which describes the p-state, has to satisfy a balance 
equation which can be obtained straight-forward after specification of the i -
state and the processes on the individual level. As a matter of fact one only 
has to do the bookkeeping properly. If only continuous deterministic i -
movement occurs. then the equation becomes 

a
3
n + div (Vn) = 0, 
•( 
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as follows directly from the divergence theorem. Note that Vn is a flux. The 
disappearance and reappearance of p -mass in the interior of ~ can be 
described mathematically by adding a sink respectively source term at ~he 
right-hand-side of the equation. In addition the equation has _to be supph~ 
with a boundary condition for that part of the boundary at which the velocity 
vector V points inward. A case which is relatively important is the case that 
the i-state is one-dimensional and all newborns have the same i-state xoEoU 
(for instance most age-structured models belong to this category). This can be 
described by a boundary condition of the form 

V(x0)n(t.Xo) = B(t) , 

where B(t ) is the number of newborns per time unit at time t. Often, B takes 
the form 

B(t) = J b(x)n(t ,x)dx , 
0 

where b (x) is the reproduction rate of individuals with i -state x. 

The disappearance of p-mass across (part ot) the boundary ao (e.g. by 
instantaneous death of any individual that reaches ofl)" is not describes by a 
boundary condition but implicitly by the choice of n. 

Finally we note that it is sometimes necessary to impose side conditions on 
the solution in values of x inside n: this is e.g. the case if the function which 
describes the disappearance of p-mass from the interior of Q contains one or 
more delta functions. For more details we refer to section 111.6 of Metz & 
Diekmann (to appear). 

Throughout this chapter we shall illustrate our expos1t1ons with one 
relatively easy example, which on the other hand, possesses sufficient features 
to make it interesting. 

Communities subject to catastrophes 
Consider a collection· of communities. In our terminology this collection is 

called the population and an individual is a community. We assume that each 
conununity is completely characterized by the one-dimensional quantity x 
which we call size and which can be thought of as a measure for the number 
of members of the community. Since we assume x to be large, we may 
consider x a continuous variable. Every community can be struck by a 
~tastrophe which instantaneously reduces its size from x to x / p where p > 1 
is a constant. We assume the existence of a function b (x ) representing the 
probability per unit of time that a community with size x is struck by such a 
catastrophe. During periods that no catastrophes occur a corrununity with size 
x grows deterministically according to 

dx 
dt=g(x). 
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Let there be a threshold value O< a < I such that only communities with size 
x > a can be struck by a catastrophe, and finally assume that a c<?mmunity 
cannot grow beyond x = I. This is satisfied (as we will make clear in section 
4) if the following conditions on g and b are imposed. 

ASSUMPTION E. I 
(Hg) gis continuously differentiable on [a / p, I], g(x)> O on 

[I Ip, I), g(I) = 0 and g'( l)=#:O. 
(Hb) bis continuously differentiable on [a / p , I), b(x) = 0 on [a / p , a] and 

b(x)>O on (a ,I ). 

In the sequel we shall write a = a / p, which can be interpreted as a 
lower-bound for the size of a community. 

The model can be described by the first-order partial differential equation 

an a 
at(t ,x) + a;(g(x)n(t,x)) = - b(x)n (t,x) + (E.1) 

pb (px )n (t ,px ),t >0, a < x < 1 , 

where one should read pb (px )n (t ,px) = 0, x >I / p . 'The fact that there is 
no influx at x = a is described by the boundary condition 

n (t ,a) = 0, t ;o.O . (E.2) 

Here n (t ,x) is the so-called size distribution of the population, i.e. x, 

1 n (t ,x )dx is the number of individuals with size between x 1 and x 2• The 
Xo 

first term at the right-hand size of (E. I) describes the (local) disappearance of 
p -mass at x, and the second term the reappearance of p -mass at x coming 
from px. The factor p is due to the fact that individuals reappearing in the 
infinitesimal interval (x,x +dx) come from (px,px + pdx) which isptimes as 
large. We supplement (E. l) - (E.2) with the initial condition 

n (O,x) = t/>(.X). (E.3) 

So far we did not mention in which space(s) we analyze problems from 
structured population dynamics. The main reason for this omission is that this 
depends heavily on the specific problem under consideration. However in 
most cases we shall work either in the space of Lebesgue-integrable functions 
or in the space of continuous functions. An important alternative is provided 
by the space of Borel measures endowed with the weak • topology. We refer 
to chapter V for an example of this last alternative. 

We shall study the model as described by (E.I) - (E.3) in the space L 1[a,l], 
i.e. the space of Lebesgue- integrable functions on [a, I ). 

Finally we mention that this example came to our attention by a paper of 
Gripenberg (1983) who considers a similar problem from a different point of 
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view. 0 

Mathematical framework 

A striking feature of equation (E. I) is the non-local argument px. From the 
mathematical point of view, it is this phenomenon which makes the problem 
very interesting. What we are mainly interested in, is the large-time behaviour 
of solutions. In particular we pose ourselves the question: 'Can we prove the 
existence of a stable distribution as in (SDT)?' It has appeared that the theory 
of strongly continuous semigroups (see section 4) provides a very powerful and 
also elegant tool in answering such a question and in the chapters III and V 
we shall extensively make use of known results from semigroup theory. 

The model described by (E. l) - (E.3) has the special feature that it is linear. 
In many realistic models in structured population dynamics the associated 
mathematical problem is nonlinear due to interactions of the population with 
its environment. One might think of the situation that the food resources are 
limited. In such situations one should choose the i-state in accordance with 
these interactions. For instance, if in the case of a limited food supply, the rate 
of food intake depends on the body size of the individual, then this quantity 
should be incorporated in the i -state. In the last chapter of this thesis we shall_ 
discuss some non-linear models (whereas the chapters II - V are only 
concerned with linear models). We have found that concepts from dynamical 
system theory can be used to study such non-linear problems, and we shall 
discuss some of these concepts in section 8. 

3. SOME CONCEPTS FROM THE THEORY OF LINEAR OPERATORS 

In this section we describe a number of better or less known results from the 
theory of linear operators, with the emphasis on the spectral theory of closed 
linear operators. For a detailed exposition we refer to Dunford & Schwarz 
( 1958) and in particular to Taylor & Lay (l 979). 

In what follows we assume that X is a Banach space with norm II· II, and we 
let x· be its (topological) dual. For </>EX and F ex· we denote by <F ,</>> 
the value of F in <f>. If L is a mapping from a linear subspace D of X into (a 
subspace of) X satisfying 

L(a, c/>1 + a.2<f>2) = a 1L(<t>1) + a 2L(<f>2) , 

for all scalars a., a2 (c.f. remark 3.1 below) and </>1> <f>iED, then L is called a 
linear operator from X to X with domain GJ:.(L) = D. Instead of L ( cp) we shall 
write L.p. The graph @(L) of a linear operator L is defined by 

~(L) = { (.P,L<f>) I </>E6D(L)} . 

A linear operator L is called closed if @(L) is a closed linear subspace of 
X X X. A linear opera tor L is called bounded (or continuous) if there exists a 



constant M ;;a.Osuch that 

llL<t>ll,,;;;;M ll<t>ll, </>EotXL). 

The norm llL II of a bounded operator L is then defined by 

llL II = sup llL<t>ll I ll<t>l l . 
.pe elj){L) 
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We denote by ~(X) the algebra of bounded linear operators L with 
Cij)(L) = X and image (or range) in X . From now on we shall mean a ' linear 
operator' if we use the word 'operator', and by a 'bounded operator' we mean 
an element of '!B(X) unless otherwise stated. 

REMARK 3.1 Mostly we shall assume that X is a Banach space over the real 
field <3l... Sometimes, however, it is necessary (for instance in spectral theory) to 
consider X over the complex field C. This transition goes as follows. Let X 
be a Banach space over R , then its complexification Xc is the Banach space 
consisting of all elements <t> + i o/, where q,,iJ!e X, with norm 114> + i o/llc = 

sup llq,-cosa + 1$rsinall, where 11· 11 is the norm of X. The complexification O.;;aC2TT 

Le of a linear operator L is given by Lc(<t> + ii[!) = L<t> + iLo/. We refer to 
section fl.11 of Schaefer (1974) for a thorough exposition. In the sequel we 
shall not distinguish between X and X c. and it will turn out that this does not 
give rise to any confusion. 

Let L be a closed operator on X with domain 6D(_L ). We define the kernel 
(or nullspace) W.L) of L as 

~L) = {<t>e6i)(L) I L<t> = O}. 

The range (or image) '3l(L) of L is the set 

0l(L) = {L4> I cpe6il(L)}. 

The spectrum a(L) of L consists of all complex values ;\ e C for which ;\! - L 
does not poss~s a bounded inverse, i.e. (>V - L )U = U CAI - L) = I does 
not have a solution U E<iB(X). Here I represents the identity operator on X. 
The spectrum of L can be considered the union of three disjunct subsets: 

o(L) = Pa(L) U Ro(L)UCa(L) . 

Here P o(L) is the point spectrum of L, contammg all eigenvalues, i.e. 
A.ePo(L) iff dim W.M - L)>O. (For a subspace Y of X we denote by dim Y 
its dimension.) The residual spectrum R o(L) of L contains all complex values 
;\ satisfying dim ~;\! - L) = 0 and GJi(;\J - L )=;C=X. Finally ;\ belongs to the 
continuous spectrum C ~(L) of ·L iff dim~;\! - L ) = 0, <!Af..;\J - L ):;i=X and 
<fM..;\J - L) = X. The set p(L) = C \ o(L) is called the resolvent set. For 
A.ep(L) the inverse R (;\,L) = (;\! - L ) - 1 exists and is called the resolvent 
operator. If L is a bounded operator then o(L) is a compact nonempty subset 
of C and in this case the spectral radius r (L) of L is defined by 
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r(L) = sup{!>.. 1 IXeo(L)} · 

The following relation holds 

.!. 
r(L) = lim ll L" II n • 

n-oo 
(3.1) 

An important subset of the spectrum of a closed operator 1s the so-caJled 
Browder-essential spectrum <Iess<L) (see Browder ( 1961 )): 

DEFINITION Let L be a dosed linear operator. The complex value >.. belongs 
to aess (l) if at least one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) >.. is a limit point of o(L) 
(ii) ~Al - L) is not closed 
(iii) dim U '!JIJ..(>J - L f) = oo . 

k ;;. J 

In the literature (see e.g. Kato (1976)) several other definitions of 'essential 
spectrum' are given, and all of these definitions yield subsets of C which are 
contained in ae,.(L). We refer to Schappacher (1983) for an overview. The 
following result proved by Browder (1961) gives a nice characterization of the 
values AECJ(L) \ O'eu (L ). . 

THEOREM 3.2 Let L be a closed, linear operator with densely defined domain (i.e. 
6D(L) = X), and let ~Ea(L) \ "m (L ). Then Ao is a pole of the resolvent 
R (A.,L) with a residue of finite rank. If p is the order of the pole, then 

X = GJrJ...(AoJ - L f) EB 6M.(Aof - L f) . 

Let us here consider the situation described by this theorem more closely. 
Suppose that AoEf1(L) is a pole of R (A.,L) of order p. Then we have the 
following Laurent expansion of R (;\,L) in powers of ;\ - ,\i (e.g. section V. JO of 
Taylor & Lay (1979)): 

co 

R(X,L) = L (X - Xoi Bk ' 
k = -p 

where the operators Bk are given by 

B = _l_ ( R(;\,L) d;\ 
k 2'1Ti t (X - Xol +I , 

and where r is a counter-clockwise circle 1>--Xol = 8 with 8 so small that 
;\ea(L),_X:;if:Xo implies that l>--Xol~81 , for some 81>8. The residue B _ 1 of 
R (;\,L) m >.. = Ao defines a projection on X (i.e. B :. 1 = B _ 1) with: 

'31{8 - 1) = GJU..(Aof - L 'f ), ~I - B - i) = GJ,f_(Aof - L f) 

(actually B - 1 is the spectral projection associated with the spectral set {Ao}). 
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ralues ;\ E o(L) \ a,,.ss (L) are sometimes called normal eigenvalues. If 
) then Oess (L )=I= 0, and we can define the essential spectral radius 
>y 

(3.2) 

nt out that for most other definitions of the 'essential spectrum' 
g in the literature, definition (3.2) yields the same result. In order to 
iaracterization of rus (L) like (3.1) we need some further definitions. 

bounded subset V of X we define the (Kuratowski-) measure of non
uss tl'.( V) by (see e.g. Nussbaum (1970), Martin (1976)): 

in.ft d >01 there exist finitely many subsets V !>···· V11 of X such that the 
II 

· of V; is less than d and V c u V; } . 
l= I · 

e easily seen . that o:( V) = 0 if and only if V is compact. The measure 
o mpactness IL la of an operator L e<iB(X) is defined by: 

IL l0 = inf{m ~O I a(L(V))< m ·a(V) for all bouqded subsetsVofX} . 

;)n IIJ.8 of this thesis we use a notation different from a(-) and 1·10 :) 

he following basic result we refer to Nussbaum (1970) or Martin 

u 
~ llL ll, L e~(X) 

+ L2 la.;;,:; ILda + IL2 Ja, L,, L2 E 'i.\'>(X) · 
+ C la = JLI,,, L ,C E <iB(X) and C compact. 

l result implies that ICJa = 0 if C is compact. It follows that 1·10 

a semi-norm o n <iB(X) (e.g. Nussbaum (1970)). The following nice 
rization of r,,ss(L) is due to Nussbaum (1970). 

(3.3) 

nsequence of lemma 3.3.c we have that ress(C) = 0 and therefore 
= {O} if C is a compact operator . 

• »STRACT CAUCHY PROBLEM AND STRONGLY CONTINUOUS SEMIGROUPS 
\.TORS 

· a system of which the evolution in time is described by an initial 
:>blem (or Cauchy problem) of the form 

du 
dt (t) = Au(t), t >0 and u(O) = ef>, (4.1) 
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where A :•i'(A )-+X is a closed, linear operator with domain 6D(A_)C~, X being 
a Banach space and .peX. We call u :[0,oo)-+X a (strong) solution if 
(i) u is continuous for t ;;;. 0 . 
(ii) u is continuously differentiable for I > 0 . 
(iii) u(I )E 'i'(A ), I > 0 , 
(iv) (4.1) is satisfied. 

Note that it follows from (i) and (iii) that (4.1 ) cannot have a strong solution if 

9 fl. •i'(A ) . . ( "') 
If for every 4> e ~A ) the system ( 4.1) has a unique soluuon . u t ;'t' 

depending continuously on the ini~al f':111ction 4> t~en we can assoctate an 
operator family { T(t) }, _.0 with solutions m the following way 

T(t) 4> = u (t :</>). t ;;;r:Q, 4> E ~A) . (4.2) 

In what follows we shall assume that A is densely defined, i.e. GD(A ) = X · 
Then we can extend T(t) to X and T(t) e ~(X), t ;;;r:O. One sees immediately 
that 

( l ) T (O) = / . 

From u(t ;u(s ;cj>)) = u(t + s ;.p), <I> E ~A) it follows 

( II) T (t + s) = T(t)T(s), t,s;;i.O, 

i.e. { T(t ) ),;a,0 satisfies the semigroup property. From the fact that the 
solution u(t ;lj>) of (4.1) satisfies u(O;.p) = 4> it follows that 

(Ill) lim T(t ')4> = et>. <I> E X , 
qo 

i.e. lim T(t) = I with respect to the strong operator topology. A family of 
tJO 

bounded linear operators {T(t )},_.0 on X is called a strongly continuous 
semigroup of operators (also C0- semigroup) if (I), (II) and (III) are satisfied. 
The well-known book by Hille & Phillips (1957) is the oldest reference 
containing a systematic and extensive exposition on semigroups of operators. 
We also refer to Ladas & Lakshmikantham ( 1972), and, of more recent date, 
Davies (1980), Fattorini (1983) and Pazy {1983). 

The closed, densely defined operator A from (4.1) is called the infinitesimal 
generator of the semigroup {T(t)},>o defined by (4.2). In general the 
generator (we shall mostly omit the prefix ' infinitesimal') can be determined 
from the semigroup in the following way. Let {T(t)},_.0 be a s trongly 
continuous semigroup, let <>i) be the subspace of. X such that for .peGD the 

. 1· I expression tm- (T(t)<t>-<t>) existS, then 
• 10 t 
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l def 
A q, = lim - (T(t')</>-4>), cf>EGD(A )=6j). 

t.j.O t 
(4.3) 

We summarize some of these results in t.he following theorem. 

THEOREM 4.1 Let { T(t)}, .,.0 be a strongly continuo11s semigroup of operators on 
X and let A be its infinitesimal generator whose domain is 6D(A ), then the 
following holds: 
a) 6D(A) = X and A is a closed operator. 
b) If <PE 6j)(A ), then T ( J ')</> belongs to 6j)(A ) for t ;;;.o 0 , T (t ')</> is differentiable 

with respect tot fort >0 and :i (T(t')<p) = AT(t')<P = T{t)A<f', t>O. 

c) The Cauchy problem (4.1) with cf> E 6j)(A) has a unique solution 
u(t) = T(t')cf>, t ;;;.O. 

If cf> e X, cf> e 6D(A ), then the initial value problem ( 4. 1) does not have a 
strong solution if the semigroup {T(t)), _.0 is not differentiable (see section 2.4 
of Pazy (1983)). In this case the function u(t) = T(t')cf>, t ;;;.oO, is called a mild 
solution of (4.1) (e.g. section 4.1 of Pazy (1983)). 

From the last e-0nclusion of theorem 4.1 it follows immediately that a closed 
operator with densely defined domain can generate at most one strongly 
continuous semigroup. 

It should be clear now that in practice it is rather important to be able to 
decide whether or not a closed operator with densely defined domain generates 
a strongly continuous semigroup. A necessary and sufficient condition is 
provided by the Hille-Yosida-Phillips theorem. 

THEOREM 4.2 A closed operator A with densely defined domain 6j)(A ) is the 
generator of a strongly continuou~ semigroup {T(t)), .,.0 if and only if there exist 
real numbers w and M, M ;;;.Q such that for all A>w we have AEp(A) and 
llR(A,Atlloo;;M /(>-.-wr, n e l\I. 

As to the linear systems describing the dynamics of structured populations 
we are interested in, this criterium turns out to be rather useless. The following 
result conforms better to our requirements. 

THEOREM 4.3 Let the closed operator B with dense domain 6j)(B) be the generator 
of a strongly continuous semigroup and let C be a bounded operator. Then the 
closed operator A = B + C with domain 6j)(A ) = 6D(B ), also generates a 
strongly continuous semigroup. 

Pazy (1983) proves this result by verifying the conditions in theorem 4.2. An 
alternative, more constructive method ms the following. Consider the Cauchy 
problem 

du 
dt(t) = Au(t) = Bu(t) + Cu(t),u(O) = q, E 6D(A). (4.4) 
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Let { T e>(t) }, >O be the semigroup generated by B. Regarding Cu \t). as an 
inhomogeneous term, a straight-forward application of the vanat1on-of
constants formula yields the integral equation 

I 

u(t) = T 0(t)q> + j T0(t-s)Cu~s) ds, t ;;;.O, (4.5) 

0 

and there exists a one-to-one relation between solutions of the differential 
equation (4.4) and the integral equation (4.5). Defining 
T; (t ), t ;;..o, i = 0, 1,2,. · · · inductively by 

I 

T;+ 1(t)<p = f T 0(t-s)CT;(s')<p ds, t;;;.O, i = ,1,2, · · · 
0 

we may write the solution of (4.5) as an infinite series 
00 

u(t) = ~ T;(t')<p, t;;;.O, 
i = O 

and the semigroup T(t) generated by A is given by 
00 

T(t) = ~ T;(t), 1;;;.0. 
i=O 

(4.6) 

It can be shown by making some straightforward estimates (see section 3.1 of 
Pazy (1983)) that this series converges in the uniform operator t-0pology, 
uniformly on bounded t-intervals. 

Communities subject to catastrophes 
We shall now apply the theory of strongly continuous semigroups as 

described above to our example. For that purpose we reformulate (E.l) - (E.3) 
as an abstract Cauchy problem 

dn dt (t) = An(t), n(O) = 4>. (E.4) 

The underlying Banach space is L 1 (a, I], and the differential operator A is 
given by 

d 
(Al/JXx) = - dx(g(x)l/J(x))-b(x)l/J(x) + pb(px)#px). (E.5) 

(where one should read pb (px )#px) = 0, x > l / p) for all l/J in the domain 
6D(A) C L 1[a,l} of A given by 

6D(A) = {l/IEL1(a,l] I gl/J is absolutely continuous and 

l/J(a) = O} . 

(E.6) 

It is ~ot difficult to verify that A is a closed operator with densely defined 
domam. In order to show that indeed A generates a strongly continuous 
sernigroup, we write 
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A = B + C . (E. 7) 

where B is the closed operator given by 

d 
(BY,)(x) = - dx (g(x ")tl.(x)) - b (.'l:")t/.(x ). (E.8) 

for Y, e 61'.(B ) = <i'(A ). and where the bounded operator C is given by 

( C Y,)(x ) = pb(pxN<px) , (E.9) 

for aJI '1t e L 1[a, I]. Further we define 

x .£.ill. 
£(x ) = exp( - j ~ d~). a ,,.;x < I, 

.. g( .. , 
(E. IO) 

and for a .;; y ~ x < I we can interprete E (x ) / E (y) as the chance that a 
community with size y reaches size x without being struck by a catastrophe. 
From assumptions E. I we obtain that E (I) = 0, which supports our 
assumption that a community cannot grow beyond x = I. Finally we define 

x d~ 
G (x) = J ~ , a < x < I . 

a g(,., 

X(t,x) = G - 1(t + G(x)), t + G(x)>O, a...; x <I. 

(E. I I) 

(E.12) 

G(x) can be interpreted as the time it takes to grow from size a to x assumed 
that no catastrophes occur meanwhile. Note that G(x)-oo as xjl. In (E.12), 
G - 1 denotes the inverse of G. We can interprete X(t ,x) as the size of a 
community at time t given that its size at time zero was x. and it is the 
solution of the ordinary differential equation 

d 
dtX(l,x) = g(X(t,x)) , X(O,x) = x. 

A straightforward calculation shows that B is the generator of the strongly 
continuous semigroup { T 0(1)}, > O given by 

(To(t)<f>Xx) = ~ · g(X(-r,x)) · cp(X( - t,.x)), (E.13) 
g(x) E(X(-t ,x)) 

t ~O. a .s;; x ,so; I , 

where one should read 

(To(t)<f>Xx) = O,ifX(-t,x)~a (i.e. t ;;r,.G(x)). 

We are ready to apply theorem 4.3, which says that A generates a strongly 
continuous semigroup {T(t )},>o. The integral equation (4.5) takes the 
following form: 

n(t,x) = .E.J.!.l. { g(X(-T,x)) · cp(X( - 1,x)) + (E.14) 
g(x) E(X(-T,x )) 

!
, g(X(-T,X)) 

E(X(-'T,.X)) · pb(pX( - TX)) · n (t--r.pX(-T,x)')<fr}, 
0 
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with the same convention as in (E.13). As in (4.6) we can write the solution as 
a series. 

00 00 

n(t) = ~ n;(t) = ~ T;(t)q,, t;;;.: 0 , (E.15) 
i=I i=I 

where n;(t) = T;(t")4>, t ~ O, i = 0,1,2, · · · . This expansion is called the 
generation expansion due to the following biological interpretation. no(t) 
represents all communities present at at time zero which have not yet been 
struck by a catastrophe. Inductively n; + 1(t) represents all communities which 
belonged to the i 'th generation at some earlier time, but have been struck once 
by a catastrophe during the time elapsed. 

So we have proved the following result. 

THEOREM E.2 The closed operator A given by (E. 5)-(E. 6) generates a strongly 
continuous semigroup {T(t)},;;.o-0 

5. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF STRONGLY CONTINUOUS SEMIGROUPS OF 
OPERATORS AND STABLE DISTRIBtrrIONS 
Throughout this section we assume that {T(t)},..,0 defines a strongly 
continuous semigroup of bounded operators on a Banach space X generatCd 
by the closed densely defined operator A . There exist real constants w, M , 
where M ;;a. l such that (c.f. theorem 1.2.2 of Pazy (1983)) 

llT(t)ll.;;;;; Me"'' , t ~ 0 . (5.1) 
As a matter of fact the semigroup {T(t)},.,.0 of theorem 4.2 satisfies (5.1) with 
the same constants M ,w. We define the t-independent quantity 

wo = Wo (T(t)) = inf ..!. log llT(t)ll 
r>O t 

with the convection that logO = -oo. Then (see Hille & Phillips ( 1957), 
section 10.2): 

"'o(T(t)) = fun _!_log llT(t)ll . (5.2) 
t -+oo t 

We call wo(T(t)) the type or growth bound of the semigroup T(t). An easy 
calculation shows that the spectral radius of T(t ) is given by 

r(T(t)) = e"'°' , t ~ 0 , (5.3) 
with the convention ew = 0. The following result follows easily from (5.2). 

LEMMA 5.1 For all w > Wo(T(t)) there is a constant M(w);;.: I such that 
llT(t)ll ~ M(w')e"'' , t ;> 0. 

Analogous to (5.2) we can properly define 
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<.Jess = wn.r (T(t)) = inf .!_log IT(t )l0 = lim J_ loglT(t)la. (5.4) 
t > O t 1-00 J 

Again Wess does not depend on t. We call lNe33 (T(t )) the essential 1ype or 
essential growth bound of the sernigroup (T(t)}, .,,.0 . As an analogon of (5.3) we 
have 

r,,ss (T(t )) = e"'- ' , t ;:;;.. 0 . (5.5) 

We also have an ana1ogon of lemma 5.1 which we shall not formulate 
explicitly. The quantity wess is, to the knowledge of the author, first defined by 
Pruss ( 1981) in the context of age-structured population dynamics. A rather 
detailed exposition can be found in the book of Webb (1985). 

It follows immediately from lemma 3.3a that 

c.:>ess(T(t)),..;: Wo (T(t)). (5.6) 

It follows from lemma 3.3c that we33 (T(t ))= -oo if T(t) is compact after finite 
time, and in that case we have strict inequality in (5.6) if one can show that 
Wo(T(t))> - oo which is rather easy in many applications. Later we shall 
mention weaker conditions on T(t) implying the strict inequality. First we 
shall return to our example. 

Communities subject to catastrophes 
If the initial function tp in (E.3) satisfies <P(x) ;;;. 0 almost everywhere on 

[a,I), then the solution n(t;) = T(t')tp, t ;;;., 0, has the same property and the 
following equalities hold (as one obtains by integration of (E.l)). 

I I 

11 T(t ')<Pll = lln (t )II = j n (t ,x )dx = j <P(x )dx = ll<Pll, t ~ 0 . 
0 0 

The positivity of the semigroup { T ( t)}, ;;..o yields that for arbitrary 
</> E L 1[a,l): 

II T(t) <P 11 ~ Ill/> II, t ;;i. 0, 

and we conclude that 

llT(t)ll = 1,t ;;;;i.O, 

and this yields 

c.:>o(.T(t)) = 0. 

To estimate wess(T(t)) we have to work harder. Let 
00 

U(t) = ~ T;(t),t ~O. 
i = I 

(E.16) 

where T1(t) is given by (E. 15) . Suppose we can show that T 1(t) is oompact 
for t ;.. 0, then T; (t) is compact, i ;;io 2, t ;;;. 0 since 
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' I 

T; + 1(t) = j T 0(t-s) C T1(s)ds , t ~ 0 , 
0 

and the space of compact operators forms a closed ideal in the algebra of bounded operators on L 1[a,l]. An easy calculation using (E.13) and (E.14) 
shows that 

(T(t)<t>Xx) = r.Efil j g(X( - 'T,x)) · (bE')<.pX{ - -r,x))-1 g(x) 
0 

E(X(- T,x)) g 

<t · <PXX(-t +T,pX(--r,x)))tlT . 

In this expression we substitute for -r 

{ = X(-t + 'T, pX(- 'T,x)). 

It is not difficult to prove from this that T 1(t) is compact for t ~ 0 if 
d ~ / d 'T =I= 0 for all relevant values of t , 'T and x . Differentiation of ~ with respect to -r yields: 

_ !_ . !!1 = l - llhl 
g(E) d'T g(p:i) 

where :i = X ( - -r ,x ). Therefore compactness follows if we impose the following condition on g. 

AssUMPTION E3 

I g(px) < pg(x ), x e[a,-] . 
p 

We can give the following biological interpretation of this assumption (see also the figure below). Consider two communities both having size x at time zero. The first community is struck immediately by a catastrophe reducing its size to x / p . There-upon this community grows during a time t and thus reaches size XA = X (t ,x / p ). The second community starts growing first and is struck by a catastrophe at time t and thus obtains size X8 = X(t,x)/p. Now assumption E.3 guarantees that X8 < XA. Therefore the combination of growth and catastrophes provides a dispersion mechanism for community size. 
An important example for which assumption E.3 is never satisfied is g(x) = ex , c >0 . However this g does not obey assumption E. l. (Hg). 
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I~ 
.. : ........ ... ... ·1 x '. :: : : :: : B:: :::::: 
or e e t r•• ••t 

We refer to section 111.5 and section Ill.8 where a similar assumption is 
discussed. From now on we assume that assumption E.3 is satisfied. 

TuEOREM E.4 The operator U (t) is compact for all t ;:;,., 0. 

A combination of (5.4), lemma 3.3, theorem E.4 and (5.2) yields 

wt.!.f(T(t)) = lim .l 1og IT(t)I .. ;;; lim ..!.. loglT 0(t) I .. :s;;: 
,_<XJ t 1-00 t 

lim J_ log II T 0(t )II = wo( T o(t )) . 
, ..... <XJ t 

A straightforward computation (c.f Heijmans (1984b)) shows that there is a 
constant M > 0 such that 

llTo(t)ll ~ Me - b(l)t , t ;;ii. 0, 

hence w0( T 0( t)) ~ - b (I) and therefore 

<.>ess(T(t)) ~ - b(l). 

So we have proved that in our example 

W~ss (T(t)) < wo(T(t)) . 

(E. 17) 

(E. 18) 

Below it is explained that this is one of the two conditions which are together 
sufficient to prove the existence of a stable size distribution (compare ($01) in 
section 1). 0 

The strict inequality in (5.6) is of great importance if one wants to determine 
the spectrum of T(t ). This spectrum plays a major role in the characterization 
of the large time behaviour of solutions of (4.1) (c.f. (SD1)). The spectral 
mapping theorems below, relating the spectrum of the strongly continuous 
semigroup to the spectrum of its generator are rather important in this respect. 
We shall use the following notation. For V ~ C we let e'v = (e'>. I ;\ e V}. 
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Then 

e'Po(A) = Pa(T(t))\ {0}, t ;;;., 0 

etRo(A l = R a(T(t )) \ {0}, t ;;;., 0 

e'Co(A) C C a(T(t )) \ {0}, t ;;;., 0 

(5.7.a) 

(5.7.b) 

(5.7.c) 

and the inclusion in (5.7.c) may be strict. For the essential spectrum a similar 
result as in (5.7c) holds. 

e'"-<A l C oe.rs (T(t )) \ {0}, t ;;;.. 0. (5.8) 

A proof of (5.7) can be found in Pazy (1983) whereas (5.8) was proved by 
Webb (1985). Finally we define the spectral bound s(A) of the generator A 
by 

{
sup{ReAIAEo(A)}, a(A)~ 0, (

5
.
9

) 
s(A) = -oo, a(A) = 0. 

and obviously s(A) = w0(T(t)) if a(T(t))\ {O} = e10
<A)_ In general, however, 

this relation is not satisfied (see also section 7), but one can show that 

wo(T(t)) = max{s(A ), "'us(T(t))} . (5.10) 

This relation can be found in Priiss (1981) and Webb (1985) in a slightly 
different formulation. 

Now we shall formulate two conditions which together are sufficient to 
prove that there exists a stable distribution of ( 4.1) (here the use of the word 
'distribution' is motivated by the kind of problems we are interested in). A 
stable distribution can be defined as an element u eX such that for every 
solution u(t;fj>) of (4.1) the following holds: there is a constant c such that 
e->..iu(t;q,)__,.cii as 1-00. Here A is a complex value not depending on q,. In 
most of the applications A is real. 

[Ad A has a strictly dominant eigenvalue Ad eR (i.e. Re X < Xd if A E a(A ) 
and A =fa Ad) which is algebraically simple. 

[A 2] wes,r(T(t)) < w0(T(t)). 

Let us suppose that [A 1] and [A 2] are satisfied. Then (5.10) yields that 
Ad = s(A) = wo(T(t)). Since Ad > Wess (T(t)), (5.8) guarantees that 
Ad E a(A) I aess(A ), and now theorem 3.2 and the algebraic simplicity of Ad 
imply. 

X =~Adi-A) ES <!R(Adl - A), 

where dim ~A.di-A) = 1. Let <i>d E x and Fd Ex· satisfy 

A<i>d =Ad.Pd ,A• Fd =Ad Fd, <Fd,'i>d> = 1, 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 
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then the projection Pd on GJL(Adl -A) associated with the decomposition (5.11) 
of X is given by 

Pd cp = <Fd, cp>-cpd , </> E X . (5.13) 

REMARK 5 .2. Pd equals the residue B _ 1 of R (A,A ) in A = A.d (see section 3 ), 
i.e. Pd = Jim (A - Ad)R(A.,A) . 

>. .... },, 

Suppose there exists a sequence {An }n e N• such that An E a(A ), 
ReA.n + 1 > Re An and Re An - Ad, n - oo. Let t > 0 be fixed. From (5.7) 
we conclude that e>.. 1 e a(T(t )), Je>.. ••' I > JeA.. 1 I and Je>.. 1 I ~e"-1 , n - oo. 
This implies that a(T(t)) contains a limit point on the circle 
{ z E C I I z I = e"-1 

} and therefore 

C1ess (T(t)) n {z E c I I z I = e >vt} -=I= 0 ' 

from which we conclude that WessCT(t )) ;;;.: Ad = w0(T(t )) , contradicting [A 2]. 

This proves that there exists an 11 > 0 such that 

(5.14) 

THEOREM 5.3 Assume [Ai] and [A 2]. There exists a constant 11 > 0 such that for 
all ( E(0,71) there is a constant M(() ;;;.. 1 such that 

ll T(t)<P- e"-1 Pd <P II .-;;; M(() e<"- - •>1 11<? 11, t ;;i. 0, <P E X. 

We point out that this result is stronger than (SDT) since it gives in addition 
that the rate of convergence is exponential. In this case tf>d given by (5.12) is 
the stable distribution. (We note that <i>d is unique up to a multiplicative 
constant.) 

PROOF OF TlIEOREM 5.3 We define z = ~A.di -A ) and denote by Tz(l) the 
restriction of T(t) to Z. It follows immediately that wess(Tz(I)) = w,ss(T(t)) 
and wo(T2 (t)) .-;;; Ad -71, where 11 is given by (5.14). Actually we have 
o(Tz(t)) = a(T(t)) \ {e"- 1 

} . Now lemma 5.1 states that for all ( E(0,11) there 
exists an M (() ;;;.: l such that 

llTz(t)<Pll ~ M(!)e<A.-t)t ll<t>ll, t ;;;.: 0, cpE z . 
Let cp E X , then 'f> = Pd 'f> + (I - Pd )<P, hence 

T(t)<P = T(t)Pdcp + T2 (t)(I -Pd)<P. Since T(t)Pd<i> = e"Nr Pd<i>, 

we find 

ll T(t)<P-e"-1 Pdcpll =II Tz(t)(l - Pd)cp II.-;;; 

M (()eC>v - •>1 11(1 - Pd) cp 11 .-;;; M (€)e<">v - •>1 11 cp. II . D 
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In our example [A 2] is indeed satisfied (c.f. (E.18)) . In general, on.e mi~t say that some kind of compactness property of T(t) has to be established m 
order to prove (Ai]. A useful sufficient condition is: 

T(t) = To(t) + U(t), t ;;:;.: 0, U(t ) is compact after finite time and there 
exist constants €,C > 0 such that ll T0(t)ll / ll T(t) II EC;; Ce - a after finite 
time. 

To prove [A iJ at least two closely related methods are available 

1. Positive operator theory 
In models from structured population dynamics T(t')<p represents the p-state (see section 2) at time t, and this is a distribution over all i -states. Therefore T(t )cp is positive (in a sense to be specified later). The resolvent operator 

R (A.A ) can be obtained from the semigroup in the following way 
00 

R(M )cp= j e->.i T(t')qxlt , Re A> w0 (T(t)) , 
0 

(see Pazy ( 1983)) and it follows that R (A.,A) is positive if >.. is real and A > Wo(T(t )). This positivity will be exploited in the following section. 

2. Positive semigroup theory 
We can also exploit the positivity of the semigroup itself to obtain information about the spectrum of A , in particular about its intersection with the vertical line { s (A ) + iv I v e R } . This approach will be discussed in section 7. 

At this point we mention that many ideas sketched in the sections 4 to 7 also apply to problems from linear transport theory. Some nice references in this respect are Birkhotf (1959), Vidav (1970), Larsen and Zweifel ( 1974), Kaper, Lekkerkerker and Hejtmanek (1982), Greiner (1984) and Voigt (1984). 'Thieme (1984) uses positivity arguments to prove renewal theorems for discrete 
Vo/te"a equations. 

6. SPECTRAL THEORY OF POSITIVE OPERATORS 
We recall that we do not mention explicitly whether we are working with a real Banach space X or its complexification (see remark 3.1), since this should be clear from the context. 

A set X + C X is called a cone if 
(i) X + is closed 



(ii) if 4>1>cl>i E X + and a.,a2 ~ 0 then a 1 4>1 + a 2 cl>i e X + 
(iii) if <I> E X + and - <1> e X +• then q, = 0. 
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From (ii) it follows that a cone is convex. We call an element <I> e X + positive 
and we write cp ~ 0. If <I> ~ 0 and cp =I= 0 then we write <I> > 0. The cone X + 
induces a partial ordering on X in the following way: for 4>1i c1>i e X we have 
q,1 ;;;., 4>2 if q,1 - <1>2 ;;;... 0. The cone X + is called reproducing if 
X = X + - X + = {<1>1 - 4>2 I 4>1 , <Pi E X + }· The cone X + is called total if 
X + - X + = X. Finally X + is normal if there exists a constant 8 > 0 such 
that for all 4>i. <Pi e X + with 114>tll = llcl>ill = 1 we have that 11<1>1 + <1>2 11 ;;;.. 6. 
For a detailed exposition of the theory of cones in a Banach space we refer to 
the monograph of Krasnoselskii ( 1964 ). 

Sometimes we can define the supremum <1>1 V <Pi of two elements 4>1> <Pi E X . 
The definition goes as follows: 

4> = <P1 v <l>i if 4> ~ <P1. <P ~ c1>i 

and <I> .s; 1" for all 1" e X satisfying 1" ;;;... q,1 and 1" ~ <Pi . 

The infimum <1>1 /\ cl>i is defined in an analogous way. A vector lattice is an 
ordered vector space such that cp1 V <l>i and <t>1 /\ <l>i exist for all pairs 
4>1> 4>i e X. If X is a vector lattice then l<t>I = q, V -q, is called the modulus 
(or absolute value) of <j>. If additionally X is a Banach space with norm 11·11 
satisfying: l4>d <s; 1<1>21 implies llq,1 II ..;;;; 114>2 11 for all <Pi. <l>i e X , then X is called 
a Banach lattice. We refer to chapter II of Schaefer ( 1974) for an extensive 
discussion on the theory of vector and Banach lattices. There it is also 
explained how one can define the complexification of a Banach lattice. The 
best known and most frequently used Banach lattices are C (K) where K is a 
compact space, and V (µ.), I ~p.;;;;: oo, where (X .~.µ) is a measure space. 

For the rest of this section we assume, unless otherwise stated, that X is a 
Banach space with cone X +· The set X~ consists of all functionals F e x· 
satisfying < F , q,> ;;;... 0, <I> eX +· If the cone X + is total then X~ defines a 
cone in x · (e.g. Krasnosel'skii (1964)) which we shall call the dual cone of 
X +. If X is a Banach lattice then both X + and X~ are normal. An element 
<t> E X + is called quasi-interior if < F , <I> > ==/= 0 for all F E X~ , F =/= 0. 
(Schaefer (1974) gives a different but equivalent definition.) An element 
F E X~ is called strictly positive if < F , <P > ==/= 0 for all <I> E X +• <I>=/= 0. 

Now let L :X -+X be a bounded, linear operator. We say that L is positive 
(L ;;...O) if L leaves the cone X + invariant, i.e. L q, ;;i. 0 if 4> ;;;... 0. Krein and 
Rutman (1948) were the first authors who made a systematic study of positive 
operators o n a Banach space, in particular of their spectral properties. They 
call a positive operator L :X -+X strongly JJ,,OSitive if Co~ all q, e X + there exists 

an integer p = p (4>) such that V l/J e X +• where X + is the interior of the 
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cone X + . Obviously a prerequisite is that X + has a non-empty interior. One of their main results is the following. 

THEOREM 6.1 (Krein & Rutman) 
compact positive operator with spectral 
there exist <t> e X +, <t> =I= 0 and 

a) Let X + be total and L :X -+X a 

b) 

radius r = r(L )> 0. Then 
F e X~ , F =I= O such that 

L <t> = r<f> , L • F = rF . 
. 

If, moreover, L is strongly positive, then <t> e X + , </> is (except for positive multiples of <t> ) the only eigenvector of L in X + and F is strictly positive. The remaining eigenvalues ;\ e a(L) satisfy l>-1 < r (L ). 

Although this result has later been generalized by several authors into several directions (e.g. the condition " L is compact " may be replaced by re.u(L) < r(L): see Nussbaum (1980)) it illustrates fairly good what kind of spectral properties a positive operator may have. 
It is the strong positivity condition in theorem 6.1 which restricts its applicability. For instance, the standard cones in V -spaces have empty interior. As an alternative Krasnosel'skii (1964) introduced u0 - positive operators (see chapter II of this thesis for an example). Sawashirna (1964) introduced the rarely used but rather useful notion of a non-supporting operator. 

DEFINITION A positive linear operator L :X -+X is called non-supporting if for every <t> E X +• <t> =I= 0 and F e X~, F =I= 0, there exists an integer p such that < F , Tn <f> >=I= 0 for all n ;;;i. p . 

We note that Sawashima (1964) uses the adjective "non-support". Sawashima's definition of a non-supporting operator is closely related to Schaefer's definition of an irreducible operator (e.g. Schaefer (1974)). For the application to problems from structured populations dynamics Sawashima's concept appears very well suited. 

TuEoREM 6.2 (Sawashima) Let the cone X + be total and L :X -+X a positive non-supporting operator and suppose that r = r (L) is a pole of the resolvent, then the following holds: 
a) r > 0 and r is an algebraically simple e igenvalue of L . 
b) The associated eigenvector <t> is quasi-interior, and the dual eigenvector F is strictly positive. 
c) It moreover, X is .a Banach lattice and re.u (L)< r (L) then l>-l <r if ;\ E o(L ), A =I= r . 

Finally we refer to Karlin (1959), Marek (1970) and Nussbaum (1980) where a number of related results can be found. 
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We shall now try to give an idea how these kind of results can be used in 
the investigation of problems from structured population dynamics. Therefore 
we return to our example. 

Communities subject to catastrophes 
In section 5 it is indicated that in order to prove a result like (SDT), one has 

to verify the conditions [Ail and [A 21 (c.f. theorem 5.3). In our example [A 21 is 
satisfied (c.f. (E.18)). So let us concentrate on the spectral properties of A. If 
AEa(A) and Re;\ >-b(l), then e>.ie a(T(t)) and !eAll >e-b(l)t;;io 
ress (T(t )) where we have used (E.17) and (5.5.) Now (5.8) yields that 
;\ f1. aess(A) and we obtain among others that ;\ E Pa(A ). So let us consider 
the eigenvalue problem 

A 1" = ;\ 1" , Re ;\ > - b ( 1) . 

This is equivalent to 

_ E(x )e->.G(x ) 
o/(.x) - r g(x) 

Every solution If E L 1[a, 1] of (E.20) is of the form 

o/(.x) = vx(xr f (x), 

where 

(E.19) 

(E.20) 

(E.21) 

E(x)e->.G(x) 
v;1.(x) = g(x) , a ,,,;;;; x < 1 , (E.22) 

and f E C[a, 1) with f (a) = 0 . Substitution of (E.21) in (E.20) yields 
(px,1 )" 

f (x) = J k>.(f)f(~, a .s;;; x ,,,;;;; 1 , (E.23) 
a 

where (x tY )- denotes the minimum of x and y, and 

k>.(x) = .J!.N E(x) e->.CG(x)- G(x /p)) a ~ x < 1, (E.24) 
g(x) E(x / p) ' 

is an integrable function if Re;\ >-b(l). It is clear from (E.23) that the 
function f E C[a,l] is completely detennined by its values on the subinterval 
[a,l). Therefore we study the equation 

T>f = f , f E C[a , l ], 

where the compact operator T>.:C[a ,1)--+C[a , 1) is given by 
(px,lf 

(T>.,fXx) = f kx<f>! (()~. 
a 

The following result holds 

(E.25) 

(E.26) 
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THEOREM E.5 

a) om(A) = {AeC I Re A .;;;;-b(l)} 

b) o(A ) \ aeu(A) = {A e C I Re A > -b(l) /\ 1 e Pa(Tx)} . 

Moreover if Re A > - b(l) and T>f = f , f e C[a ,11 then A ifvx) = >../v>.. 
where j is the extension off to C[a,1] determined by (E.23), and vx is given by 
(E.22). 

We refer to section V.2 for a related result. One sees immediately that for 
>.. E R , A > -b(l) the operator Tx is positive with respect to the cone 
C +[a,l), consisting of all non-negative functions. Moreover Tx is strongly 
positive in the sense of Krein and Rutman (1948). Therefore r ( T,.,,) is an 
eigenvalue of Tx if)\ > -b(l) (see theorem 6.1). Since we are interested in 
the eigenvalue 1 of T x we consider the equation 

r(Tx) = I , 

and as in section II.4 and section V.2, we can show that this equation has a 
unique solution A.! > - b ( l). Moreover Ad is an algebraically simple 
eigenvalue of A , Ad is strictly dominant (which is not true if assumption E.3 is 
false for all x ), and the corresponding eigenvector <l>d e L 1 [a, l J and dual 
eigenvector Fd e L 00[a,l] are quasi-interior and strictly positive respectively. 
(Note that 4'd is of the form as described in theorem E.5.b.) Integration of 

d 
Ad q,d(x) + dx (g(x)ct>d(x)) = - b(x )ct>d(x) + pb(px)'f>Apx) 

over [a, I) yields 

I 

Ad f 4'd(x)dx = 0, 
a 

and the positivity of 4'd yields that 

Ad= 0 . 

This last result also follows from (E.16). We have now proved that condition 
[A d is also satisfied and therefore we can give the following description of the 
asymptotic behaviour of solutions of (E.l) - (E.3) (c.f. theorem 5.3). Let 
4'd, Pd be normalized such that < Fd, 4'd > = 1. 

THEOREM E.6 There exists a constant 11 > 0 such that for all £ E(0 ,11) there is a 
constant M (£) ;;a, l such that 

ll T(t)ct>- < Fd,4'> 4>d II .s;;; M(£) e - ( t ll ct>ll, t ;;., 0, et> E L 1[a,l). 

We call <f>d the stable size distribution. D 

1bis example illustrates nicely how the positivity of the resolvent operator 
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R (>..A ) for >. E R sufficiently large (where A is the infinitesimal genera.tor of a 
strongly continuous semigroup) can be used to verify condition (A 1]. In 
chapter II and section V.2 we shall discuss two slightly different examples. 

7. SPECTRAL THEORY OF POSITIVE SEMIGROUPS 

In the previous section we described on the basis of our example how the 
positivity of the resolvent can be exploited to prove condition [Ai). In this 
section we shall indicate how positivity properties of the semigroup can 
provide an alternative proof. 

Throughout this section we assume that X is a Banach lattice with cone X + 
and that {T(t)},;;.o defines a strongly continuous semigroup of operators 
whose generator is A. The peripheral spectrum o+(A) of A is defined by 

{

{>.eo(A)!Re>.=s(A)} if s(A)> - oo 
0 +(A) = 0 if s(A) =- oo, 

where the spectral bound s(A) is given by (5.9). The semigroup {T(t)},;;.o is 
called positiveif T(t) is positive for every t ~ 0. Greiner, Voigt & Wolff 
(1981) showed that s(A) E o{A) if {T(t )}1;;.o is a positive semigroup and 
o(A)* 0. Demdinger (1979) has proved that s(A) = wti(T(t)) (compare 
this to (S.10)) if X is an AL-space, e.g. L 1(µ), or an AM-space with unit, e.g. 
C(K) (see Schaefer (1974)), but in general this relation is not true. Gr,einer et 
al (1981) give an example of a positive semigroup whose spectrum is the whole 
unit disk and whose generator has empty spectrum. Below we shall formulate 
a number of results characterizing the peripheral spectrum of a positive 
semi group. The first result is proved by Greiner ( 1981 ). 

{ T(t) }, ;;.0 be a positive semigroup and suppose that s (A)> - oo is a pole of 
the resolvent. Then a + (A ) is additively cyclic, i.e. s (A ) + iv E C1(A ) implies 
that s(A) + ik VE a+(A ) for all k E Z. 

An easy consequence of this result and the spectral mapping theorems (5.7) -
(5.8) is the following result. 

THEOREM 7.2 Let {T(t)},;;.o be a positive semigroup with we"(T(t)) < w:o(T(t)). 
Then a+(A) = {s(A )}. 

PROOF First we note that s(A) = w0(T(t) > -oo because of (5.10). Next 
suppose that s (A ) + i " e o(A ) for some v:;60. Then s (A ) + i k " e a(A ) 
for all_k E Z, hence e"<A l eiht E C1(T(t )) for t ~ 0. If we choose t > O such 
that 111 / 2'17 is if!._ational,_ we obtain that { z eCJ lz I = e 1·s(A l) c a(T(t)) and 
therefore ress(T(t)):;..: e 1·s(A) or equivalently Wess (T(t)) ~ s(A) = wo(T(t)) 
which is a contradiction. 0 
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To establish the algebraic simplicity of >..d = s (A ), the positivity of the 
semigroup is not sufficient. 

DEFINITION The positive semigroup { T(t )) }1 >O is called irreducible if for every 
<t> e X +• cp ::;=o and F e x~ , F =t= o there exists a t = t(cp,F) ;;;. 0 such that 
<F, T(t')<t>> > 0. 

This definition is quite different from the original definition given by 
Schaefer (1974) but from Proposition IIl.8.3 in Schaefer ( 1974) it follows that 
these definitions are equivalent (see also proposition 3.8 of Greiner et al 
(1981 )). For the following result we refer to Greiner ( 1982). See also Greiner 
et al (1981) and Greiner (1984). 

THEOREM 7.3 Let {T(t)},>o be a positive irreducible semigroup and suppose that 
s(A) > - oo is a pole of the resolvent of A. Then o+(A) = s(A) + ivZ for 
some v~O and every element of o+(A) is a simple pole of the resolvent with a 
residue of rank one. 

Combination of theorem 7.2 and theorem 7.3 yields that condition [A ii is 
automatically satisfied if (A 2] is satisfied and { T(t) } 1 >O is a positive irreducible 
semigroup. Moreover 4>d and Fd determined by (5.12) can be chosen quasi
interior and strictly positive respectively, since 

T(t')<l>d = ex.' 'f>d and T(t)' Fd = e'lv' Fd, t ~ 0, 
and T(t) is irreducible (see Schaefer (1974), section V.5). 

Communities subject to catastrophes 
The positivity of the semigroup { T (t)}, _.0 in this example (and other 

examples in structured population dynamics) is obvious. We shall now state a 
lemma which implies the irreducibility of the semigroup. Since we have already 
proved [A 2) we obtain [A i) from this lemma and this provides an alternative 
proof of theorem E.6. 

LEMMA E.7 Let cl> e Li [a , l), <t> -=F 0, then there exists a 1° > 0 such that 
n(t ,.x)> O, a<x <X(t - t° ,a). 

SKETCH OF THE PROOF (c.f. He~mans (1984b)). We assume that 4> is 
continuous and cp(x )>0, x e(6>-, Qi ), where l / p < eo-< eo+ < I. ( It is not 
difficult to see that n (t ,.x) = n0(t ,x) + n 1(t ,x ), and n 1(t ,.x) satisfies these 
assumptions if t is large enough.) Now let 

e-ct) = xcr, eo->, €+<t) = xcr. ~+>. / ~ o • 
where X(t ,x) is defined in (E.12). With (E.14) it follows directly that 
n(t ,x)> 0 if x e(C(t), ~+(t)), t ~ 0. It can also be shown from (E.14) that 
n(t ,.x)>O,x e(x1>x2) where a < x 1<x1< 1 implies that 
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n(t,x)> O, x e(x 1/p,x2 /p). Nowchoosek e Nsuchthatp-k ~a and 
p-k+l >a, and t 0 ~ 0 such that ~-(to)· p - k+i > a (note that ~-(t )-+ l as 
t-+oo). Then n(t ,x)>O, x e(~-(t}p -k , ~+ (t}p -k) k(a,a) if t~to . Now 
let r· = to+ G(a)- G(~+(t}p -k), then one can easily show that with this 
choice of t • the lemma is satisfied. O 

Now the following result is clear. 

COROLLARY E.8 { T(t)}, ;;.0 defines a positive irreducible semi group. 

There is a more direct way to prove condition [A iJ from lemma E.7, 
exploiting the fact that T(t) obeys a stronger condition than irreducibility, 
namely: for all t > 0, the operator T (t ) is nonsupporting. Now [A iJ follows 
immediately from theorem 6.2 if "'=(T(t)) < Wo(T(t)). We refer to 
Nussbaum (1984) for a related result. 0 

It depends on the nature of the problem whether the pos1t1VIty of the 
resolvent or the positivity of the semigroup should be used to prove the 
existence of a strictly dominant algebraically simple eigenvalue of A . If, for 
instance, generations (see section 4) die out after a finite time then it is a 
rather difficult job to prove irreducibility of the semigroup. An unmistakable 
advantage of working with the semigroup, is that extensions to non
autonomous problems (e.g. the case of time-periodic rates) are possible. We 
refer to Diekmann, Heijmans and Thieme ( 1985) for an example. 

8. NONLINEAR MODELS AND DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
In the first section we noted that in reality biological populations do not grow 
unlimited ( = exponential), since an increase of the population has a negative 
effect on its environment e.g. by the limited availibility of food. Such negative 
feedback effects can be built into the model in a biologically significant way by 
looking what is the effect of these interactions on the individual level and this 
underlines once more the necessity of incorporating some structure. The 
mathematical equations that one finds are nonlinear. 

The theory of nonlinear structured population dynamics has hardly been 
developed with the exception of age--structured models (see Pruss ( 1981, l 983a, 
1983b), Gyllenberg (1982), Cushing (1980) and Webb (1985)). In the last 
chapter of this thesis we <:onsider some nonlinear models for cell growth, which 
have in common that they can be analyzed with existing mathematical 
machinery, mainly originating from dynamical system theory. For that reason 
we shall discuss in this section some better or less known results from this 
field, which we need in chapter VI. For a detailed exposition we refer to the 
book of Walker ( 1980). 
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Let x be a Banach space and C a closed subset of X. A '!J'namical system 
on c is a mapping u :R + x C -+C with the following properties: 

(i) u(·;<f>):R+-+C is continuous for all 4> EC 
(ii) u(t ~· ):C-+C is continuous for all t ;;;a.O 
(iii) u (O;ip) = !/>, 4> E C 
(iv) u(t + s;<f>) = u(t;u(s;!j>)), t ,s ER+, ipeC. 

Strictly spoken we ought to call u a semi-dynamical sy~tem in this case, _since 
u is defined on the positive time-axis only. For converuence we shall oIIllt the 
prefix 'semi'. Note that, if the system is linear, i.e. 

u(t;a1<t>1 + a 2ch) = a 1u(t;cj>1) + a2u(t;cf>i), <f>i.cj>.;zEC, cxi.a2ER, 

then we can extend the system to span(C) being the linear subspace of X 
spanned by C. 

Let the family of mappings T(t ):C -+C, t ;;;a.Q be defined by 

T(t)cj> = u(t ;<f>),. t ;:;i. 0, cj> E C , (8.1) 

then {T(t)},;i.o defines a strongly continuous semigroup of (not necessarily 
linear) operators on C, i.e. {T(t)},;;.o satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) t ,.. T(t) <f> is continuous from R + to C for all q,eC 
(ii) T(t): C-+C is continuous for all t *" 0 
(iii) T(O) = I (where I is the identity on C ) 
(iv) T(t + s) = T(t)T(s), t ,s ER +· 

Often we shall call {T(t)},;;.0 the dynamical system, which is allowed because 
(8.1) defines a one-to-one relation between a (semi-) dynamical system on C, 
and a strongly continuous semigroup on C. In (8.1) <f> is called the initial state 
and T(t )<f> the state at time t. 

It is a first task of the investigator of a problem in structured population 
dynamics (and many other problems) to show that it 'generates' a dynamical 
system: at this point it is very likely that the choice of the state space C plays 
an important role. 

An obvious next step is the examination of the behaviour of solutions. 
Although often the applied biologist is interested in both the transient and 
asymptotic behaviour of solutions, most mathematicians restrict themselves to 
the second problem, probably because the first problem is much more difficult 
in general. lbis, however, does not mean that the characterization of the large 
time behaviour of solutions involving the questions do there exist equilibria?, de 
there exist periodic solutions?, what about stability?, can methods from bifurcation 
theory be applied?, is chaotic behaviour possible? is an easy problem, not even if 
the underlying Banach space X is finite dimensional (see Guckenheimer and 
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Holmes (1983)). AU that we can do at this point is to give some tools which 
can be of some help in trying to answer them. 

For cpe C, we call the set 

r +(<t>) = {TCt'><I> 1 r ;;i. O} , (8.2) 
the orbit starting in cp. The omega-limit set U(cp) of cpeC is defined by 

O(<t>) = {lf!e C I there exists a sequence {tk }k00= 1 (8.3) 

such that tk-+oo and T(td<t>-+o/, k-+oo}. 

One always has that ~(<I>) is closed and positively invariant, i.e. 
T(t )n(cp) c ~cp), t ~ 0 . 

DEFINITION A subset ~ C C is called invariant if there exists a mapping 
F:·R X~9R.. such that F(O,<t>) = <f> and F(t + s,cp) = T(t)F(s,<t>) for all 
<t>e0R. s e R and t ;;;ioO. 

A well-known result (e.g. Walker (1980)) says: 

THEOREM 8.1 If <f> EC, and r +(<I>) is precompact, then il(<f>) is non-empty, 
compact, connected and invariant, and moreover lim d (T(t')<p, n(<t>)) = 0. 

1-+CO 

Here, for <t>eX and V c X , d(cp, V) denotes the distance from <f> to V , i.e. 
d(<f>.V) = inf llct>-o/11. 

;,.v 

Theorem 8. 1. can be used to characterize the asymptotic behaviour of 
u(t;cp) = T(t')<p provided that one is able to prove pre«>mpactness of the orbit 
r+ (</>) and to determine the omega-limit set of <f>. As to this last aspect, 
Ly apunov functions are extremely useful. 

Let 'V:C -+R be a continuous function. For <f> E C we define 

CV(q,) = lim inf l. {'\~T(t')<p)-'"V{<t>)} , 
tJ.0 t (8.4) 

where it is permitted that ~<t>) = - oo . The function ~ is called a 
(continuous) Lyapunov function for T(t) on C if 

CV<.<t>) =s:;;; 0, <f> E C . (8.5) 

The following theorem, which can be found in Walker ( 1980) is called the 
invariance principle. 

'THEOREM 8.2 (Invariance Principle) Let ~be a continuous Lyapun_ov function for 
T(t) on C and let $ be the largest invariant subset of {<t>eC I '\l{<t>) = O}. If 
<t> E C and r+(<t>) is precompact then lim d(T(t')<f>, S) = 0. 

1->00 
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Walker (1980) proves a more general version of the invariance principle, b.ut 
for our purposes theorem 8.2 suffices. In ~rac~ic~ there d~ not ~ways eJUst 
Lyapunov functions, and even if they do eJUst, It IS usually Impossible to find 
them without the kind help of Dame Fortune. 

Finally we note that it is sometimes possible to prove monotonicity of the 
dynamical system T(t) on C (i.e. T(t')</>,,;;;, T(t)t/l, t;;;a.O if q,,,;;;,l/J) or so~e 
invariant subset of C. An illustration of this techni·que can be found m 
section VI.4. We refer to· Hirsch (1984) and Matano & Hirsch (in prep.) for a 
systematic approach. 

9. ABOUT THE THESIS 

The field of structured population dynamics has several aspects. There is the 
experimental stage consisting of observations on the level of both the 
individual and the population. Then there is the model-building stage during 
which modelling assumptions, based on experimental observations, are 
translated into mathematical problems. The analysis of these problems and 
the translation of the mathematical results into biological language form a 
third stage. These stages, which are equally important, should certainly not be 
performed in a strict order, but should mutually influence each other. 

This thesis is mainly concerned with the third stage (but we made some 
remarks on model building in section 2 of this introductory chapter). Although 
we have tried to consider only problems which are biologically relevant, the 
accent of this thesis lies on mathematics and not on biology. This might 
explain how it can happen that not less than four chapters (namely II - IV and 
VI) are concerned with cell division models, and one chapter (namely V) with 
a model for the predatory behaviour of an invertebrate predator, without 
making the whole unbalanced, at least to the author's view. 

Our main objective is to indicate what sort of techniques apply to structured 
population models. In that respect trus introductory chapter plays an 
important role, and it has missed its goal if it doesn't give the reader an 
impression of what structured population dynamics is all about. All the other 
chapters (except the last. which plays a somewhat different role) a.re more or 
less variations on a theme. At this point we note that in the near future a book 
in the series Lecture Notes in Biomathematics, edited and partially written by 
Hans Metz and Odo Diekmann (see Metz and Diekmann (to appear)) will 
appear, containing a wealth of information and ideas, and discussing several 
aspects of the field of structured population dynamics, which are not 
mentioned in this thesis. 

Besides this introductory chapter, this thesis contains five chapters, which 
can be read independently. In chapter II, III and IV the starting point is the 
Bell-Anderson model (see Bell & Anderson (1967) and Bell (1968)) describing 
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the age-size distribution of a cell population reproducing by fission into two 
equal parts. Here we shall give a short description of the model. Consider a 
population of single cells of which the individuals can be distinguished 
according to their age a and size x (here size can mean weight, length, DNA
content etc). In the language of section 2 this means that the i -state of a cell 
is given by the two-dimensional quantity (a ,x ). Let Q C R + X IR + be the i -
state space and let the p-state at time t ;;;.:o be described by the integrable 
function 

n(t ;;):!l--+ IR , 

i.e. for any measurable set $ C ~ the integral J n (t ,a ,x )da d.x is the number 
El 

of cells at time t with i -state in e. Let b (a ,x) and µ(_a ,X) be the chance per 
unit of time that a cell with i -state (a ,x) divides respectively dies. We assume 
further that the continuous deterministic i-movement is described by 

da dx dt =I, dt = g(a,x), (a,x)E Q. 

The function V:!l-+IR2 of section 2 is given by V(a ,x) = (1,g(a,x)). We 
call g the individual growth rate. 

We can write down the following balance equation for n: 

an an a at (t ,a,x) + a;<t.a,x) + ax (g(a,x)n(t,a,x)) = (9.1) 

-(µ.(a,x) + b(a,x))n(t,a,x), 

Note that the left-hand-side of this equation equals ~~ + div( V· n ). A 

dividing cell with age a and size x gives birth to two daughters both having 
age 0 and size t x . This results in the boundary condition 

00 

n(t,O,x) = 4 J b(a,2x) n(t,a,2x)da. (9.2) 
0 

The factor 4 can be explained as follows: 4 = 2 X 2 where the first factor 2 is 
due to the fact that a cell divides into 2 parts, whereas the second factor 2 is 
due to the fact that daughters with size m (x ,x + dx) come from mother cells 
in the size interval (2x ,2x + '!:fix). 

On that part of the boundary aQ of n where a >0 and V points inward we 
have to impose the condition (Vn·v)(t,a,x) = 0, where P is the normal vector 
on an. See chapter III of Metz and Diekmann (to appear) for more details. 

In chapter IV we study (9.l)-(9.2), the main assumption being that g does 
only depend on x. By integrating (9.1) along the characteristics we obtain an 
integral equation for the birth function B(t ,x) = n (t ,O,x ), which we might 
call an abstract renewal equation: it has the same form as the integral equation 
derived by Lotka (I 907) ( c.f. section I), but the underlying space is not R but 
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an infinite-dimensional Banach space. The main techniques exploited in chapter IV are Laplace transformation and positive operator theory. 

If we assume that neither g nor µ. nor b depend on a, then the i -s~ate .of a cell is given by its size x and in tJ»s case (9.1) - (9.2) can be sllllpbfied considerably. We define N (t ,x) = £ n (t ,a ,x )da, and now N (t;) represents the new p -state at time t. lntegrat~on of (9 .1) from a = 0 to a = oo . ~d substitution of g = g(x), µ. = µ.(x), b = b(x) and the boundary condition (9.2) leads to 

aN (t,x) + _l_ (g(x)N(t,x)) = -(µ.(x) + b(x))N(t,x) + (9.3) at ax 
4b (2x )N(t ,2x). 

This partial differential equation has to be supplemented with a boundary condition of the form 

g(x)N(t,x)lx =x- = 0 , (9.4) 
where Xmin is the smallest possible cell size. 

In chapter II, which is a revision of Heijmans (to appear a), we investigate the eigenvalue problem associated with (9.3) - (9.4). There our main tool is formed by the spectral theory of positive operators as discussed in section 6. 
In chapter Ill, which is joint work with 0. Diekmann and H.R. Thieme, we consider the initial problem (9.3) - (9.4) supplemented with an initial condition 

N(O,x) = N0(x). (9.5) 
We reformulate the problem as an abstract Cauchy problem and show that we can associate a strongly continuous semigroup of operators with the problem (see section 4). Using the results from chapter II, where the spectrum of the generator is characterized, we are able to determine the asymptotic behaviour of solutions (see also section 5). 

REMARKS 9.1. 
a) In Heijmans (1984b) we exploit the positivity properties of the semigroup to obtain the same results under slightly different assumptions (see also section 7). In Diekmann, Heijmans and Thieme (1985) we use positivity properties of the evolution operators (see e.g. Tanabe (1979) and Pazy (1983)) to find the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of (9.3) - (9.5) if the rates g ,µ. and b depend periodically on time. 
b) In Gyllenberg and Heijmans (1985) we consider a variant of (9.3) - (9.5), where we assume that there is a fixed time r between the onset of division and the division moment itself. In that case (9.3) becomes 

'()N a at (t,x) + ox (g(x)N(t,x)) = 
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- (µ(x) + b(x))n(t.x) + 4b(2.x)n(t - r.2x). 

(In Gyllenberg and Heijmans ( 1985) a slightly more general problem is 
investigated.) 

We anticipate the subsequent chapters by mentioning that the relation 
g(2x) ={= 2g(x ). for all x . 

plays an important role in chapters II - IV (compare this to assumption E3). 

In chapter V we shift our attention to a model originally formulated by 
Hans Metz. who in his tum had been inspired by the celebrated work of 
Holling ( 1966). concerning the functional response of an invertebrate predator. 
Together with Eeke van Batenburg he wrote three papers (Metz and van 
Batenburg (1984a, 1984b, 1984c)), discussing the full model and a number of 
simplifications (obtained by limiting procedures). and their extensive work is 
completed by a number of simulation results. Metz and van Batenburg (1984a, 
l 984b, I 984c) started from the assumption that the i -state of the predator (the 
praying mantid Hierodula crassa is one of their examples) is given by its 
satiation s (which we shall identify with gut content) and the handling time of 
the prey T, being the total time which the predator stiU needs to catch and, in 
case of a successful strike, swallow the prey. Again the p-state at time t is 
given by a function p (t ,s ,T), which in this case describes the state of one 
predator, i.e. for a measurable subset E> of the i -state space ~ the integral 
f, p (t ,S ;r)ds dT is the Chance that the predator's i -State at time ( belongs tO 0. 
<Sne of the simplifications mentioned by Metz and van Batenburg (1984a, 
I 984b, I 984c) is the case where the handling time T is negligable and can be 
omitted. This is also the model that we discuss in chapter V. Below we shall 
give a short description. 

Let s denote satiation and let p (t ,s) be the satiation distribution at time t , s, 
i.e. f p (t ,s )ds is the chance that the predator has satiation between s 1 and s2 }$, 
at time t . Between two prey catches satiation decreases according to 

ds dt = -as, s > 0, 

where a > 0 is a constant. The rate of prey catch of a predator with 
satiations s is xg(s) where x denotes prey density. Finally it is assumed that 
every prey brings about the same increase w of satiation when swallowed. 
Now the dynamics of p(t ,s) is described by 

~ a ar (t ,s)-a; {asp(t ,s)) = -xg(s)p(t ,s) + xg(s -w)p{t ,s - w) (9.6) 

supplied with the boundary condition 

p (t ,s fflll.) = 0 , (9.7) 
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where s is the maximum attainable satiation. In chapter V it is explained 
why it ;xadvantageous to study the backward (or adjoint) equation of (9.6) 
instead of the forward equation (9.6) itself. The solutions of the_ fo~ard 
equation are characterized by the solutions of the backward equat_1on via a 
duality relation. In this context the weak * topology plays a very important 
role. 

If the prey weight w is very small in reality, then it mak~s. sense to 
"idealize" and let w tend to zero in equation (9.6). This limit transition makes 
only biological sense if we let at the same time tend the p rey density to. infinity 
(otherwise there would be nothing left to eat). In chapter V we consider the 
case 

W-40, X-00, XW = ~, 
where ~ is a constant. Then formally (9.6) transfers into (for the details we 
refer to chapter V): 

~ a <lt (t ,s) + a.;-«~(s)-s)p(t ,s)) = 0, (9.8) 

which is a much simpler problem. In chapter V we show that a Trotter-Kato 
theorem can be used to give a mathematical justification of this formal limiting 
procedure (whlch was performed by Metz and van Batenburg (1984a, 1984b, 
l984c)). By this we mean that we can show that solutions of (9.8) 
approximate the corresponding solutions of (9.6) if w is small. 

From the equilibrium solution of (9.6) (which does exist because the 
dominant eigenvalue is zero) we can find an expression for the so-called 
functional response, which happens to be the quantity which biologists are 
interested in. An easy computable approximation of the functional response is 
found if the equilibrium solution of (9.8) (which is a delta-function) is 
substituted. 

So far only linear problems have been discussed. There are two reasons for 
this. The first is that linear models in structured population dynamics form a 
class of problems which is interesting enough to be investigated extensively. 
Secondly, a rather general approach to nonlinear problems is lacking. In 
chapter VI we consider three nonlinear problems which we could solve 
completely. The first two problems are concerned with two rather different 
models for the growth of a cell population in a chemostat. Except for the fact 
that both problems can in some sense be reduced to a two-dimensional system 
of ODE's, and that in both cases the concept of an omega-limit set is used to 
characterize the large-time behaviour of solutions, the problems are rather 
different from a mathematical as well as a biological point of view. The third 
model that we discuss describes the bone marrow stem cell population which 
supplies the blood population with new cells. There we use a Lyapunov 
function, the Invariance Principle (theorem 8.2) and monotonicity of the 
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associated dynamical system to prove global stability of equilibria. Finally we 
added a section stating some open problems. 
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An eigenvalue problem associated with a model for size-dependent cell 
growth 

by 

H.J.A.M. Heijmans 

ABSTRACT 

A model for the growth of a size-structured cell population is formulated, and the 
spectrum of the associated differential operator is investigued. This is done by 
transforming the eigenvalue problem into an integral equation. The main tOO<I is 
provided by the spectral theory of positive operators on a Banach space. 
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1. Introduction 
We consider a cell population whose members can be d.istinguished from one another according to 

their size. which we denote by the parameter x. In stead of size one may also read volume. mass, amount 
of protein or any other quantity which obeys a physical conservation law. The i~divi~ual cells are 
subject to growth, death and division and it is assumed .that the rates of ~hese ph7s10logi~~ll processc:s 
only depend on the individual's si:z:e. For a cell havtng si:z:e x the change m cell s12e dx in ~1m~ ~t is 
given by dx = g (x ')dt. In other words: during periods of growth the s12e x = x (t) of an tndtVldual 
obeys the ordinary differential equation 

~ = g(x). (I.I) 

We call g(x) the (deterministic) individual growth rate. 
We assume that a mother always divides into two equal daughters both having half the size of the 

mother. In [6) (see also chapter VI of this thesis) we study the case that division into two unequal parts 
may occur. 

The mathematical model, which is the subject of our investigation, was originally formulated by Bell 
& Anderson [1.2). As a matter of fact, they formulated a more general model incorporating both size and 
age dependence. A similar model was applied by Sinko & Streifer (12) to populations of the p lanarian 
worm Dugesia Tigrina. The present paper is concerned with a rigorous investigation of llhe spectral 
properties of the differential operator associated with our model. The ma.in question is whether or not 
there exists a strictly dominant eigenvalue (i.e. an eigenvalue having a real part which is strictly larger 
than the real parts of the remaining eigenvalues). In (3) (see also chapter III of this thesis) it is proved 
that this strictly dominant eigenvalue (if it exists) detennines the large-time behaviour of solutions of the 
time-d~ndent equation. Our main conclusion is that the existence of a strictly dominant eigenvalue 
heavily depends on properties of the growth rate g(x). More J'recisely, if g(2x) < 2g(x) for all x (or 
g(2x) > 2g(x)) then such an eigenvalue exists, and if g(2x) = 2g(x) for all x, then it does not exist. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we present tb.e model, and put it in a more 
tractable form by means of some elementary transformation. In section 3 the associated eigenvalue 
problem is reduced to an integral equation. In section 4 we use methods from positive operator theory 
(such as discussed in the Introduction of this thesis) to prove the existence of a dominant eig.envalue, i.e. 
an eigenvalue with largest real part. It turns out that the eigenvector belonging to this dominant 
eigenvalue is positive. The characteristic equation (which provides a tool for computing all eigenvalues) is 
derived in section 5. In section 6 and 7 we consider the essentially different cases g(2x) < 2g(x) and 
g(2x) = 2g(x) for all x, respectively. Finally in section 8 some remarks on the adjoint eigenvalue 
problem are made. 

2. "Ille equation and its interpretation 

The eigenvalue problem, which is the subject of our investigation comes from the partial. djfferential 
equation 

an a iii (1,.x) + ax (g(x)n(1,.x))= - µ(x)n(1,x)-b(x)n(t,x) + 4b(2x)n(t,2x) (2.1) 

which describes the dynamics of a population (for instance algae or bacteria) reproducing by fission into 
two equal parts. Here t denotes time, x the size of an individual, n (t ,x) is the size distribution at time t, 

X> 

i.e. J n(t ,x ')dx is the number of individuals with size between x 1 and x 2 at time 1 , µis the death rate, b 

the division rate and g the individual growth rate (c.f. section I). 

We assume that an individual <:annot divide befor·e reaching a minimal size a ~ O. Consequently 
cells with size less than ta cannot exist, which is expressed by the boundary condition 

n(t,ta) = 0. (2.2) 
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In the subsequent analysis it will hecome clear that the cases a = 0 a nd a >0 are essentially different. 
As to the biology this is obvious. We assume further that cells have to be divided hefore reaching a 
maximal siz.e which is normalized to be I. This is sa tisfied if the following condition holds: 

·~ -J g(x) dx - oo. . (2.3) 

It is explained below why this is sufficient. Throughout this paper we make the following assumptions 
on g.µ and b: 

(Hsl g is a continuous s trictly positive function on ! f u.I). 

(H ~) p. is a non-negative integrable function on rta. I I . 
(H~ ) b is integrable on (a,1-c) for all < > O. h(xl = 0 a.e. (almost everywhere) on (}a.a), 

Let 

x 
b(x) > 0 a.e. on (a. I) and lim J b({)df = oo. 

x tl 
0 

E(x) =exp I-j µ{() +bW deJ. 
I g(f) ra 

(2.4) 

E (x ) has a clear biological interpretation: it is the probability that an individual with siz.e f a will reach 
x without having died or divided. The assumptions (H1 ) and (Hb) imply that (2.3) is fulfilled. hence 
E (I) = 0, which means that cells with size greater than I do not exist. Therefore the last term at the 
right-hand-side of (2.1) must be interpreted as zero for x >t. 

Remark 2.1 The choice that we made here is not the only possible one. For instance (2.3) is also satisfied 
if b is bounded and g(x)-c (I -x), xTI. This situation is discussed in (7). 

Substitution of 

g(x)n(t.x) = E(x)m(t,x) (2.5) 

into equation (2. 1) leads to 

dm am Tt + g(x) a; = k(x)m(t.2.x). (2.6) 

(one should read k(x)m(l,2.x) = 0 if x ;;.. r) where 

k(x) = 4 .Khl b(lx) £(2.x). 
E(x) g(2.x) 

(2.7) 

Notice that k is only defined on [f a .f ). and k is integrable, because the behaviour of k in x = r is 
determined by the expression 

l1hl [ fb !ID l g(2.x) exp -
0 

g(f) df . 

Equation (2.6) is to be supplemented with the boundary condition 

m (t .ra) = 0. (2.8) 

From a mathematical point of view, the time-dependent equation (2.6) is more tractable than (2.1) 
because of the integrability of k, and from now on we will restrict our attention to (2.6). A precise 
relation between solutions of (2.1) and (2.6) can be found in section 7 of chapter Ill of this thesis. 
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3. Reduction of the eigenvalue problem to an integral equation 
The inhomogeneous eigenvalue problem associated with (2.6), (2.8) is given by 

>..,µ.x) + g(x)1;;; - k(xN{2x) = /(x). 

¥<3a) = 0. 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

We shall study this problem in L 1[3a.1), so we assume that/ e L 1{ta.I] and look for L,-solutions 1" of 
(3.1). (3.2). 

RetrllUk 3. 1 The eigenvalue problem (3.1) - (3.2) can also be studied in the space of continuous functions. 
As a matter of fact. all results obtained in this paper remain valid if one works with continuous functions 
in stead of L 1-functions. Moreover for both cases one finds the same set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
These eigenvectors are continuous functions. This is shown below. 

An abstract way of writing (3.1) - (3.2) is 

>..o/-Ai/! =f 

where A is the unbounded. linear operator given by 

(Ao/Xx) = -g(x)-1;t + k(xN.(2.x) 

having a domain 

<>il(A) = {i/!eL1[fa,l]l 1" is absolutely continuous and '1-{fa) = 0). 

'Theorem 3.2. A is a cloud operator with dense domain. 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Proof. It is clear that A has a dense domain. Without loss of generality we may assume that g(x}::l. 
Let If. e.;xA ). If. -"1. n -+OO and A if. -+ f ,n - oo. We must prove that ife"l:(A) and Ai/! = f. Let 

1/1 di/I. 
reR be such that f k(~)e-'(d~ < 1. Obviously ---ro/.(x) + k(x)./10 (2x)-+ f(x)- r >J.<..x) in 

a /2 dx 
L 1-sense. Let 41,, be given by 4>. (x) = e" 4'. (x ). Substitution yields 

- d:: + k(x)e - '" 410 (2x)-+ {/(x)-nl{x)} e'" in £ 1_ sense. 

If we integrate from fa to x we obtain -q.. + L4>~ -+ F, n ..... oo in the sup-nonn, where L defines a 
bounded linear operator on the space of continuous functions (notice that <1>. is continuous because 

"1. E''L(A)). given by (L<j>)(x) = r" k(f>e-''4><2!>dt and F(x) = 1" (j(O-rl/.{~}e"dE la / 2 o /2 
1/2 

is a continuous function. II L II < I because l k (x )e -rx dx < I, and therefore L - I is invertible. 
Consequently 4>. -+ (L-l) - 1F in the supnorm~'*e also have 4>.(x)-+ erxl/.{x) in the L 1-norm. and we 
conclude that e'" >i{x) = ((L - /)- 1 F)(x ). Let 4>(x) = e'" >i{x ). then L4> -<1> = F, and this yields that 4> 
is absolutely continuous and «1a> = 0. The same result holds for i/!. If we differentiate again we 
obtain Ao/ = j. and the result is proved. 0 

Let 

G(x) = J ..£.t.. 
I g(E} ;a 

G (x) can be interpreted as the time which it taltcs for a cell to grow from 3a to x. U we substitute 

(3.6) 



in (3.1). we obtain 

where 

kx(x) = ~ e - X(G(2x)-G(x)). 
g(x) 

Integration of this expression from fa to x yields 

<t.x>-
/ k1.(/;}4>(.~)df; = J 1.file>.G<Odf; , 

1 1 g(/;) 
2° 2° 

4>(x )-
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(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

where (a,/J)- d enotes the minimum of a and /i In order that >f can be a solution of (3.1) - (3 .2) we must 
have ,Pe<iJX.A) which implies that a/t is continuous and >f<f a) = 0. This should also be true for tj>. Let X 
be the Banach space 

(3.10) 

supplied with the sup-norm. Let for AEC the operators T1.:X -+ X and U1.:L 1(1a.1) ........ L 1[fa,1 ] be 
given by 

(t.x> 
(T1.<1>Xx) = J k1.({)4>(.~d/; , </>EX , 

I 
1a 

(U>.fXx ) = / ~ e>.G<Od~, j e L 1!ta,I ]. ,. 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

lbeorem 3.3. For all >.e C, the linear operators T1.:X -+ X and U1.:L1[f a ,1) -+ L 1[fa ,I) are compact. 

The proof uses Arnla-Ascoli-like arguments. See e.g. (13). Let 

l:: = {AEC ilEPo(T1.)}. (3_ 13) 

(We refer to the Introduction of this thesis for an explanation of the used notation). We can prove the 
following result. 

11ieorem 3.4. a(A ) = Po(A) = :l:. Forall>.EC\u(A)thereso/vent(A.l - A)- 1 is compact. 

Proof. Putting j = 0 in (3.1) it follows that A >f! = >...p if and only if T>.<i> = </>, where <I> is given by (3.7). 
This yields that P a(A ) = l:. Now suppose that >. !l P a(A ). Then we have that I - T >. is invertible. Let 
f eL1[fa ,1) and let <I> be the solution of <1> - T 1.<1> = U>.f. Then <I> is well-defined because U>.f is 
(absolutely) continuous and can be regarded as an element of X (more precisely: as an element of the 
embedding of X in L 1[f a,l)). It follows immediately that <I> is absolutely continuous. (This is yielded by 
the fact that U>.f and T1.<1> are absolutely continuous.) Now>/!, given by o/(x) = e>.G<x><l>(x ), is a solution 
of >...p - A >f = f . Therefore A!lo(A ). Moreover, >f is absolutely continuous. Hence, for all f e L 1[fa ,I) 
we have that (A./ -A )- 1/ exists and is absolutely continuous. This yields the compactness of (Al - A )- 1

• 
0 . 

Thus the spectrum of A consists entirely of eigenvalues which can be determined by means of the 
equation 
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T>.<I> = </> , q,eX. 

Theorem 3.5. A II points of o(A ) are isolated. 

Proof. Since l lT>.11-0 as Re.ll-+oo we have that >..ep(A) if Re>- is large enough. Now the result follows 
from the compactness of (Al-A ) - 1 (e.g. [13)). 0 

4. The dominant eigenvalue 
lntu'itively it is cl~r that the operators T>. defined by (3.1 \) are positive if A is real. We _shall make 

this more precise below. We assume during the rest of this section that>. is real unless othe!"Wlse stated. 

De6niti<>n Let the cones X + ,X + + ~ X be defined as 

X+ = {cpeXl<l>(x);;oO, 1a .o;;x ~I). 
X + + = {<l>E X + l<t> is non -decreasing). 

Note that <1>1 .;; '1>2 with respect to X + means something else than q,1 .;;; <f>i with respect t·O X + + . We 
have confidence that this will not give rise to confusion. 

The following result is almost trivial. For b) we refer to ( 11 ]. 

Lemma4.l. 

a) X ++ i;X + • 

b) X + is reproducing. The space X with the ordering induced by X + .defines a Banach lattice. 

c) T>. is positive with respect to X + and X + +for all >..eR. 

d ) T>.X + \;X + + for all XeR. 

This last assertion implies among others that if </> is an eigenvector of T >. belonging to X + then 
automatically <1>e X + +. Let x· be the dual space of X, then x· can be represented by all bounded 
variation functions on 11a , I} which are continuous from the left and zero in ta. For elements 

1 
</>EX, FeX'. we denote the duality pairing by <F.<t>>, i.e. <F.</>> = L <P(x)dF(x). Obviously 
x:.. contains all nondecreasing elements of x· . 0 12 

In section 2 we noticed already that the cases a > 0 and a = 0 are essentially different. This 
difference becomes perfectly clear if we try to prove some strong positivity result for T 11, First let us give 
a definition due to K.rasnoselskii (see (8)). 

Definition. Let L be a bounded operator on a Banach space Y with cone Y + and let u0 eY +· Then L 
is called uo-positivc if for all <j>e Y +.#0, there eiUsts an integer n and positive constants a and /3 such 
that auo..;L • q,<.Puo. 

Now for .l\e R we define u~EX ++ by 

<t.x>" 
u>.(x) = f k~(f>dc . ta <x < 1 

I ;a 

Theorem 4.2. If a > 0 then T>. is u~-posirive with respect to the cone X + +· 

(4.1) 

Proof Let <l>E X + + . 4>'#). A straightforward computation shows that (Tx <f>)(x )>0 for all 
(2-• .1a )"• < x < I, where (a,/J)+ = max{a,/3). If n is so large that i-• _;; ta, then we have 
Ti:,<t>EX++ and(J1<1>)(x)>O.fa <x < l. Therefore 
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+ I ((l /t~ ) <Tx <P)(x)-(Tx<t>)(a).11 ... (x) = 10 12 ki..W . ((Tx<1>X2E)- (Tx4>Xa)}dEe X ++ 

because (Tx<t>)(2E-) (Tx<t>Xa);;a 0for 1 a c;; E.,;;; f. Therefore T x + 1 <t> - (Tx<1>)(a ).ui..E X++ · For all 
"'ex ++· # 0. we have 

11..< ) 

.J.<l).ui..(x) - (Ti..¥-Xx ) = J ki..(f).{.J.<l) - 1'-(2E)}dE. 
I ,. 

which implies that .fi{l ).u >. - T>.>ltEX++· because lj.{ l )- lj.{2f);;. 0 for all E with f a..;;Eco1. A s a 
consequence T>.il- ..; il{l ).ui... If we substitute ii- = Tx<t> we find Tx +• <I> c;; (Txcf>){l).ui... and this 
completes the proof. O 

Tiieorem 4.3 If a = 0 then T i.. is non-supporting with respect to the cone X +· 

Proof Let <1> e X + , <f>+o and F e X".+ ,F -:f:'O. The fact that F-:pQ implies that there exists an x with 
0 < x E; I such that F(x - ()< F(x) for all 0 < ( < x. Let p be an integer such that 2-p < x. Then 

ii 
(Txcf>)(x > > 0, x e (2- p .1) for all n ;;. p . Hence < F .T x <t> > ;;;. f ( Tx<t>Xx)dF(x) > 0 if n ;;a p , and 

this proves the result. 0 

Now the following result holds. 

Theorem 4.4 Let AEA and r i.. = r(Ti..), then 

a) r i.. is an algebraically simple eigenvalue of Ti... 

2 ' 

b ) There exists a non-trivial eigenvector <#>). E X ++ such that Ti..4». = ri.. <#>).. 
c) There ex ists a strictly positive (with respect to X +) eigenfunctivnal F,.. e X".. such that T).Fi.. = ri.. F,.. 

Proof. (i) Let a > 0. Then the results (a) and (b) follow from the ui..-positivity of Ti.. (e.g. (8)). 
However, we should make the remark that Krasnoselskii proves the result in case that the underlying 
cone is reproducing which is not true for the cone X + +· However 'it follows directly that his result 
remains valid if the following weaker condition on the cone is satisfied: for every </>EX there exist 
cf>1,cf>ieX + + such that Ti..<t> = <1>1-4>2, and in our case this follows from the fact that X + is reproducing 
and T,.x + !: X + +· The stric t positivity of the functional F,., whose existence is guaranteed by a result of 
Krein and Rutman (see (9)), can be proved in the following way. Suppose < FA.4> > = 0 for some 
<f>EX + \ {O}. Since a ui.. < Tx<I> .s;; fJui.. for some n e N and a,{J > 0 we have that a< Fi..,U>. > < 
< F>._,T~<I>> = r~ <FA.4>> :::: O_ Consequently <Fx,ui..> = 0 which implies that <F>.., ii-> = 0 for 
all iS-e X + (since TriS- .;;;; /Jui..). But now the fact that X + is reproducing yields that Fi..= 0, which is a 
contradiction. 
(ii) For a = 0 the proor follows from a result of Sawashima on non-supporting operators; (see [10) or 
the Introduction or this thesis). 0 

Remark 4.5 i) There is a more elegant and transparant way to obtain the results for a > 0. The basic 
idea is to study the integral equation Ti..cf> = <f> on the subinterval [a, 1). 

lf.Kl-

(Ti..4>)(x) = J k,.(()4,(2E)dt ~eC[a , ll 
I ,. 

The values of T>.<t>. for cf>EX , on the interval [fa .a ) are completely determined by the values of - -"'' - - - - -~ = 4>110•11eX= C (a , I], i.e. the restriction of!' to [a, I]. Suppose </>EX is a solution of T>.cf> = • · where 
T i.. is given by(•), and let the extension cf> of cf> on l1 a . I), be defined by 
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</>(x ) = <P<x ) . a .;;; x ..;; I . 

x 

<l>(x) = -1 kA(~~)d~. ta .;;x ..:a . 
• / 2 

Then </> E X and q, is a solution of the original equation TA<I> = <j>. The advantage of this met h<><1, is, that 
it permits us to work in the cone X • = {ct>eX l<l>(x};;. 0). whic_h has non-empty interior X + . The 
operator f.A is strejlngly positive with respect to X +: i.e._for all .pe :r +.there exists an integer n ~ n (<P) 
such that J1. .p. e X + Now the unicity of the pos1uve eigenvector is given by theorem 6.3. of Krein and 
Rutman in [9J. 
ii) Ira > 0 then Th is not non-supporting. neither with respect to X + nor with respect to X + +. 

As mentioned before we are only interested in those values of >.. for which I is an eigenvalue of T,... 
This motivates us to look for real oolutions of 

r(TA) = I. 

1Deorem 4.6. There exists a unique real solution >..d of the equation r(TA) = I. 

Proof. Let>.., ,..eR, >.. < µand let ·</>;.,</>"' Fh and F" be as in theorem 4.4. Then 

<T;F,.4».> <F,,T,4».> <F,.TA4».> <F,.(TJ.. -T,)<l>'A> 
r = = = = rh - ti.. 
" <F •. </>').> <F,,.4».> <F,,.</>'A> <F,,.4».> 

<F .(TA - T )<h> 
where t:.. = 6.(.>..,µ) = • • >O , because (TA - T,)<l>'A > 0 and F" is strict ly positive. 

<F,.iti,.> 
Therefore r,.<r~, which implies t!l;;tt r~ = r(T~) is strictly monotone decreasing in>... Moreover 
!~ t:.. (>..,µ) = 0, which yields the continuity of rA. Now suppose that 114».ll = I. Clearly 

I 
1' 

(TA</>;.)(!) = ll TA 4».11 = rA114».ll = TA = f kx(~)<l>'A(~~. 
I zo 

where we have used that ll>/111 = >/1(1) if "1eX + +· One also sees that </>').(x) = <l>h(I) = ll<l>hll = I, 
t .;; x .;;; I. and we obtain that 

(4.2) 

and from th~ inequalities we oonclude that Jim r(TA) = oo, lim r(Tx) = 0, and now the result 
x-- '00 x-oo 

follows immediately. D 

Remark 4.7. 1£ a > 0 then one can easily obtain the following estimates: let>..,µ eR, >.. < µ, then 

ell>- klm TI'</>.;; Tx cf> <.; e<p.-klM TI' cf>, <j>eX + , 

where m "" 1 min , { G(2x)- G(x)} , M = max {G(2x)-G(x)}. Obviously O < m < M < oo. 
1a-.x<2 to<x<t 

~ote that a = 0 implies that m = 0. Now substituting q, = <l>p. and taking the duality pairings with F "». 
yields 

ell>- klm .r • .;;; r A ,..;: e(J<- A)M . r • , 

and th.is also gives the conclusion of theorem 4.6. 

Now we have proved that there exists a unique ~ eR and (except for a constant) a unique 



<Pd = %, e X + + and Fd = F>.,eX"'+ {which is strictly positive) such that 

T>.,<l>d =<Pd, r;_,Fa = Fd • 

and the eigenvalue 1 of T >., is algebraically simple. Now let >/td e X + be defined by 

-.,,d(x) = e - >., G(x )·<l>d(x), 

then the following result holds. 

Theorem 4.8. A >ltd = Ad>/td and the eigenvalue Ad of A is algebraically simple. 
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(4.3) 

(4.4) 

Proof The first conclusion follows from the results in section 3. The geometric simplicity of the 
eigenvalue Ad of A follows directly from the geometric simplicity of the eigenvalue I of T>.,. 

_d•f - - -
Now suppose that (Ad-A)21/t = 0, for some ¥te<1:(.A 2

). Let >!-= (Ad - A ')>Jt, then Ai/t = >..d >/t and#(), 
from which we conclude that";[, = a.>Jtd for some constant a, which we may assume to be I. In section 3 
we showed that the equation Adi/I-A-.,,= I/Id can be rewritten as cp - T>.,<P = U>.,>/tJ, where 
<P(x) = e>..G<• >W<_x). Taking duality pairings with Fd yields <FJ,U>.,il-d > = 0 which is a contradiction 
because U'l>.,>/td e X + \ {O), and Fd is strictly positive. This proves the result. 0 

5. The characteristic equation. 
ln this section we deduce the so-called characteristic equation, i.e. the equation from which the 

eigenvalues of A can be computed (al least numerically). This equation happens to be a very tractable 
one if a ;;.. t , but it becomes more and more intractable according as a becomes smaller. 
Let the Banach space Y be the space of all continuous functions on !ta , I] with the supnorm. Clearly X 

is a closed subspace of Y. For every >..eC the operator TA:X-.X can be extended to the larger space Y. 
This extension is also denoted by the symbol TA. 

<t .x>' 
(Ti..<t>Xx) = / kA(~2f>d{, <f>E Y. 

2a 

(5. l) 

One sees immediately: TAYcX. As a consequence TA<P = cp, .peY, implies that cpe X. Using theorem 
3.4, we obtain 

Aeo(A ~lePo(Ti..lx~I ePo(Ti..) 

where T;.,[x denotes the restriction of T A: Y-+ Y to the subspace X . Let e 1 e Y defined by: 

e 1(x) = I, t a o;;;x ..;; l. 

TA: Y-+Y can be decomposed in the following way. Let .pe Y: 
l l 
2 , 

(TA<l>Xx) = j ki..(~2f>d{- j k;.,(~2f)d{ = Hi..(<f>)e1 + N>.<P. 

fa <f .x>· 

where H x is a bounded linear functional on Y. 
I 

<kf 2 
H 1-«t>) = f k>..(~~)dL 

and N;.. is a bounded linear operator on Y, 

I 
1 • 

I 

def 2 
(Ni..<t>Xx)= - f kA(~2f>dE. 

<t.x)' 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 
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The reaso11 that we have cml>cdded X in the larger space is clear now: Y is invariant under NA• 
whcrea.' X isn't. We make a distinction between the cases a > 0 and a = 0. 

I. a > 0 

Lemma 5.1. Tht <>pt'rator NA is compact and ni!poumt, fvr all >. e C. i.e. N~ = O.for some p EN. IH<'re p 
dtJt'.t not depmd vn >... I 

Proof'. Compactness is trivial. Lei p e N be such that 2 P • 
1o;;a<2 - P + 2• Then we have N~ 1 *° and 

N~ == O. This follows from the observation that (N~<j>)(x) = 0, x >2 ' for all <f>E Y and 
I "' OJ. · . .. 0 

Substitutio n of T~9 in (5.4) yields 

Tf.p = H>.<T>.4>)1'1 + N>.(TA<J>) = HA(T>.<J>'Je1 + H>.(<J>)NAe1 + Nf<j>. (5.7) 

We define 

(5.8) 

Notice that 

(5.9) 

Lemma 5.2. t 1, • • • ,t, art lintarly independent in Y . Furthermore <.11(11'.} C span <e1• • • • .e, >. where 
.1pan <e1• • • • ,e, > is the subspat•e of Y spanned by the functions t1. · · · .er 

Proof'. ei(x ) = (NAe 1)(x)7'-0. if x<} . A straightforward computatio.n shows that for all i, with 
l < 1 <p. we have e,(x}o;o60 if x <2- " 1. Now suppose that for certain a,eC,i = l, .. ·.p. 
a1e1 + · · · + a,e, = O. Then NC 1(a1e 1 + · · · + a,,e,,) = a1e, = 0. which implies that a 1 = 0. 
Likewise we find that a , = 0 for all i = 2. · · · .p. This proves the linear independence of e 1• • • • .e, . 
Recursion or (5.7) yields 

719 = H>,(Tr 1<1>)e1 + H>.(~ -2 <J>)e2 + · · · + H>.(<J>)ep (5.10) 

for all </>E Y. where we have used that N~ = 0. This completes the proof. 0 

Defining 

(5.11) 

we have 

(5.12) 

Rftnalit 5.3. One should keep in mind that e1 and / 1 both depend on .\. 

Now suppose that >.eo{A ). This implies that l e Pa(TA>· Therefore TA</>= <j> for some cj>E Y .~. 
Consequently 719 = </>. In other words <f>e~~)C spon<e 1 . .. • .ep>· Hem.-e we can write 
9 = <j>,e, + · · · +~ep. Using (5.12) we ftnd 

}: <j>,e1 = <j> = T>.<I> = f <t>1(j,e1 +ei+ 1). 
i • I i • I 

Using the limcar independence of the functions e, we conclude 
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WO implies ~1,,eQ and therefore f 1 + · · · + fp = l. Furthermore fp = H 1,(ep) = 0. Now we have 
proved: 

Theorem 5.4. AEo(A ) if and only if H >.(e 1 + · · · + ep - 1) = I. 

H 1,(e 1 + · · · + ep - i) = I is called the characteristic equation. If a ;;. + then it takes the following 
simple form: 

II. a = 0 

I 
2 
J k1,(x )dx = I. 
I 
20 

Let H >. and N :>. be defined by (5.5) and (5.6) where ia is replaced by 0. 

T 1.<1> = H1,(</>)e 1 + N1,t/>. tf>EY. 

Let ei be defin ed by (5.8) for all j ;;;. I. 

Lemma 5.5. N >. is compact and quasinilpotent. 

(5.13) 

rrwr. The proof that NA is compact is trivial. Now suppose that µePo(N,.). Then there exists a 
ifeY \ {O} such that N>.f = /1'1-. Consequently Ntil- = i/'ii-. for all k;;a.J. Observing that 
CNtif)(x) == 0. for x ;;a. 2-k we conclude that I' = 0. As a consequence a(NiJ = (O}, which proves the 
theorem. D 

00 

Lemma 5.6. Let 11>. = l: ek. then 11>. e Y and 11111.ll is uniformly bounded in every vertical srr;p s < Re>.< r. 
k : I 

Proof. Let AEC be such that s < Re>-<;t , where s ,t e R, s c;1. Obviously lleill = I. For e 2 we have 

t t 
le2(x)I"" J lkxmld~ < /lkx<€lld~<a:i, 

tf-<» 0 

.l 

' and therefore e 2(x) = 0, x ;;;. f, le2(x)I .;.M, x <f. where M : = max <flk1.mldO. Likewise 
s<~<t 

0 

where 

By induction we find that 

and the proof follows. 0 

I .. 
le1(x)I < j lk1.(E)IMd~ < ~ L M. 

0 

L : = max(lk1.m II 0 c ~"' ~. s < Re>. < t }. (5.14) 
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Theorem 5.7. T>.<P = <P ha.f a solution if a11d on/>' if H >.('11>.) = I. I n 1hu1 case 'II>. i.~ the imiqul! solution 
(ex<·ept for a constant). 

Proof. 
(i)Suppose Ti\<P = <f>. Inserting (5.13) we obtain N>.<P = ip - H >.«t>)e1• If we put ~ = H >.(<PM>. then 

Nx<<P - 4>> = <1> - H >.(<f>)e 1 '" H >.<<PJN>.'11>. = ip - H>.(<f>)e 1 - H>.(<P) (e2 +e3+ .... ) = ip - ;j,. Now the 
quasinilpotency of N>. implies that ip - ~ = 0 and therefore <P = Hx(</>M>.· Consequently 
H x(<P) = H i\(<t>)H >.('ll>,). Moreover H >.(<f>);il::O because WO and thus H ;o.('llJJ = l . 

(ii)Supposc H >.('11>.) = I. Then T X'll>. ~ H >.(TD.)e I + N >.TD. = TD.· 0 

In this case H >.(T/>.) = I is called the characteristic equation. From the above construction it should 
he clear that it makes no sense to write down the explicit expression. 

6. Position of the eigenvalues for the case g (2.x ) < 2g (x ) 
In this and the next section we sha.11 investigate the position of the eigenvalues of A . We are 

especially interested in the position of the eigenvalue )v. It appears that the outcome depends heavily on 
the individual growth rate g (x ). The following arguments show why this is so. 

The kernel kx(x) or the integral operator T>. (c.r (3.8)) can be written as 

(6.1) 

where 

r(x) = G(2.x)- G(x). (6.2) 

Obviously dr = ig(x )-fix~) . Hence. if 2g(x) = g(2x) for all x E[+a,f J, then r(x) does not depend dx g(x)g 
on x. and in the next section it will be made clear. that this has far-reaching consequences for the 
position of the eigenvalues of A . 1n this section we shall restrict ourselves to the case 

g (2x) < 2g(x). fa .,;; x -.; I . (6.3) 

and from now on we assume that this relation is satisfied. However we emphasize that all results carry 
over to the cas.e g(2x )>2g(x) ,fa.:;; x < I· 

We have seen that the operator A has exactly one positive eigenvector corresponding to an eigenvalue 
>.., e A (sec section 4). Now we shall prove that )y is the strictly dominant value of A • i.e_ all the other 
eigenvalues or A have a real part which is stric tly less than Ad· We need the following elementary 
lemma. 

Lemma 6.1. Suppose a < h, and let f eL i[a ,b] be a complex-valued function. Then we have: 
b b if. /(x )dxl = J. if <x >ldx if and only if !here exists a constant a EC, with lal = I, such that 

If (x >I = af (x) a.e. on fa. h/. 
b 

Proof. Let z: = if (x )dx and define a e C such tha t az = iz I· Clearly lal = I. Putting 
ck[ 0 

u(x) = Re{a/(.x)} we have u(x)..;; la/(x)[ = lf(x)I and the inequal.ity is strict for all x e V , where the 
suhset V C (a. b} is defined hy: x E V ilf lm{af(x)}.p0. Hence u (x) < la/(x)I = If (x >I . for 

b b 
x E V and J. u <x )dx < J. If (x lldx iff !'( V) > 0, where !'( V) is the measure of lhe set V. Obviously 

h b b b b 
I j f (x )dx I = lz I = az = j af (x )dx = Re{j af(x)dx} = J Re{a/(x)}dx = J u(x")dx . 
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b b h b 
Consequently 11/(x)d:cl<1 lf(x)ldx iff µ(V) > 0. In other words: I/. /(x)dxl = J. tf(x)ldx iff 
u (x) = a/ (x ) 

0

a.e .. which is tl'ie same as If (x >I = a/ (x) a.e. O 
0 0 

Theorem 6.2. Jf ')..ePo(A) and A=l=Ad then Re>. < )t.d · 

Proof (i) Suppose >.eo(A) and Re>. > >.d. Then 1 e Po(TA) which implies that TA<I> = <I> for some 4>EX. 
Thus 

ef .. f 
4>(x) = j kA(~~)dE = 

I ,. 
tt.. kll\ 

Taking absolute values on both sides, we find J, ~ e-R~,m l4>C~)ldE ;;.. I 4>(x)I, which can be 
, . g(E) 

written as: T R<Al<l>I ;;;.. I 4>1 (with respect to X +) where 14>1 e X is defined by l<t>l(x ): = l«x >I· Using 
theorem 6.2. of Krein and Rutman [9] we obtain T Rc>.4' = p>/J for some >/JEX+/ {Q} and p ;;.. I. 
Consequently r(T l\aJ;;. I. On the other hand. theorem 4.6. states that r(T R<A) < I . Now we have 
proved that Aeo(A) implies that Re>. .,;;; >..d. 
(ii ) Suppose that>.= Ad +i11 and >.eo(A ). This implies that TA>i- = >j- for some >1-eX and as in ( i) we 
deduce TRc>.l>l-1> 1>/it. i.e. T>vl"'i>l"'I· Suppose T >v l"'i,,Cl>/it· This yields T>vl./11-1>/ite X + \ {O}. Let Fd be 
the strictly positive eigenfunctional satisfying Ti,.Fd = Fd. Then 0 < <Fd. T>vli/1 -11'-1> = 
<Ti,.Fd - Fd.J>/1> = 0, which is a contradiction. Consequently T>vl>i-1= 11'-I· which means, by the 
simplicity of the eigenvalue I of T..., that IV-I = Y<l>d. for some constant ye C, which we may assume to be 
one without loss of generality. As a consequence 11'-<x)I '"'cl>d(x)t' a<•>, where a(x)eR, x e[f a,I]. Using 

ITA>l-1 = l>/it = TRc>.l>l-1 = T>v<l>d> we find 

et ... > ef ... ,- <I-'' 
j k>v<E">·M~E = I f kA(E)l-<~EI = I j e -i.l'mk>..C&Mme'a<2{)d~. 

I I I 
!O JO 'iO 

U sing lemma 6.1. we obtain cw(2E)- >)r(E) = C where C is a constant. Hence a(x) = C+>)r(tx). 

Inserting this in 

et ... ,· 
j kA(N(~E = >l{x) = 

I ,. 
<t..<) 
f e -i~'mk>.,(E)4>d(me'n<2()dE = 4>J(x )e'*l, 
I ,. 

<f_.)· I 
c f ;C+hy(T x) il)l"(t:r> 

we obtain e1 k>.,(El<i>d(2.E)dE=<1>d(x)e , which implies <l>d(x) = 4>d(x)e a.e. on [a,I). 
I 
1• 

Because r is a continuous increasing function on Ita.tJ we obtain 11 = 0, which implies that').. = "'d· D 

In section 3 we noticed that all elementS of o(A) are isolated (c.f t.hcorcm 3.5). Now we are going to 
s h ow that in every vertical strips ~ Re>.....::1, there arc only finitely many of them. 

Theorem 6.3. Suppose s < t. Jn the vertical strip s < Re').. < t, there are only finitely many points of 
a(A). 
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where we have: us<ld (6.1 ). Because /(~)~ the well-known Riemann-Lebesque lemma statt:S that 

Jim H>.(etl = 0, uniformly ins < Re>. < 1. lm>.-:±1)() 

Using the same arguments fo r i > I. we find lim H>.(e 1+ · · · + e,. _ 1) = 0. uniformly in lrnA-.=oo 
.t < Re>. < 1 . This together with the fact that all elements or o(A ) are isolated {see theorem 3.5) proves 
the result for a > 0. 
(ii) Let a = 0. Lei AEo(A) and s c;;; Re>. ..;;;; 1 . According to lemma 5.6 there exists a constant 
M 1 > 0 such that 1111>. I I c;;; M 1• Theorem 5.7 yields 1ha1 H >.{'7>.) = I. We have 

I • I 
H>.('7>.) = j k>.(~)>)>. (U)d~ = j k>.(~)>)>. (~)d~ + j k>.<€>'7>.(~)d~. 

0 0 ( 
' . 

Now If k>.(&J>.(~~ I .;;; M 1 flk>.<Old~ c:; LM 1€, where L is defined by (5.14). We choose € < ±such 
0 I 0 

that <LM 1 .;;; 2· Hence 

for all A satisfying s .;;: Re>. < 1. There exists a juEN such that j > jo implies e/x) = 0 if x > <. 
This yields 

.!. 
l• } 

IH>.('7>.)i<t+ L If k>.(&1(UJd~j. 
j = I c 

In (i) we have seen that lim H >,(e 1+ · · · +e,.) = 0 uniformly in the vertical strips< Re>. < 1. lm.\-~co 
Similarly we have 

I 

l• T 
lim c L I f k>.C{)e1<~~1> = o 

lmA-%00 J- I ,_ 

uniformly is the vertical strip s ,.. Re>. <1. As a consequence, there eltists a A>O such that for all A 
satisfying .t .;;; Re>. < t and llm.>..I;;;. A we have 

I 

l• ' L I fk>-<&,<~~ < 7. 
j•I < 

For these values of A we obtain IH>.('7>.)i<~ and we conclude from theorem 5.7 that Al!o(A ). Again, the 
result follows from the fact that all elements of o(A ) are isolated. 0 

We call nd(x) = :t;}-.rd(x) (c.f. (2.5)) the stable size distribution. In chapter III of this thesis it 
hecomes clear why. 

7. Position of the eigenvalues for the case g(2x) = 2g(x) 
In this section we shall investigate what happens if 

g(2x) = 2g(x ). j a < x <I. 
Then we have 

r(x) = G(2x)-G(x) = r, fa < x <I, 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

where r does n-Ot depend on x. As a consequence k>.(X) = k((x) e - >.,, from which we conclude that g x) 
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(7.3) 

Because To defines a compact operator, its spectrum is the union of {O) and a set containing at most 
countably many non-zero eigenvalues a 1, ••• , aq. wh.ere q is allowed to be oo. 

Remark 7.1. If a > 0 it can be shown that q .;;.p - 1 where p is the integer determined by lemma 5.1. 
i.e. 2 - p + I .;;; a < 2 -p + i. 

Using (7.3) it follows immediately that AE~ if and only if e - >.r 0 
a solution of e - >.r aj = I , then 1 

I for some 1 ,._ j ,._ q . Let ~o be 

~ = {Ajo+ i. 2k'IT \1 o;; j .;;. q.ke l). 
r 

(7.4) 

As a consequence there does not exist a strictly dominant eigenvalue. 

Remark 7.2. The above results can also be obtained from the characteristic equation. If a >0 it can be 
proved that H;.(e1 + · · · +ep-1) = C,.e - >.r + C 2 . (e- >.r)2+ · · · + Cp - i. (e - >.rf- 1 (see theorem 5.4) 
where C1, i = I, · · · ,p - I are real coefficients. If a = Owe find Hi..(TJI,) = <IJ(e - >.r) (see theorem 5.7) 
where 4J is an entire function on the complex domain. 

The relation g(2x) = 2g(x) has a clear biological interpretation. A daughter cell having half the size 
of the mother will grow at just half the rate of the mother. So, if one starts with a cohort of cells of size 
x at time t = 0, then any daughter cell whose mother belonged to the cohort, will have a size which 
equals exactly half the size of an undivided member of the cohort, no matter when th.is daughter was 
born. This means lhat there is no dispersion of cell sizes if time increases. Of course. this argument 
l;>ec-0mes unvalid if a mother cell not n~arily divides into two equal daughters. In [6] (soee also chapter 
VI of this lhesis), we study the situation that division occurs into unequal parts, more precisely, the ratio 
birth size of daughter . d . bi . f . 1 b bT d · f · d · h 
division size of mother is a ran om vana e sat1s ymg a smoot 1 pro a 1 1ty enslly uncuon, an m t at 

case we find mdeed that there al ways exists a strictly dominant eigenvalue, no matter what g (x) looks 
like. 

From a biological point of view, the most relevant solution of the functional equation g(2x) = 2g(x) 
is g(x) = yx . where y is some constant. In the literature, this is called the case of "exponential 
individual growth''. (See e.g. [ 1, 2).) This nomenclature becomes clear if one observes that the solution of 
(l.I) is x(t) = x(O)eY', if g(x) = yx. 

Remark 7.3. If the relation g(2.x) = 2g(x) is satisfied on a nontrivial subset of li·a ,f J, then the question 
concerning the existence of a strictly dominant eigenvalue is more difficult to ·answer. In (3, part II) it is 
shown that indeed there doe$ ex,!st a strictly dominant eigenvalue in this case (see also chapter III of this 
thesis). ' 

8. The adjoin t eigenvalue problem 
In this section we shall state some results concerning the adjoint eigenvalue problem. 

these results are straightforward and shall be omitted. 

The adjoint operator A· is given by 

(A ··1 Xx) = :X (g(x )j (x)) + fk<f x)j(f x) 

(one should read fk<f x )/ (f x) = 0, if x <a) having a domain 

"!)(A - ) = {j eL00[fa ,I) I gf is absolutely continuous, 

The proofs of 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

the function x--...E._(g(x)/(x))+ fk(Ix)f(Ix) belongs to L..,[+a.l] and/(!) = 0). 
dx 

Here L00[fa. ~ ] is the dual space of L 1[f a,1], i.e. the Banach space of essentially bound.ed, measurable 
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functions. The eigenvalue problem A · f = Xf can be rewritten as 

I 

h(x) = f kA(E)h(f)dE 

<1x.fa)' 
where h is given by 

h(x) = e - Av<x>g(x)j(x) 

(8.3) 

(8.4) 

Notice that every solution h of (8.3) is a continuous function. Let hd be the solution of (8.3) for X = "Ad. 
Then hd(x )>0 for f a .,;;x <I. Let fd be given by 

f 
hd(x) - /vG(x) 

a(x) = - - e . 
g(x) 

lhen we have 

A
0 fd = Xdfd, 

fd is continuous on [f a.I], 

fd(x)><J, fao;;;x<l. /d(I) = 0. 

(8.5) 

Because of the algebr~ic simplicity _of the eigenvalue )\d· and the com~actness of the resolvent of A (see 
theorem 3.4) we can give the followmg decompos1t1on of the space L 1f2·a, I]: 

Li[fa,1] = <!Jl.{_Xdl -A )Efl~Xdl -A). 

where ~11.(XdJ - A) is the null space of )\di - A and 'W,A.dl-A) denotes the range. 

Let P be the projection on '!1!.l)..d l -A) with respect to this decomposit~on, then we have 

I 

Pep= J fd(x')«x)dx.>J!d, 
I ,. 

where the pair f d•>J!d is normalized by the condition 

I 

J fd(x)i/td(x)dx = I. 
I 
2• 

(8.6) 

Remark 8.1. The properties off d mentioned above can also be found using the positivity of the 
resolvent operator (JV - A )- 1 for X > AJ. 
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Abstract. A model for the growth of a size-structured cell population reproduc
ing by fission into two identical daughters is formulated and analysed. The 
model takes the form of a linear first order partial differential equation (balance 
law) in which one term has a transformed argument. Using semigroup theory 
and compactness arguments we establish the existence ofa stable size distribu
tion u nder a certain condition on the growth rate of the individuals. An 
example shows that one cannot dispense with this condition, 

Key words: Size-dependent population growth - Reproduction by fission -
Balance equation - First-order partial differential equation - Transformed 
a rguments - Stable size distribution 

I. Introduction 

In their paper "A model for populations reproducing by fission" [19), J. W. Sinko 
and W. Streif er presented a deterministic model decribing the dynamics of single 
species populations of organisms reproducing by binary fission. Starting from 
the assumption that the important physiological character istics of these organisms 
can be described by their size alone. they derived a complicated nonlinear 
evolution equation which they solved numerically (moreover, the model is applied 
to populations of the planarian worm Dugesia tigrina and theory and experiments 
are compared with each other). Similar models for the growth of procaryotic cell 
populations have been formulated by A G. Fredrickson, D. Ramkrishna and 
H. M. Tsuchiya [6). 

Alth.ough our long-term objective is the analysis of such complicated systems 
of nonlinear equations describing the dynamics of structured populations, we 
shall here concentrate on some aspects of a related but much simpler linear 
problem. More precisely, we study a variant of the Bell-Anderson [2, 3) model 
for size-dependent cell population growth when reproduction occurs by fission 
into two equal parts. (Here one may replace "size" by weight, volume, length or, 
in fact, by any quantity which obeys a physical conservation law.) The environment 
is supposed to be unlimited and all possible (nonlinear) feedback mechanisms 
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are ignored. It is well-known that under such circumstances the solution of the 
initial value problem for age-dependent population growth behaves asymptotically 
for t~oo as 

n(t, a) - C e"' n(a) 

where (i) <T is the Malthusian parameter (intrinsic rate of natural increase), (ii) 
n(a) is the so-called stable age-distribution, (iii) <r and n(a) do not depend on 
the initial condition (iv) C is a constant which depends on the initial condition 
only (see [ 11, 12, 17]). Here we address the question whether reproduction by 
fission results similarly in convergence towards a stable size-distribution. As 
anticipated by Bell and Anderson [I, 2, 3] we find that the answer depends heavily 
on the fu nctional relationship (described by a function g, see eq. (2. 1)) between 
the growth of organisms and their size x. For instance, the answer is yes if 
g(2x) < 2g(x) for all relevant x, but no if g(2x) = 2g(x). Two of us conjecture 
that the answer remains yes, if the relation g(2x)<2g(x) is satisfied for values 
of x in a set of nonzero measure. This conjecture is proved for a special case. 

The organization of the paper is as fo llows. Jn Sect. 2 we present the balance 
law for size dependent reproduction by fission into two identical parts and we 
rewrite it as a linear evolution problem in a Banach space. Jn Sect. 3 we prove 
the existence and uniqueness of a solution and we reformulate that result in 
tenns of a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators. In Sect. 
4 we find a representation of the solution in terms of a finite sum of generations. 
In Seet. 5 we show that the semigroup is compact after finite time if g(2x) < 2g(x). 
In Sect. 6 we discuss the eigenvalues of the infinitesimal generator and we derive 
a characteristic equation fo r an important special case (the general case is treated 
in [9]). In Sect. 7 we reap the fruits of our preparations and prove the existence 
of a stable size distribution under the condition g(2x) < 2g(x). In Sect. 8 we 
investigate what happens if the condition g(2x) < 2g(x) is not satisfied for all x. 
Finally in Sect. 9, we make some concluding remarks. 

2. The equation and its interpretation 

The subject of our investigation is the equation 

an ii 
at(t. x) +~(g(x)n( t, x)) = - JL(X)n(t, x)- b(x)n(t, x) + 4b(2x)n(t, 2x). (2.1) 

Here the independent variables t and x denote, respectively, time and size. The 
unknown n is a density function: J:: n(t, g) dg is the number of cells with size 
between x 1 and x 2 at time t. The functions I-'· band g (which are assum ed to be 
known) are the rates at which cells of size x die, divide and grow, respectively. 
The second term at the left hand s ide d escribes changes due to the g rowth of 
individuals and the first term at the right hand side describes changes due .to 
death or dilution. The last two terms describe the reproduction process. At first 
sight the factor 4 in the source term may seem strange. But a moment of reflection 
should bring about that 4- = 2 x 2, where the first factor accounts for the doubling 
of numbers and the second for the doubling of intervals (those who originate 
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from splitting in (2x, 2x + 2 dx) enter into (x. x + dx)); a convincing check can be 
made as follows: multiply by the size x and integrate, then the contributions of 
the last two terms have to cancel each other because of conservation of "size". 
For the sake of completeness we present a derivation of (2. 1) in the Appendix. 

We assume that the cells cannot divide before they have reached a minimal 
size a > 0. Consequently, cells with size less than ~a cannot exist. Mathematically 
we express this fact by the boundary condition 

n(t, ~ a) = O (2.2) 
which supplements (2. 1 ). 

From each .. cohort"' passing size y a fraction E(x)/ E (y) will reach size x, where 

E (x) = M (x)I'(x). 

M (x) =exp -f' µ.({) dg, 
.. n g(§) 

I'(x) =exp- f • b( fl df 
II g({) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

Note that M describes the loss due to mortality and I' the " loss" due to splitting. 
Since we want to describe that the cells have to divide before they reach a maximal 
size, which we normalize to be x = I, we are led to require that the integral 
J: b(g)/ g(fl d§ diverges for x t 1 and to interpret the te rm 4b(2x)n(t, 2x) in 
equation (2. 1) as zero whenever x:;;. ~- C learly we now require a< I. I f a;;;,,! the 
maximal size of a daughter is less than the minimal size of a mother. This realistic 
case is relatively easy and we will pay special attention to it. However, at this 
point we do not yet exclude the case a <~ in which a large cell can undergo two 
divisions immediately after each other so tha t effectively a division into four parts 
occurs. 

C learly we now choose the domain of x to be the interval [~a. I]. Concerning 
the growth, death and division rates we assume 

H ll: g is a s trictly positive continuous function 
H,.: µ. is a nonnegative continuous function 
H i.: b(x)=O for xe[~a, a] and b(x)> O for xe(a. I). 
Moreover b is continuous and satisfies lim,11 f: b(fl dg = +co. 

In all these assumptions we can weaken the continuity requirement at the 
expense of some small technical difficulties. 

Strictly speaking the interpretation suggests no other condition on n(t, x) as 
a function of x than the integrability of the functions b( · )n(t, ·) and n(t, · ). 
NevertheUess we shall assume that the initial condition n0 in 

n (O, x) = n0(x) (2.6) 

is su ch that n0( ·)/I'(·) is continuous (in particular this assumption requires that 
n0(x) ~ 0 at a certain rate as x t I) and we shall show that n( t, · ) inherits this 
property. Here we are guided by the interpretation of I' and by the desire to 
avoid technical details. As a side remark we mention that the smoothing properties 
of (2. 1) hinge upon properties of g(2x)-2g(x) on the one hand (cf. Sects. 5 and 
8) and the behaviour of I"(x) for x j I on the other. 
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The transformation 

g(x) 
m(t, x) = -£ n(t, x) 

(x) 

leads to the evolution problem 

l
am= -g(x) am (t, x) + k(x)m(t, 2x) 
at ax 

(EP) m ( t, ~a)= 0 

m(O, x) = cf>(x) 

where by definition <J>(x) = [g(x)/ E (x)]n0(x) and 

k(x) = 4 g(x) b(2x) E (2x) 
E(x) g(2x) 

0 . Diekmann et al. 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

and where, here and in the following, one should interpret k(x)m(I, 2x) as zero 
for x ~ ~. Note that g(x)n(t, x) is the flux of individuals at (t, x) and that E(x) is 
a factor which, in some sense, accounts for the " loss" due to mortality and fission. 

Although b has a non-integrable singularity, k is integrable and we shall 
exploit this property in, 'e.g. the proof of Lemma 3.1. ln fact this "reduction of 
the singularity" is an extra motivation for the t ransformation (2.7). 

Our approach will be to look for solutions as funct ions of t with values in 
the space 

X ={I/I E C(!a, IJll/l(~a) = 0} 

provided with the supremum norm. Thus we can rewrite (EP) as the abstract 
Cauchy problem 

{

dm 
(ACP) dt=Am 

m(O)= </> 

where A is the unbounded operator d efined by 

l 
(At/l)(x) = - g(x)t/J'(x) + k(x)t/1(2x) 

@(A)={«/! E Xj l{! is C 1 on Ga, ! ) u(t I]; the limits 
)i~ [ - g(x)t/J'(x) + k(x)l/!(2x)] and Jim [ -g(x)t/J'(x)] exist and <2·9) 
.•ti ··•l 
equal each other; -g(!a)t/J'(~a) + k(!a)l/l(a) = O}. 

A is a closed, densely defined operator on X. Now we are ready to apply the 
theory of semigroups of operators [ 13, 16]. 

3. Existence and uniqueness of a solution 

One possibility to show that A generates a strongly continuous semigroup of 
bounded linear operators on X is to verify the Hille- Yosida conditions [13, 14]. 
Although this is not too difficult (one can use the results of [9]) we prefer another 
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approach. Formally A= B + C where 

(BijJ)(x) = -g(x)ijJ'(x) 

( CijJ)(x) = k(x )i/1(2x). 
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(3.1) 

(3.2) 

We consider Bas an unbounded operator from L,Oa, l] into itself, with domain 
of definition 

~(B) = {!/tl!/J is absolutely continuous and I/Id a) = O} 

and C as a bounded operator from X into L1[~a, 1). Clearly B generates the 
semigroup e8

' defined by ( e 8 '1/t)(x) = ijJ(l(-t, x)), where T(t, x) is the solution 
operator of x = g(x). Explicitly we have 

(e 8 't/l)(x) = c/J(G- '(G(x) - t)) (3.3) 

where by definition 

J
x d~ 

G(x) = -
a /2 g({) 

(3.4) 

and c -• is the inverse of the monotone function G on [O, G( l)] and defined to 
be 4a on (-oo, O]. Note that G(x) is the time which a cell needs to g row from ~a 
to x and that c -'(t ) is the size at time t when the cell had size ~a at time zero; 
so a- 1( 1) is the solution of du/ dt = g(u) with initial condition u(O) =!a. 

We observe that e 8
' leaves (the embedding of) X invariant. Moreover, 

(e8 '<f>)(x) = 0 for t ';;!: G (x) and so, in panicular, e 8
' = 0 for t ';;!: G(J). 

Again formally the problem 

dm 
-= (B +C)m 
dt 

m(O) = q, 

leads to the integral equation (variation-of-constants formula) 

m(t) = e 8 '<f> + L e 8 <•- •lcm(r) dT. (3.5) 

Our plan is as follows. First we shall show that (3.5) has a unique solution 
m = m(t ; q, ). Next we prove that T(t)</J = m(t; <f>) defines a semigroup on X and, 
finally, that A is the generator of T(t). 

If m is an X -valued function then e 8<•- •>cm(r) is an L 1-valued function. It 
turns out that the integration with respect to r produces a continuous function 
of x: 

Lemma 3.1. The formula 

(Lm)(t)= L e 8 <•- •>cm(r)dr (3.6) 

defines a bounded linear operator from C([O, T] ; X) into itself For T sufficiently 
small, the norm of L is less than one. 
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Proof Explicitly we have the following expressions for (Lm)(t)(x): 

f' , k(g)m(G(g)-G(x) + t, 2{) d(:)' for x <;; ~ 
G 1G 1.<J- t l g .. 

f 
1/ 2 dg 
_ k(flm(G(g) - G(x) + t, 2{) (i:)' 

G \0(.<1- •l g .. 
for x ;;i: ~ and t-;:; G(x)- G(~), 

0, for x ~ ~ and 1 .r; G(x) - G(~) 

(here we used the transformation g = G - 1( G(x) - t + T)). Hence it follows that: 
(i) for fixed t this is a continuous function of x (which is zero for x =~a); 

(ii) the supremum norm with respect to x depends continuously on t; 
(iii) for Ti O the supremum norm with respect to x and t goes to zero uniformly 

form in th e unit-ball of C ([O, T]; X). D 

A standard contraction mapping and continuation argument yields 

Corollary 3.2. For arbitrary</> E X and T > 0 equation (3.5) has a unique solution 
in C ([O, T] ; X ). This solution depends continuously on </>. 

On the basis of this result we define bounded linear operators T(t) on X by 

T( t)</> = m(t: </> ), (3.7) 

where m(t; </> ) is the solution of (3.5). If we take in (3.5) the argument t + s and 
subsequently rearrange the terms, we arrive at the identity 

m(s+t) = e 8 1m(s)+ L e 8 « - T1Cm(s +-r)d'T. 

Consequently, uniqueness of solutions implies the semigroup relation 

T(t + s) = T(t)T(s). 

Corollary 3.3. { T( t)} forms a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear 
operators on X. 

Thwrem 3.4. A is the infinitesimal generator of T(t). 

Proof Let A be the infinitesimal generator of T(t). In order to show that A = A, 
we let u E D(A), Au= u. Then, if Re A is large enough, u =(AI - A)- 1(Au - v) = 
J;;" e - >-'T( t)(Au - v) dt. (See [16]). The Laplace transform of (3.5) with </> = Au -v 
yields 

with Band C regarded as operators from X to L 1• Thus u E ~(B) and (B + C)u = 
u. Sin;:e v EX, u E ~(A) a!.1d Au = v. This consideration implies that ~(A) c:: ~(A) 
and Au = Au for u E ~(A). 

~(A) c: ~(A) is proved by reading these arguments backwards. O 

Thus we showed that A generates a semigroup which corresponds exactly to 
solving the integral equation (3.5). 
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The solution m(t, x) is not necessarily differentiable with respect to, t and x 
separately. So the question arises in what sense it satisfies the first-order p.d.e. 
The following two observations clarify lhe situation: 

(i) the solution is differentiable along the characteristics t - G(x) =constant. 
(ii) but in x = 1 one has to d istinguish between the right- and left derivative 

since k(x )m(t, 2x) (interpreted as zero for x ;;o ~) is not necessarily continuous in 

x == ~-
Mathe matically this amounts to the relation: 

. m(t + E, G · 1( G(x) +I' ))- m(I, x) 
hm = k(x)m(t, 2x) 
F-0 £ 

where for x = ~ the two limits I' tO and e l 0 have to be taken separately if k(~) ?!' 0. 

4. Representation of the solution: The generation expansion 

Defining m.,(I) = e 8 '<f> we can rewrite (3.5) as 

m = m 0 + Lm. 

By the method of successive approximations we find formally 

'"" m = m 0 + I L"m0• 
n • I 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

It turns out that the infinite sum contains, in fact, a finite number of terms only. 

Lemma 4 .1. Fix T > 0. L. as an operator from C([O, T]; X) into itself, is nilpotent. 
More precisely, L" = 0 for n ;;.., 2 Tlgl""-/ a + k where k is such that 

and lgl.x- := max {lg(x)l l!a,.,. x,.,. I}. 

Proof We shall first deal with the special case that g is identically one. We split 
the iterative procedure into two steps: 

n =O, I, 2, ... , 

m,,(t) = L e 8 <• - nw,,_ 1('r) dr, 

From (3.2) a nd (3.3) we deduce that 

n =I, 2. 3, .... 

Wo(l)(x) = 0 for x;;.., i~ m 1(1)(x)=0 for x;;. ~ + t 

~w1(t)(x)=O for x;;..,l+~t~m2(t)(x)=O for x;;..,l+t 

~w,_ 1(/)(x) = 0 for x;;..,r' + ~1~m,(l)(x)=O for x;;..,r' +t. 

So wk(r)(x) = 0 for x;;;. a/4 +!t. But, since also wk(t)(x) = O for x.;; a/2, it follows 
that 

a a 
wk(t)=O for x;;;o-+!r and for,,.,._. 

4 2 
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Hence mk+ 1(t)(x) = O for those combinations of x and t for which x-t+r;;. 
a/4+!-r for all r E[a / 2, l]n[O, r], i.e. for x;;,:f and for t~a/2. Continuing like 
above we find that mk+i(t)(x) = O for x ;;. t - (1 - l)a / 2 and fort ,,;;;. f(a/2). As soon 
as l(a/ 2) ;;. T, mk + t is identically zero. For the special case this concludes the proof. 

In the general case we have 

mn( t)(x) = I: wn _1(r)(G - '(G(x) - t + r))dr. 

We claim that for I ;;. T and x;;. Igloo( I - r) +~.the inequality a-'( G(x)- I+ r);;. ~. 
holds. Indeed, the definition (3.4) of G implies that 

and consequently 

G(x) - G(~)- t + r ;;. lgJ.:.'(x - ~)- t + r;;. 0 

from which it follows that 

Using this result one can repeat the induction steps above. In all (intermediate) 
formulas one has to replace t and r by [gloc- t and lgloor. D 

We conclude that (4.2) gives a valid and useful representation of the solution. 
Moreover, each term has a clear interpretation which we now describe. 

The contribution to the solution of t hose cells which were present at t = 0, 
but have not yet divided,. is given by m0 , the zero'th generation. Inductively the 
l'th generation m, = L1m0 gives the contribution of those organisms which arose 
from divisions of the (/ - l)'th generation and have not yet divided themselves. 
Lemma 4.1 expresses the intuitively obvious fact that at each time instant at most 
finitely many generations are present in the population. We note that each 
generation will go extinct in finite time, but that still the number of generations 
present in the population becomes unbounded as t-+ +oo. 

5. Compactness 

From the generation expansion (4.2) one can compute tlte solution for finite (and 
especially small) times, but this does not give any information about the asymptotic 
behaviour for t-+ +oo. In order to obtain such information we shall try to 
characterize the spectrum of T(t) in terms of the spectrum of A, about which we 
know a lot (see (9) and the next section). It is known that this characterization 
is easy when there is compactness in the problem (8, 16). 

Somewhat imprecisely one can say that growth a nd division lead to shift and 
multiplication operators, and these are not compact. However, when division 
occurs distributed, some kind of smoothing may (but need not to) take place. 
We shall show that the way in which the growth rate g depends on x has a 
decisive influence. 
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Lemma S.1. Assume that 2g(x} > g(2x) for !a ~ x..;; ~ - Fix t > 0. The mapping 

<f> >-+ L eB(l - •)c e BT <f> dT 

from X inlo itself is compact. 

Proof. Let F = F(x, <I>) and a = a(x, t) be defined by 

F (x, </>) = L (e 8 ('- •)c e8 ' <f>)(x) dT, 
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a(x, t) = G - '( G(x) - t). (This quantity has a clear biological interpretation: it is 
the s ize of an individual at time 0 given that its size at time t equals x.) By 
definition a(x, r) = !a if G(x) < t. Now 

F(x, <f>) = L k(a(x, t - T))<f>( G - '(G(2a(x, t -T))-T)) dT, 

where the integrand should be interpreted as zero whenever a ..;; ~a or a;;.,~
Putting 

we find 
§ = G(2a(x, t - r )) - -r 

d§ 2g(a) 
-=--- 1> 0. 
dT g(2a) 

So we can use ~ as a new integration variable: 

I 
0(2X) - I 

F(x, </>) = k(cx(x, t - T(~)))ct>(G- '(fl) 
G(20- 1(0(x)- 1)) 

g(2o:(x, t - T(~))) d 
x t 

2g(a(x, t - r(§)))- g(2a(x, t - r(fl)) 

Since now x does not appear in the .argument of <I> anymore, it is easy to show, 
using the continuity of g, G, a-• and a and the fact that k e L ., that 

where e(x., x2HO as lx1 -x2 l!O. (In view of the proof of Lemma 5.2 we remark 
that for each T > 0, e(x1, x 2) can be chosen such that the estimate holds for any 
t e (0, T].) Hence, on account of the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, we conclude that 
each bounded set is mapped onto a precompact set. D 

Lemma 5.1 gives a compactness criterion for the first generation m 1(t, <I>)= 
J~ e 8 <1 -•>c e 8 '<P d-r. Essentially the same argument leads to 

Lemma S.2. A ssume that 2g(x) > g (2x) for ia ~ x..;; ~- Define, as before, the nth 
generation by 

n;;., I. 
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Fi.'I: t > 0 and n EN. The mapping 

from X into itself is compact. 

Corollary S.3. If g(2x) < 2g(x) for all x E [ ~a. ~]. then T( r) is compact for t ~ G ( I ). 

Proof For t ~ G( l ), m0 ( r, ·) = 0 and consequently T( t) equals a finite s um of 
compact operators. 0 

Precisely the same conclusion follows from the biologically unrealistic 
assumption 2g(x) < g(2x) for all x. The importance of s uch a condition on g 
becomes clear in Sect. 8. 

6. The spectrum of A 

In this section we restrict our attention to the case a ~~ (i.e. the maximal size of 
a daughter cell is less than the minimal size of a mother cell). We refer to Heijmans 
[9] for a detailed study of the general case, which turns out to be essentially the 
same but computationally much more difficult. 

The inhomogeneous equation (A -A/)1/1 = f can be rewritten as 

- g(x)l/l'(x )- Al/l(x) = f(x). 

-g(x)1//(x)- Al/l(x) = f( x )- k(x)t/1(2x), 

The solution of the first equation is given by 

!/J(X) = !/l(J) e*' <J>- Ofxll -J x e•< G((l- G(x)\ f(() d(, 
1/ 2 g(() 

Using this expression we can solve the second equation: 

l/l(x) = f' e•<Octl- G<x»{ "1(~) e•<G<J1- G12rnk( fl 
a / 2 

l/lda) = O. 

(6.1) 

·- f (O-k(O Ju e•<G(ytl- O<lrnf(TJ) dT/} d~. (6.2) 
l/ 2 g( 1}) g([) 

Finally, the requirement of continuity in x = ! yields the compatibility condition 

( 7T(A )- 1)1/!d) =((A./) (6.3) 

where 

7T(A) = f 1/ 2 e•<GW- 0<2tuk(§) de (6.4) 
a / 2 g(e) 

(,(A,f)= f l/ 2 e•<GW- G<lH{j(O+k(flf2f e•(G\'1)- G(2rn f(17) d71} d~. (6.5) 
all 112 g( T/) g(fl 

If 11'(A) ;C I we can solve (6.3) for 1/1(!) and for that special value of ·t/l(f) the 
function t/I defined by (6. IH6.2) is a solution of (A-A/)1/1 = f which depends 
continuously on f Hence A is an element of the resolvent set if '1T(A) ~ 1. If, on 
the other hand, rr(A)= I then (6.1)-(6.2) with f • O defines for arbitrary I/Id) a 
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solution of (A - Al )r/! = 0. It follows that A is an eigenvalue if 7T(A) = I. For 
obvious reasons we shall call the equation 

7T(A)= I (6.6) 

the characteristic equation. Since 7T is analytic its roots are iso lated points. 
Using the definitions (2.3)-{2.5) and (2.8) we can rewrite the definition of 

7T(A) as follows 

7T(A) =2 J ' b(t)exp (-f ~ A +µ.(71)+ b(17 )d11 )d{ 
u g(§) ~/ 2 g(71) 

JI ( ff ,\ + µ.( 17) ) = 2 exp - d71 d(I - I'({)) 
" !/2 g(17) 

(6.7) 

(here we a lso used that the support of bis contained in [a, l]). As an intermezzo 
we now show that 7T(O) admits a simple biological interpretation. Clearly any 
newborn cell has to pass size a before it can possibly produce offspring. So the 
contribution of an arbitrary cell passing size a to the growth of the population 
can be effectively measured by the number of her daughters that will grow up to 
at least size a. If we consider cells passing size a, the average number of daughters 
which grow up safely to s ize a can be calculated as follows: 

(i) The chance that the potentia l mother reaches size § is given b y 

( ff µ.(7]) +b(71) d ) 
exp -

0 
g('17) 11 . 

(ii) The chance density that fission occurs at § is given by b(fl/ g(§) (here 
the factor 1/ g (§) accounts for the conversion of chance per unit of time to chance 
per unit of size). The number of daughters is exactly two. 

(iii) The chance that a daughter born with size ~§ does not die before reaching 
size a is given by 

exp ( - J a µ.('71 ) d71). 
(12 g(71) 

Summing all contributions with respect to a < §< I we find that the average 
number of daughters at a is precisely 7T(O). 

The characteristic function 7T is monotone decreasing as a function of real A. 
Since 7T(-co) = +oo and '77"( +co)= 0 there exists precisely one real root of the 
characteristic equation, which we shall call Ad. Clearly ,\d > 0 if 7T(0) > I and 
,\d < 0 if 7T(0) < I . Other roots occur in complex conjugate pairs. Their position 
relative to Ad depends heavily on the function g(x) (see Sect. 8). 

If g(2x) < 2g(x), one can use the transformation T = G(fl - G(~~) to rewrite 
7T(A) as the Laplace transform of a nonnegative function and, consequently, all 
complex roots satisfy Re ,\ ,,;; ,\d - e for some e > 0 (and, moreover, there are at 
most finitely many roots in any vertical strip). 

A straightforward com putation based on (6.1 )-(6.5) shows that a root of 
7T(.\) = 1 corresponds to an algebraically simple eigenvalue of A if and only if 
'IT'(.\ ) ;e 0. Hence ,\d is a simple eigenvalue. The corresponding eigenvector of A 
which we denote by r/Jd is positive. One can decompose the whole space as the 
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direct sum of the null space and the range of A - Aal: 

X = .N(A->..,11)@0'/(A-Aal) (6.8) 

(here we use that A has a compact reso,lvent: if 1T(A) ~ I, (6.1)-{6.2) with 1/1(~) 
the solution of (6.3) defines a compact inverse of A - Al). l/lc1 can be found from 
(6.1 )-{6.2) with A = Ac1 and f-=< 0. We normalize I/Id by the condition I/Id(~)= e-A,,G<iJ. 

Then N(A - Adi) is the one-dimensional subspace spanned by t/lc1 and the projec
tion on this subspace according to (6.8) is given by 

(6.9) 

This formula follows directly from our explicit calculations, but a more systematic 
derivation can be based on the theory of adjoint operators. See [9, Sect. 7]. In 
that paper. it has been shown that there exists an Lcx,-function t/I~ which is positive 
almost everywhere, such that 

(6.10) 

As a side remark we mention that Sudbury [20] has studied related models 
starting from the adjoint formulation. (He considers the backward equation 
whereas our starting point has been the forward equation, cf. Feller [S, Ch. X]). 

We summarize those results of this section which remain true if the restriction 
on a is dropped. 

Theorem 6.1 [9]. The spectrum of A consists of isolated points which are eigenvalues. 
On the real axis there is a greatest eigenvalue Ad, which is algebraically simple. The 
corresponding eigenvector I/Id is positive on (!a, I] and no other eigenvector has this 
property. The decomposition (6.8) holds. If 2g(x) > g(2x) all other eigenvalues 
satisfy Re A ,,;;; A.i - e for some e > 0 and in each vertical strip there are at most 
finitely many of them. 

7. The stable size distribution 

Let, as before, l/lc1 denote the eigenvector spanning N(A - :>..dl) and let P denote 
the projection operator on I/Id according to the decomposition (6.8). Then P 
commutes with T(t) and one can study the action of T(t) on the two invariant 
subspaces separately. The action on I/Id is 

T(t)ljtd = e>-d't/ld· 

Our aim is to deduce an exponential estimate for the action of T(t) on !?12(A-Adl ) 
from information about the position of the remaining eigenvalues of A relative 
to A". 

Theorem 7.1. Assume g(2x) < 2g(x) then there exist positive constants e and K such 
that 

\\(I- P)T(t)<J> II.;; K e<>-,-.i'l\<t>I\ . 
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Proof Take some s ;;i.: G( I). Corollary 5.3 implies that T(s) is compact. lt follows 
that the nonzero part of the spectrum of T(s) consists of eigenvalues. Eigenvalues 
of T(s) are necessarily of the form e>.' with A some eigenvalue of A (the point 
spectrum of the semigroup is "faithful" to the point spectrum of the generator; 
see [I 6, Sect. 2.2]). Theorem 6. l implies that for the restriction to £1l(A - Adi) the, 
inequality Re A ~ Ad - e holds for some e > 0. Exploitation of the semigroup 
property then yields the required estimate, see Hale (8, Sect. 7.4]. 0 

The constant e has to be estimated by analysing the characteristic function 
1T{A ). 

Corollary 7 .2. Assume g(2x) < 2g(x) then 

m(t, ·; </>) = T(t )<f> = e>-a'( P<f> +o( l)), I~ +oo. 

In words this says that the dominant term in the asymptotic expansion for 
t ~ +oo is factorized as the product of an exponential function of t, a function 
l/ld(x) and a scalar factor. The initial function manifests itself in the scalar factor 
only. Note that for nonnegative </>, P<P ;<! 0 unless <f> = 0 (see (6.9) or [9]). Since 
e - >.•'m(t, · ~ cf>) converges to a multiple of r/Jd we call rJ!d the stable size distribution 
of m. If a;;;.: ! then rJ!d is given by (6. 1)-(6.2) with f s 0 and A =Ad the real root 
of (6.6). The computation of rJ!d for a <! is presented in [9]. From rJ!d one can 
compute the stable size distributions .Pd of n: .Pd =(E/ g)rJ!d (see (2.7)). 

Let n(t. x; n0) be the solution of our original equation (2.1) supplied with the 
boundary condition (2.2) and initial condition (2.6) where n0 is such that 
n0( ·)/ I'(·) is continuous on (!a, t], then we have the following result. 

Corollary 7.3. Assume g(2x) < 2g(x) for all x E [i a, i), then n( t, · ; no)= 
e>-•'(C· 1/Fd +o(l)), t....,.oo, where C is a constant depending on the initial condition 
only. 

Since the total population size behaves like exp {Adt) we call Ad the Malthusian 
parameter. 

Remark 1. The relation between n and m can be formulated more precisely in 
the following way. A function rjJ E X is called £-bounded if r/I( · )/ E( ·) is a 
bounded function. (This is equivalent to saying that r/I( · )/I'(·) is bounded). Let 
X 0 be the space of £-bounded functions in X supplied with the norm 

Then X 0 is a Banach-space and the linear mapping H: X 0 -+ X given by 

is an isomorphism. Now the transformation from n to m can be written abstractly 
as m(t, · ) = Hn(t, · ). Now T (t) = H - 1 T(t)H, t ;;i.: 0, defines a strongly continuous 
semigroup on X 0 and the solution of the original equation is n(t, ·; n0 ) = T(t)n0 , 

if n0 E X 0 . 
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(2) Using expression (6.10) the constant C in Corollary 7.3 can be computed 
explicitly 

f • g(x) 
C = --t/l~(x)11,,(x) dx. 

all E(x) 

(3) From a mathematical point of view we are dealing with positive semi
groups. We refer to [21, 22] for a number of relevant general results in this area. 

8. Exponential individual growth 

In Corollary 5.3 it has been proved that the semigroup T(t) is compact after 
finite time if g satisfies the condition g(2x) < 2g(x), Ja"" x .;; ~(or g(2x) > 2g(x)). 
In this section we shall investigate what happens if this condition is not satisfied 
for all x. We will distinguish between two cases 

(A) g(2x).., 2g(x), all X E [!a, n 
(8) g(2x) = 2g(x), x E Q, 

g(2x) < 2g(x), x E 02 

where Q , u 02 =Ba. n and both sets have a non-zero measure. 
The general solution of the functional equation g(2x) = 2g(x) is g(x) = 

x<J.>(ln x ) where <J.> is a In 2-periodic function. We restrict ourselves to a special 
solution, namely g(x) =ex where c is some constant. By scaling the time we may 
set c = I. This case which is characterized by exponential individual growth seems 
to be the most relevant from a biological point of view. See [!, 2, 3}. (However, 
our method of proof works equally well in the general case.) 

Let us first deal with case (A). 

Clearly 

g(x) = x, 

2x 
G(x} =In - and 

a 

For the Oth and lst generation of the population we find, respectively, (see Sect. 
4) mof..t,x;,P)=</>(xe- ' ) and 

m 1(t,x; </>)=</>(2xe- ') L k(xe- ')d-r 

where by definition tP(x) = 0 if x.;; ~a. Similar expressions for higher generations 
show that the solution is related to the initial condition by periodic continuation 
and multiplication. No information is lost, no smoothing occurs. Although non
negativity is preserved, it is not reinforced: the solution has zeros for arbitrary 
large time if it has zeros initially. 

The exceptional position of exponential individual growth is found once more 
if one looks at the characteristic equation. A straightforward calculation shows 
that for a ~! (see (6.7)): 
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where 

C = 2 f 
1 

exp( - f ~ µ( T/) dT/) d( I - I'(~)) 
a U2 g(T/ ) 

and all roots A= (I/In 2)(1n C + 2k7ri), k E Z lie on the vertical line Re A = Ad= 
In C /In 2; in other words, there is no distance e > 0 between the dominant (real) 
eigenvalue Ad and the real parts of the other eigenvalues of A The total population 
size still behaves like exp Adt but convergence in shape does not take place. 
Instead the initial size distribution turns around and around while numbers are 
multiplied. 

This striking behaviour in the case of exponential individual growth has 
already been noticed by Bell and Anderson (2, 3]. Tlhe following Gedanken 
experiment illustrates the biological reason. Consider two cells A and B with 
equal size and assume that at some time instant t0 cell A splits into a and a. 
During the time interval [t0 , 11], a, a and B grow and at t 1 cell B splits into b 
and b. If g(x) =ex, the daughter cells a and b will have equal sizes just as their 
mothers A and B. In other words, the relation "equal size., is hereditary and 
extends over the generations. The growth model behaves like a multiplicating 
machine which copies the size distribution. 

Of course the situation changes if we abandon the point of view that fission 
results into two exactly equal daughters. One of us (Heijmans) currently 
investigates a model with g(x) = ex and a smooth probability density function 
for the mother-daughter s ize ratio [I O]. 

Now a very interesting question arises: what happens in situation B, i.e. the 
situation that the functional equation g(2x) = 2g(x) is satisfied on a subset of 
Ua, D? 

H euristic reasoning in terms of probabilities can give some insight (the 
characteristic equation appears to be very helpful. See below). 

To begin, let us restrict ourselves to the following situation. 

(B') a ~L g(x) = x for ! a :,,;;; x:,,;;; {3, g(x)<x for{3<x:,,;; 1, 

where /3 is some value between a and I. We shall prove that in this case there 
exists a stable size distribution. 

The idea is the following. Suppose Ad= 0, then the average cell which under
goes fission has one viable descendant (i.e. a daughter which undergoes fission 
as well). The ~pulation can be seen as the union of two distinct groups. A cell 
is a member of the first group iff all of its ancestors have been dividing before 
reaching the size x = {3. If at least one of its ancestors has d ivided at a size x > {3, 
then it is a member of the second group. The semigroup T(t) corresponding to 
the total population never becomes compact because the :first group (the reproduc
tion of those members should be compared to a copying-machine, as mentioned 
in the first part of this section) never goes extinct (assumed that it had members 
at t = 0). The membership in the first group, however, decreases to zero as t ~ oo, 
because the probability that a member's descendant n generation afterwards is 
also member of the first group is p", where p is the probability that a daughter 
cell born at a size smaller than {3 will divide before reaching size /3. Note that 
there is only a one-way traffic from the first to the second group. Members of 
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the second group have at least one ancestor which has run through the dispersion
machine generated by the non-exponential individual growth, which is enough 
"to make this group compact". 

The rest of this section is devoted to the precise elaboration of this idea. Let 
us assume that Ad = 0. (This can always be achieved by the transformation 
n(t,x)=e- Vn(t,x) in the original equation (2.1) and replacement of µ,(x) by 
µ.(x) +Ad.) 

We are going to inve·stigate solutions m(t, x) of the evolution problem (EP). 
At each instant t the population is composed of two so-called subpopulations 

m(t, x) = m( t, x) + m(t, x) (8.1) 

where m(t, x) represents the members of the first group and m(t, x) the members 
of the second group. As has been done in Sect. 4 we can write down a generation 
expansion for both m(t, x) and m(t, x) 

00 

m(t,x)= L m;(t,x) (8.2a) 

00 

m(t, x) = L m;(t, x). 
f """ l 

(8.2b) 

Note that the Oth generation is not present in the subpopulation m(t, x). Thus 

mo(t, x) = 4>( 0-1
( G(x)- t)). (8.3) 

We can write down the following recurrent relations for m, and m,. Let, as in 
Sect. 5 

a(x, t) = 0 - 1
( G(x)- t) 

then 

I 
(t.t +G<!.8)- G(x))-

lfl;+ 1( t, x)= 
0 

k(a(x, t - T))mi(-r·. 2a(x, t- T)) dT (8.4) 

m;+1(t, X)::: I: k(a(X, ( - 'T))m,( T, 2a(X, t - 1"}) dT 

+I' k( a(x, t - T))m1( -r, 2a(x, t - -r)) d-r (8.5) 
(r,r+Gd.8)-G(x))-

where ( t1, t2)- = min (ti, t 2). Note that -r ;;;.= t + G(!/3)- G(x) implies a(x, t - T),,,;;; !.B. 
Note that the second term at the right-hand side of (8.5) is identicaUy zero if 
x < !/l The assumption Ad = 0 together with (6.7) yields 

Now let 

then p< I. 

f 
1/2 k(g) 
-d~=l. 

a /2 g(g) 

f 1312 ka> 
p= -dg, 

o/2 ga) ' 
(8.6) 
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Lemma 8.1. lm;(t,x)l.;;P;ll<t> ll, i = O, 1,2, ... and m;(t,x)=O (i.e. the ith m gener
ation goes extinct) for 

1;;-.,Jn -- + --(
2Hl/3) f l dg 

a 13g(fl. 

Proof: Let ii;(t, x) be the restriction of m ;(t, x) to the subinterval [~a, ,B]. Let 
u(t, x) = L:7:0 ii;(t, x) then ii(O, x) = (f)(x) where (j) is the restriction of</> to [4a, .BJ. 
Using the recurrence relation (8.4) we find 

ii1(t,x)=<i)(2xe-') L k(xe - T)dr, 

where k(x) = k(x) if x.;; ~.B and k(x) = 0 elsewhere. 
By iteration we find 

ii;(t, x) = (f)(2;x e - ')k;(t, x), 

where k0 ( t, x) = I and 

i = 0, I, 2, ... 

k;(t,x) = L k(xe-T)k;_1(t --r, 2xe-· ) dr. 

Using these expressions for ii; we find 

I u1(1, x)l ,o;; II <i> II f 1312 

fcg) d~ = P 11 <i>ll 
a / 2 g 

and by iteration we find 

(8.7) 

One can also see from the expressions above that i1;(t, x) vanishes identically 
from time 

(

2i+t ,a) 
t; =In - a- on. Let i;;;.: 1. 

All individuals contained in m;(t, x) are daughters of individuals contained in 
ii;_1(t, x). From (8.4) we find 

J(l,r+O<!l3J-0(xJr 

m;(I, X) = 
0 

k(a(x, t- r))u;_1('r, 2a(x, t- r)) dT 

and this together with (8.7) gives us 

The generation m, goes extinct a time J~ dU g(g) after a,. This proves the 
lemma. 0 

Now we are able to prove that the contribution of m(t, x) to the total population 
becomes very small for large t. 
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Theorem 8.2. ll m(t,· ;<l>)llo;;Me- q'll<Pll. t;;i.O, where M > O is some constant not 
depending on t or <I> and q = -In p/ln 2 > 0. 

Proof: Suppose t > 0. There arc finitely many generations i, i + 1, ... ,j present 
in the sub-population m( t, x) where i is larger or equal to the smallest integer 11 
satisfying 

(2~/3) JI d~ In - + --;;;.:r. 
a 13 g(~) 

(The precise value of j is not important for our purposes). Hence m(t, x) = 
I{-; m1(t, x) from which it follows that 

00 "'" p" lm(t, x)l :s; I ll m,(t, ·)II,.; I p'll ct> ll =-
1 

-ll<J>ll. 
1•11 I • "' -p 

The definition of 11 yields 

t 
11 - ) ,,;;-+0~ II 

In 2 

and the result follows. 

In a/ f3 where O=--
ln 2 

0 
For the remaining sub-population m(r, x) we can prove a compactness result. 
Theorem 8.3. The linear map </> >-+ m( t, · ; <P) is compact for all t ;;;. 0. 

Proof m0( t, x) = 0 by assumption. (8.3) and (8.5) yield that 

m1(t,x)=f' k(a(X., f - T))<jJ(G- 1(G(2a(X, t-T)) - T)) dT. 
(1.r+Gtl/3)- G(x))-

As in Lemma 5.1 we substitute 

~= G(2a(x, t-T)) - T 

and find that dU dT > 0 for all values of x., t and T where a(x., t - T) ;;:.: !f3. Now 
a rguments similar to those used to prove Lemma 5.1 yield the result. 0 

Corresponding to the subpopulations m(t, x) and m(t, x) we define two 
families of operators T(t) and T(t): 

f(t)<J> = m(t, ·; </>), T(t)<t> = m(r, ·; </>). 

One should note that neither of them defines a semigroup. Theorem 8.2 states 

11 T(t)ll ~ M e - q• 

and Theorem 8.3 can be summarized by saying that 

T( t) is compact for all t ;;i. 0. 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 

Now we introduce the notion of a measure of non-compactness. We refer to ( 15] 
for more details. 
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Let B be a Banach-space, and V be a bounded subset of B. The measure of 
non-compactness (or Kuratowski-measure) y( V) of V is defined to be 

y( V) = inf{d > Olthere exist a finite number of sets 5 1, ••• , S,, 
such that diameter(S1)~d and V=U7. 1 S,}. 

Two important properties are 

y( V) = 0 iff V has a compact closure 

y(V+ W) :=:i y(V)+y(W) where V + W = {v+wive V and we W} 
and V, W a re bounded subsets of B. 

(8.1 Oa) 

(8.IOb) 

The measure of non-compactness of a bou nded operator L: B-+ B is defined to be 

y(L) = inf{e ~Ol -y(L(V)) :=:i ey( V), for all bounded sets V e B}. (8.11) 

(8.1 Oa) and (8.1 Ob) yield 

y(L) = 0 iff L is compact , 

y(L1 + L 2) ::S;; y(L,) + y(L 2), 

(8. l 2a) 

where L., L 2 are bounded operators on B. 

(8. I 2b) 
Moreover, it is obvious that 

.Y(L) ~II Lll· (8. 12c) 

The Browder essential spectrum ueu(L) o f the operator Lis defined by A e O'css(L) 
if at least one of the following conditions holds 

( I) ~(AI - L) is not closed 
(2) A is a limit point of a(L) 
(3) U1c .. 1 N((A/ - L}k) is infinite dimensional. 

It can be p roved tha t 

A E a(L)\acss(L)=>A e Pa(L). 

(These are called normal eigenvalues). 
Let rm(L) be the radius of the essential spectrum 

r .,.(L) =sup {IA 11 A E u.,,(L)}. 

Nussbaum [ 15] proved the following result. 

Lemma 8.4. r..,(L)= lim,,_00 (ii(L"})11
". 

(8.13) 

Now we return to the original problem. We can prove t he following important 
result on the semigroup T(t). 

Theorem 8.5. Assume B ' holds. Suppose µ. e a(T(t)) and lµI > e - qi then there exists 
a A E Pa(A) such that µ. = e>.i. 

Proof: r . .. ( T(t)) = lim ,,_00 ( y( T (nt)))11 " . y(T(nt )) :=:;; .Y( T(nt)) + y(T(nt)) = 
.Y( T(nt )) :=:;; II T(nt) ll :=:;; M e - q"', where we have used (8.8), (8.9) and (8.12a, b, c). 
Consequently r . .. ( T (t)) ~ e -q•. Now suppose µ. e a (T(t)) and lµ. I > e - q•, then it 
must be that µ. e Per( T (t)), and as we already saw in the proof of Theorem 7. I 
there must be some A e Pu( A) such that µ. = eM. 0 
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(where p was given by (8.6)) and it follows that the results of Theorem 6. 1 remain 
valid for this wider class of functions g. Hence there exists an e, > 0 such that 

A E u (A)\{0} 

(recall that Ad = 0) and the conclusion of Theorem 7.1 remains valid if we chose 
e = min (ei. q). 

We can state our main result now 

Corollary 8.6. If B' is satisfied then m( I, • ; <P) = e"d' ( P<P + o( I)), t ~ +oo. 

Of course the conclusion of Corollary 7.3 remains valid as well, if B ' is satisfied. 
If a~ t, extension to the more general case B is straightforward. In that case 

(8.6) should be replaced by 

p=f k(fldg. 
Q, g(fl 

Furthermore we were able to prove that the result stated in Corollary 8.6 remains 
valid if the first condition in B' is replaced by a~ t/3. In their study of the inverse 
problem in [ I ], Anderson et al. found that the growth-rate g satisfied the condition 
in B'; but unfortunately Fig. 4(8) in [I] suggests that neither a~ t nor a ~ ~13 is 
satisfied. It seems to two of us that extension to situations where a < ~/3 should 
be possible, although one probably has to deal with intransparent and troublesome 
technical problems which do not provide new insight; the third of us has some 
doubts about it. 

9. Concluding remarks 

It is rather difficult to make dynamic observations of individual micro-organisms 
and consequently the " data" b, g and µ are hard to obtain. In fact it might be 
easier to measure the stable distribution and one may want to derive information 
about b, g andµ, from such measurements. We refer to Bell and Anderson[!, 2, 3] 
for a discussion of this inverse problem (also see [4]). 

The present study can serve as a starting point for an investigation of nonlinear 
problems. More precisely we think of situations where the growth of the 
individuals depends on the availability of a certain substrate, which in tum is 
influenced by the consumption [6, 7, 14] . In [4] Diekmann et al. argue that there 
are several ways to describe reproduction by fission under changing conditions, 
each of them corresponding to a different intrinsic mechanism. Using the results 
of this paper they show that for one of these mechanisms the stable distributions 
in a chemostat is independent of controllable parameters like the dilution rate 
and the infiowing·substrate concentration. 

We shall deal with other generalizations such as fission into not necessarily 
eq\lal parts and time-periodic (seasonal) growth, death, and · fission rates in 
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forthcoming publications. We intend to study models of size- and age-d ependent 
population growth (2, 3, 18] in the near future . 
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Appendix 

Choose x1 and x2 with x, < x 2 and let h > 0 be small. Individuals which have at time r + h a size 
between x, and x 2 fall into two different categories: 

(i) those who had at time ta size between x 1 -hg(x1) + o(h) and x 2 - hg(x2)+o(h) and which 
have neither split nor died 

(ii) those which were born between r and r + h as daughters of mothers with a size between 
2x1 + O(h) and 2x2 +0(h). Or, in formula 

f "' f "1-•r<x,J 
n(r + h, x) dx = n ( r. x )[I - h(µ.(x) + b(x))] dx 

x 1 K1-ha(x1) 

f 
lx,+O(h) 

+2h b(x )n(t, x) dx + o(h). 
:z,.., +0(") 

Rearranging the terms and dividing by h we find 

1 J"' I {J"' J"' } h [n(r+h,x) - n(t.x)]dx+- n(t.x)dx - n(t,x)dx + o(I) 
Jt1 h xi- 1t1( x1) x, - hg(x 1) 

I~ f ~ = - (µ.(x ) + b(x))n(t, x ) dx + 4 b(2x)n(t, 2x) dx. 
X1 X1 

The right-hand side is independent of h. In the lim it h _.. 0 the left hand side yields 

f "•iln 
- (r, x) dx + g(x2)n(r, x2) - g(x1)n(t, xl.). 

"' ill 

If we now divide both sides by x 2 - x, and subsequently take the limit x2 - x 1 J. 0 we find the balance 
law (2. 1). 

Of course taking the limits h-+ 0 and x2 - x 1 i0 is not justified a priori and, in fact, not even a 
posteriori (see the end of Sect. 3). Nevertheless this formal procedure is a helpful intermediate step 
towatds the calculation of n(r, x). In Sect. 3 we employ the concepts of a semigroup of bounded 
linear operators and its infinitesimal generator to give a precise mathematical formulation of the 
relation between the balance law and its solution. 
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ABSTRACT 

We study the model proPQsed by Bell and Anderson describing the dynamics of a 
proliferating cell population. This model assumes that the individual's behaviour is completely 
determined by its age and size. By the method o f integration along characteristics the problem is 
reduced to a renewal type integral equation. Using Laplace transform techniques and results from 
positive operator theory we can describe the large time behaviour of the solution. if we impose a 
condition on the growth rate. 

Introduction 

We investigate a mathematical model for cell growth and division. Our main assumption is that (chronological) 
age and size (by size we mean volume, length or any other quantity which i.s preserved at division) are the traits 
required to descri.be the cell's progress through its cycle properly. Age seems reasonable because .some biochemical 
reactions (e.g. replication of DNA) proceed sequentially during the life time ot a cell, while other reactions, such as 
the increase of structural materials, depend on such factors as diffusion limes and surface to volume ratios, 
suggesting the indispensability of size as a parameter. (Bell & Anderson (1967)). 

There is a vast amount of literature on cell cycle models and almost as many models have been proposed as there 
are papers on the subject. and the number of papers is enormous. We refer to chapter II and Ill of the monograph 
of Eisen (1979) for an overview. In this respect our paper can be seen as the umpteenth attempt to describe some 
features of proliferating cell populations. However, the main goal of this paper is to show how abstract results from 
functional analysis (in particular positive operator theory) can be exploited to "solve" a concrete problem. 

lbis paper is :subdivided into nine sections. In section I we present the model and we make some assumptions 
on the runctions which describe the life or individual cells. In section 2 the problem is reduc:OO to an integral 
equation (abstract renewal equation) from which the distribution of birth sizes can be calculated. Existence and 
uniqueness of a solution to this integral equation is proved in section 3. Then, in section 4 the abstract renewal 
equation is reduced to a family of operator equations by means of the Laplace transform. It turns out that the 
investigation of the large time behaviour of the solution of the renewal equation is very closely linked with the 
location of some :set of singular points, in particular the position of the singular point with largest real part, the so
called dominant singularity (or, in another context, eigenvalue) which can be determined by employing methods from 
positive operator theory. We shall bri·efty discuss some results from positive operator theory in section 5, and tbese 
results are used in section 6 to prove existence of a dominant singularity under some extra condition on the growth 
rate (i.e. the function describing the dynamics of an individual's siz.e). In section 7 we calculate the residue at this 
dominant singularity and the outcome is used in section 8, where we apply the inverse Laplace transform which gives 
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us the large time behaviour of the birth function. Finally in section 9 we explain what this means for the solution of 
our original problem and why we cannot dispense with the assumptions made. In particular we will show what 
happens in case of exponential (individual) growth (i.e. growth of an individual is proportional to its size), and it will 

appear that these results reject a supposition of Bell ( 1968). 

I. The model 

Here we shall confine our attention to large populations so that ftuctuation.s from the mean can be ignored. We 
assume that a cell is fully characteriz.ed by its age a and size x. Here size can mean volume, length, DNA-content or 

any other quantity which obeys a physical conservation law. Size increases with time and we assume that this process 

can be described by the ordinary differential equation 

dx = g(x). 
dt 

(1.1) 

lltis means in particular that the growth rate g does neither depend on age, which seems very reasonable from a 
biological point of view, nor on environmental factors (such as food density) which are influenced by the population 

itself, causing nonlincarities in the equation. Age also increases with time and obeys :~ = 1. However our theory 

can be easily e1<tcndod to the case where a denotes some physiological age, which does not nocessarily increase 

linearly with time: ':;: = f(a) where J is a bounded continuous positive function. We assume tha"t if a cell divides, 

it produces two daughter cells, both having age zero and half the size of the mother. Let n (t ,a ,x) be the cell density 

function, i.e. 1::1;,1n(I ,a ,x)dadx is the number of cells having age between a 1 and a2 , and size between x 1 and x 2• 

From the conservation principle it follows that the equation for the density function can be written as 

!!!_ = -\11 - F - D (1.2) 01 • 

where the ftux J = J (t ,a ,x) is given by J = (n(t ,a,x),g(x )n(t ,a ,x )), and 'i1 is the operator (a:, a:). The sinks F 

and D account for the individuals which "disappear'' as .a result of fission and death respectively. We refer to the 
forthcoming book of Metz & Diclcroann (in preparation) for a more general description how to derive balance 
equ.ations such as (1.2) (also see Eisen (1979)). 

Let fission and death be described by the per capita probabilities per unit of time b(a ,x) and µ.(a ,x) respectively, 
then F = F(t ,a,x) = b(a,x)n(t,a,x) and D = D(t,a,x) = µ(a,x)n(t,a,x). 

We shall now introduce a number of mathematical assumptions on the functions g, b and p. and discuss their 
biological meaning and/or mathematical motivation. With respect to the growth rate g we assume 

g is a continuous Junction on [0,oo) and there exist constants g,.;,,, gtrW<. 

such thar 0 < gmin.;;; g.,...< oo and g..,..;;; g(x).;;; Kmu.for all x e(O,oo). 

It follows from this assumption that certain combinations of a and x are forbidden in the sense that cells with 
such a combination of age and size will never come into existence. More precisely there exists a (continuous) curve 
in the (a ,x )-plane starting from (a ,.x) = (0,0) and tending towards ( oo,oo) below which no individual will ever 
dwell. We can compute this curve explicitly. Consider a cell whose size at birth is x (x ~ 0) (assuming that such 
eel.ls indeed exist). Let X(a,x) be its size at age a, if it has not died or divided before reaching that age. Then X is 
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the solution of the initial value problem : = g(x), x(O) = x, which bas a continuous (differentiable) solution 

tending to oo if a tends to oo because of assumption (A1 ) . The curve {(a ,X (a .x ))la ;;.. 0} is called the characteristic 
curve starting from (0,x ). (See figure I) We refer to section 2 for more details. 

" 

f 
/ 

.n. 
1C ::: X(8.y) / 

X= X<a.O> 

_ .. 
Figure I. The set '2. An individual with birth size y travels along the curve { X(a ,y )I a ;;..O} until it dies or divides. 

Individuals can only exist in the shaded region n = {(a,x)eR + xR+ lx ;;;. X(a,O)}. The actual state space S'!, (i.e. 
the subset of R + x R + in which indeed individuals do occur) is a subset of n. and in some cases 0 , is smaller than 
n. (We refer to section 6 for an example.) 

We impose the following conditions on b and µ.: 

b e L..,(n) (i.e. b is measurable and essentially bounded on ll) 

b(a,x) = 0, a .;; a0 , (a,x) e 0, 

b(a,x) > 0, a > a0 , (a,x) e n, 

l~m_ u;f b(a.,X(a,x)) = £ > 0 uniformly in x. 

Here a0 > 0 is some threshold below which cells cannot divide. The biological reason for this is that every cell has 
to go through a phase during whlch DNA is replicated, and the duration of trus phase is more or less constant (see 
Bell & Anderson (1967), Eisen (1979)). Biologically, the last condition in (A~) says that old individuals continue 
dividing at a positive rate. 

µ. e L~(O) (i.e. µ.is measurable and essentially bounded on compact subsets of !l), 

µ.(a,x );;. 0, (a,x) e n. 
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Lei 

d(a,x) = b(a,.x) + µ{,a,x). 

We assume 

There exists a CQn.Stant d.,, with 0 < d 00 c;; oo such that Jim d(a +a,X(a,x)) = d.,, •-oo 
wiiformly in a and x. Moreover, if d 00 < oo. there exists a constant M ;;. 0 such that 

00 

for all a and x: j ld(a+o,X(o,x)) - d 00ido.;; M. 
0 

(1.3) 

Biologically assumption (Ad) means that the probability for a cell to reach age a without dying or dividing decreases 
more or less exponentially if a becomes large. In section 9 it is explained why this assumption is needed. 

We can rewrite ( 1.2) as 

:t n(t,a,x) + :a n(t,a,x) + a: (g(x)n(t,a,x)) = -(µ{,a,x) + b(a,x))n(t,a,x). 

t ;;. 0, (a ,JC ) E Q. 

( 1.4) 

The fact that dividing mothers of age a and size 2x give birth to two daughters of age a and size x is accounted for 

by the boundary oondition .. 
n (t ,O,x) = 4 j b(a .• 2x )n (t ,a ,2x )da. ( 1.5) 

See Bell & Anderson (1967) for an explanation of the factor 4. 

Remark l .t. In ( 1.5) we only have to integrate over those ages a that satisfy X(a ,0) ..;; 2x. 

We specify an initial condition 

n(O,a,x) = no(a,x). (a,x) E 0. (1.6) 

Biological considerations yield that n0 should satisfy 

no(a.x);;.. O.(a.x) E 0 andn0 E L 1(0). (1.7) 

2. Reduction to an abscract renewal equation 

Usually ag~ependent population models are reduccd to a renewal equation (which is a Volterra integral 
equation of convolution type) for the birth function (see Hoppensteadt (1975)). Here we will show lihat this can also 
be done for our age-sll.o-structured model (1.4)-(1.6). In this case, however, we obtain an abstract renewal equation, 
in the sense that solutions take values in some function space. 

Let m(t ,a .x) be defined by 

m (t,a,x) = g{x)n(t,a,x). (2. 1) 

then m satisfies the equation 
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am am am 
a1 +Ta + g(x>a; = - (µ(a.x) + b(a.<))m(t,a.<). (2.2a) 

- ~ "" m(t,0.x) - (2.x J b(a.2x)m(1.a,2x)da. 
g ) • • 

(2.2b) 

'If 
m(O.a .x) = mo(a .x ) '=' g(x )no(a .x ). (2.2c) 

By the method or integration along cliaractcristics (sec Courant & Hilbert ( 1962)) we can convert this system into an 

integral equation. 

Tiie characteristic curve through (r ,a .x) is determined by s -+ ( T(s ,1 ).A (s .a ).X(s ,x )). where s is an independent 

book-keeping variable and T.A.X arc solutions of the ODE's ~ = 1. T(0,1) = 1. ~ = 1, A(O.a) = a, 

f!5.. = g(X), X (O.x) = x. thus T(s ,,1) = s +t. A (s,a) = s +a. and X(s ,x) = G - 1(s +G(x )), where 
dr 

- • _EL 
G(x) - j ~).x;;..O. 

0 g(, 
(2.3) 

can be interpreted as the time needed to grow from 0 to x and G- 1 denotes its invcrs-c. Observe that 
G " 1(u) "' X(a,O). 

Now let t,a,x be fixed and let m(s) == m(T(s .1 ),A(s.a).X(s..x)). then 

diii d;"" - d(A(s,a).X(s.x))ni(s). (2.4) 

wbered(a,.x) is given by (1.3). Let 

Q(s.a.x) ~ exp [ - !d(A(a,a),X(a.x))dc+ (2.5) 

which can be interpreted as the probability that a cell with age a and size x reaches age a +s. From (2.4) we 
obtain th.at 

;;; (s) = ;;; (O)Q (s ,a .x ). (2.6) 

Let 

t' = T(s,l), a'= tf (s,a), x' = X(s,x). (2.7) 

(i) We cl1005C t = 0. Then a = a' -1 ', x = X( -1 '.x '). If we substitute this in (2.6) we obtain 

m(t',a',x') = .m(O,a'-t',X(-t',x'))" Q(t',a'- t ',X(- t',x')), if a'> t'. (2.8) 

(ii) We cl1005C a = 0. Then t = t' - a', x = X ( - a ' .x '), and we deduce from (2.6) 

m(t',a',x') = m(t'- a',0.X( - a',x'))"E(a',X( - a',x')),il a'< t', (2.9) 

where 

E(a ,x) ~ Q(a ,O,x) == exp [-/ d(o,X(o,x)'jda ] (2.10) 
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is the probability that a cell having size x at birth reaches age a· 

If we drop the accents in (2.9) and {2. lO). and use (2.1) and (2.2c) we find 

n(t,a.x) = g(X(-t,x))no(a - 1,X(- 1,x))'Q(1,a - 1,X(- 1,x)), I < a, 
g(x) 

n(l,a.x) = g(X(-a,x))n(1-a,O,X(- a.x)!E(a,X(- a,x)), I >a. 
g(x) 

Let the birth function B be defined by 

B(t ,x) = n (t ,0,x ). 

If we substitute (2.1 l}-(2.12) into (1.5), then we obtain the following integral equation for B : 

where 

and 

r 

8(1,x) = ~r,x) + /k(a,2.x)B(r-a,X( - a,2x))da, .. 
~r,x) = 4g(X( -t,2x)) j b(a,2x)Q(1,o-r.,X(-1,2x)"fno(a-1,X(-r,2x))da. 

g{2x) r 

k(a ,.x) = 4g(X(-a,x)) b(a,x)E(a.,X(-a,x)). 
g(x) 

(2. 11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

4>(1,x) is only defined for values of x satisfying G{2x} > r , and one should read 4>(1.x) = 0 if G(2x).,;;; t. 

Fu.rtbermore k(a.x) = 0 if a c;; a0 or a ;;;. G(x), and k(a .x);;;. 0 if a0 c;; a C G(x). 

The integral equation (2.14) was also found by Bell (1%8) but he only solved it for the special case that all cells 
divide at the same age (see also Beyer (1970)). 

It follows from {2.l l}-(2.12) that knowledge of the solution 8(1,x) of (2.14) yields the solution 11(1 ,a,x) of (1.4)

( 1.6). Therefore we shall concentrate on (2.14) during the rest of this chapter. In section 9 we shall interprete some 
result in tcnns of the density n (1,a ,x ). 

We can rewrite (2.14) as the abstract renewal equation 

r 

B(t) = ~t) + /K(a)B(t -a )da, 
0 

where, for fixed / > 0, ~t) E L 1[0,oo) and K(t) defines a bounded operator from L 1[0,oo) into itself: 

(K (1 )1'Xx) = k(r,2.x)oj{X(-1 ,2x)). "1 E L 1[0,oo), 

where one should read #.X(- r,2.x)) = 0 if G{2x) < r. 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

Remarit 2.1. Throug)lout this chapter we c:all a Banach space-valued function integrable if it is Bochner-integrable. 
This means the following: let E be a Banach space with norm IHI,. and let f: (a ,b) -+ E , where 

- oo <a < b .,;;; oo. Then /(1) is Bochner-integrable if and only if f is strongly measurable and II/ (r)llE is 
Lebesgue integrable (see Hille&: Phillips (1957)). 
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We call B (t ) a solution of (2.17) if and only if 

i) B(t) e L1[0,oo), t > 0, 

ii) B(-) is integrable on [0,10] for all 10 > 0, 

iii) B(t) obeys (2. 17). 

3. Existence and Uniqueness of solutions 

It turns out that the proof of an existence and unique.ness result for the abstract renewal equation (2.17) is rather 
si.milac to the scalat case which has been extensively treated in the book of Bcllman & Cooke ( 1963). First we shall 
prove a lemma. 

Lemma 3.1. (a) ut d .. (of assumption (Ad)) be finite. Then there ex ist positive constants T 0, m11 , M K and M • such that 
for all t > To: ll<J>(t )II c; M •e - d..i, and for all Y, E L 1(0,oo): mx e -d.i 11"111 ..; HK (t )"111 c; M11 e - d..i 11.fll. 
(b) Let d,,, = co. For all c > 0 there exist constants L11(c),L.(c ) > 0 such that for all t > 0: ll<l>(t)ll c; L. (c)e"", 
llK(t).jtll c; L11(c)e - "lltll.forall'.jl e L 1[0,oo). 

Proof. We shall only prove the second estimate in (a). 

E(a.x) = exp(- jd(a,X(a.x))da] = exp( - j (d(a,X(a,x)) - d..,)datexp( - jd..,dai 
0 0 0 

Let M be the constant of assumption (Ad), then 

e - "'e - d ... c; £(a.x) c; e"'e - d"". 

The second part of (a) now follows immediately from these estimates and the assumptions (A1 ) and (Ab ) . In an 
analogous manner we can prove part (b). 0 

The following existence and uniqueness result can be proved. 

'Theorem 3.2. U t 10 > 0. There exists a unique bounded integrable solution B(t) of(2.17) on [O,toi 

The existence result can be established by the method of successive approximations. Uniqueness then follows 
from a Gronwa.11-type lemma. We r efer to Bellman&: Cooke (1963) where I.he SQ!ar Ca$C hM l>ecn worked out in 
great detail, and the reader will have no d.iffi.culty to see that all proofs can be carried over. Because I 0 can be chosen 
arbitrarily large, theorem 3.2 implies global existence of the solution B (1 ). 

Remark 3.3. Strictly speaking condition (Ab) and (A,J ate sufficient to prove local existence and uniqueness. 

In the next section we shall apply Laplace transformation to the integral equation (2.17). Therefore we need the 
following estimate. 

'Theorem 3.4. Th.ere exists a fJ e R such that llB (t)ll < M 8 e/Jl, I > 0, where M 8 > 0 is a constant. 

Proof. Let P e A be sueh that llcl)(t)ll < c 1e/Jl and je- /Jl llK(t)lldt = c1 <I. From lemma 3.1 it is cleat that 
0 
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such a fJ indeed exists. Then 

I t 

llB(t)ll < c 1efl1 + jllK(a)IHIB(t-a)llda =c 1efl• + efl1 j{ll.K(a)ll·e- Jlo)·{llB(t - a)ll·e l'<
1

-
0 '}da. 

0 0 

def I 

Let v(t) = max llB(a)e - Poll, then v(t).;; c 1 + v(t)/e-11<>11.K(a)llda 
0<0<1 o 

C1 < c 1 + c.v(r), hence v(t) < -
1
- -. from • -cz 

which we obtain that llB (t)ll ..;; _c_, -efll. 0 
1- c 2 

4 . Laplace Transformation 

A tochn.ique which turned out to be extremely useful in the study of scalar renewal equations is Laplace 

transformation (e.g. Bellman & Cooke (1963), Hoppcnstcadt (1975)). This technique can also be employed in tbe 

study or abstract renewal equation.s such as (2.17). First we shall introduce some notations. Let I !;; R be an interval, 

and E a Banach space. We define by L,(1.£). l .;; p < oo, the Banach space consisting of all functions f: I -+ E 

"" l. "" satisfying 11/11,o = {/1 11/(t)ll' dt }'" < oo, if p < oo and llj ll00 = ess supllf (r)ll < oo, if p = oo. If I = (O,oo) we 

shall write J.,.(O,oo;E) instead or J.,.QO,oo);E). 

Reman 4.1. We have to distinguish between the norm of f(r), t > 0, as an element or E and the norm of j being 

an clement of L,(I;E). In the first case we write 11/(t)ll, in the second case 11/11, . 

DeRnldon. Let f be a function from [O,oo) to some Banach space E, then its Laplace transform J is defined by 

J ('A.) = j t - >., f (t ')dt, whenever this integral is defined with respect to the norm topology. 
0 

The following result is standard (Hille & Phillips (1957)). 

Lemma 4.2. If f e L 1(0,oo;E) then j(>..) is analytic in Re>. > 0 and continucus in Re X ;;. 0 (with respect to the 

norm-topology). 

We shall state two results from Fourier theory which are generally known for the case that E is finite

dimensional. The first is the so-called Riemann-Lebesgue lemma (Hille & Phillips ( 1957), Ihm 6.4.2). 

Lemma 4.3 (Rieawm-Lebesgue). Let f e L 1(0,oo;E) and J its Laplace tr011.Sform. Then lim](€+i11) = 0, 
i.t-oo 

uniformly for€ in bounded closed subintervals of (O,oo). 

The second l'"C$ult which became known as Plaocberel's theorem says that tbe Fourier transform of an Lr 

function is again an Lrfunction, and the mapping/ .... / defines an isometry. We refer to Yosida (1980) for a proof 

in the scalar case, and the reader will have no difficulty to see that Yosida's proof can be carried through directly for 

Banach spaco-valued functions. 

Lemma 4.4. Let J e L,(-00,00;£) n Lz(-oo,oo;E). then the function 1J-+ }(i11) is an element of L 2(-oo,oo;E ) 

and f~ .. llf(t)ll2dt = /:?,..ll/(i11)!12d'J. 
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This last equality is called Parseval's relation. 

Let the right-half-plane A be defined by 

tkf 
A = (>. E CjRe A.> - d 00 } (4.1) 

(where A = C if d 00 = oo). Then it follows from lemma 3.1 and lemma 4.2 that K(A) and 4>(>.) are defined and 
analytic in A. Moreover it follows from lemma 3.1 that K(A.) is not defined i1 Re>.. < - d 00• 

Remark 4.5. It is not a priori clear whether K(A.) is defined for >.. on the vertical line Re>.. = - d 00• As to 4>('A) it 
depends on the initial age - size distribution no(a ,x) whether or not it is defined for values of >.. satisfying 
Re>.. .;;;; - d 00• However this is not important for our purposes. 

00 

We define B(A.) = J e->.i B(t)dt for those values of;;>,. for which the integral converges. From theorem 3.3 we 
• 0 

conclude that B (A.) exists if Re A > fJ. The convolution in (2.17) is converted by the Laplace transformation into a 
product of Laplace transforms. We wish to extend B(A.) to A minus some set :E of singular points. More precisely 

B(A} = 4>(A.) + K(A)B(A.), A E A. (4.2) 

Let ~ be the set of all >.. EA for wh.ich I - k (A) is singular. 

~ = (>.. "' t.p "' q(K(>-)), (4.3) 

where o(K ('A)) denotes the spectrum of the operator k ('A). The condition E o(K (A.)) is the usual precursor of a 
characteristic equation (Heijmans (to appear), Hoppensteadt ( 1975)). 

For >.. e A \ :E we have 

B(A.) = (I - K(A.))- 14>('A). (4.4) 

ln section 8 we shall prove that the clement ~ of ~ with largest real pan determines the large time behaviour of 
the solution B(t). Often >..d turns out to be real, and the corresponding eigenvector of K(~) to be positive. The 
theory of positive operators is an important instrument to prove existence of ~. and has been su cccsfully exploited 

in a number of problems from population dynamics (Diekmann et al. (1984), Heijmans (to appear), Heijmans 
(1984), Metz & Diekmann (in prep.)). As an intermezzo we shall now present some results from positive operator 
theory with the emphasis on the existence and uniquMess of positive eigenvectors and eigenfunctionals. 

5. Positive Operators 

For the basic theory of order struclures in a Banach space and positive operators, we refer to S.Chaefer (1974). 

In the sequel E is some Banach space and e· is it's dual, i.e. the space of all linear functionals (or linear forms) 
on E . We denote the duality pairing of 1" e E, F e e· with <F,1/J>. A su bset E + c; E is called a cone if the 
following conditions are satisfied 

(i) E + is closed, 

(ii) a4>+ fN E E + if 4>,1" EE+ and a,/J ;;;.. 0 

(iii) t/J e E + and - 1" e E + implies that 1" = 0. 
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The reader can easily verify that by virtue of • 4> .;;; ijt iff ijt- 4> E E + " each cone E + c; E defines an order relation on 

E by wh.ich E becomes an ordered Banach space. We say that <I> < ijt ii 4> ..:;; >ft and ~· The oone E + is called 
total if the set {¥--<1>!.Jt.<1> e E +} is dense in E. The dual set E+ is by definition the subset of E " consisting of all 
positive functionals on E, i.e. F e E + if and only if F e E. and <F,.Jt> ;;;;. 0 for all ij, e E +· If E + is total then 
E+ is a cone as well. A positive functional Fis said to be strictly positive if < F,.Jt> > 0 for all>/! e E +. "1+0- A 
bounded linear operator T: E ...... E is called positive (with respect to the cone E +) if Tijl e E + for all >/I e E +· 

Notation T ;;.. O. We denote the spectral radius of T by r ( T). 

The first authors who systematica11y studied positive operators and their spectral properties were Krein and 
Rutman (I 948). [n that paper they generalized the Frobenius theorem (which states that the spectral radius of a 
non-negative matrix is an eigenvalue of that matrix). They proved, among others, the following result. 

lbeorem S.t (Krein & Rutman (1948)). Let T: E ...... E be compact and positive with respect to the total cone E + c;;E, 

and let r = r(T) > 0. Then there exists a Y, e E +• #-0 such that Tijl = rY,. 

They also introduced the notion of strong positivity. A positive operator T: E -+ E is called strongly positive if . . 
for all ij, e E +, #-0 there is a natural number p such that TP ij, E E + , where E + denotes the interior of the cone 
E + (assuming that E + has interior p<>inL<). They proved that, if the assumptions of thoorem 5.1 are fulfilled and, 
moreover, T is strongly positive, then 

(a) T has (except for a constant) one and only one eigenvector.;, e E +· Moreover Y, e E + and Tijt = r>f. 

(b) T' has one and only one eigenvector F e E +, F is strictly positive and T F = rF . 

(c) All other eigenvalues A of T satisfy !Al < r(T). 

Many years later their study was continued by a great number of authors, extending the ideas of Krein and Rutman 
in several directions. Among others they weak.end the condition that T has to be compact. (In many cases it is 
sufficient that;>.. = r(T) is a pole of the resolvent R(A,T) = (>J-T)- 1.) Furthermore several different concepts 

generalizing the concept of strong positivity have been introduced. We mention three of these generalizations. 
Schaefer (1974) introduced in the early sixties the concept of irreducible positive operators. Krasnoselskii (1964) 
studied u0-positive operators, and finally Sawashirna ( 1964) developed the theory of non-supporting operators. 
(Sawashima uses the terminology "non-suppon" .) All three concepts have the advantage that the interior of the cone 
E + may be empty. It seems to us that Sawashima's definition is the most natural for our purposes. If E is a Banach 
lattice then tl!ere is a close rdation b<:~wCCD the <:om:epts of Sawa.shima and Schaefer. 

Definition (Sawasbima (1964)). A bounded, positive operator T: E -+ E is called non-supporting with respect to 

E + if for all 1" e E +• Y, * 0, and F e F + , F * 0, there exists an integer p such that for all n ;;. p we have 
<F.T">f> > 0. 

The following. result, which was proved by Sawashima ( 1964) is needed in the next section. The result can also be 
found in paper l>y Marek (1970) which provides a comprehensive overview of some of the developments in positive 

• operator theory between 1950 and 1970. 

1lieorem S.2. Let the cone E + be total let T: E -+ E be non-supporting with respect to E +• and suppose thaJ 
r = r(T) is a pole of the resolvent, then 
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(a) r > 0 and r is an algebraically simple tigtnvalue of T. 

(b) Tht corresponding eigenvector >jJ satisfies: >jJ e E + and < H .>jl> > 0 for all H e E ~. H =fo 0. 
(c) Tht corresponding dual eigenvector is strictly positive. 

(d) If X is a Banach /a/lice then all remaining elements>.. e a(T) satisfy !Al < r . 

6. Location of the singular points 

From now on we let X = L 1(0,oo). In section 4 we defined the analytic operator family K(>..), ;>.. e A. being the 
Laplace transform of K(t ). Evidently K(A) defines a bounded operator on X for all>.. e A. 

0(2<) 

(K(A}l-Xx) = J e- Aak(a,2x)KX(-a.2x))da, .p e X. (6.1) .. 
In the Appendix we shall prove the following result. 

Lemm.a 6.1. For all>.. e A the operator K(>..) is compact. 

We can now apply the following result. proved by Steinberg ( 1968). 

Lemma 6 •. l. ut E be a Banach space and t::. a subset of the compltx plane which is open and connected. If T(>..) is an 
analytic family t>f cqmpa~t opfraum on E for>. e 6, then either (1 - T(X)) is nowhtre invmible in t:. or(/ - T(;l.))- 1 is 
nzeromorphic in A.. 

(A function 9(X) defined on a set V i; C is callc<.l meromorphic if it is analytic on V eic:cept for an at most 
countable set of elements of V which arc poles of finite order of <1>.) It is clear that llK (>..)II ..... 0 iJ Re ;>.. -+ oo, 
implying that/ - K(A) is invertible if Re;>.. is taige enougb. Thus lemma 6.1 and lemma 6.2 yield: 

Theorem 6.3. The function>..-+ (/ - K (A))- 1 is mtromorphic in A. 

Therefore the set I defined by (4.3) is a discrete set whose elements are poles of (/ - k (X))- 1 of finite order. 
Now we shall employ positivity arguments to determine the so-called dominant singular point, i.e. the element of 

:Z with the largest real pan. Before doing so we malce an additional assumption on the growthrate g. 

Assumption 6.4. There exists a 8 > 0 such thaJ 2g(x)-g(2x) > 8, all x e [O,oo). 

In Diekmann et al. (1984) (see also chapter two of the forthcoming book M etz & Diekmann (in prep.)) a similar 
assumption has been made to establish compactness of the semigroup. In section 9 we shaU explain why assumption 
6.4 is imposed. A consequence of this assumption is that a baby cell can not a.ttain arbitrarily small sizes. We shall 
make this more expliciL If a cell is born with size x , than it can divide not earlier than a0 time units later, and its 
daughcrs can not be smaller than 

(6.2) 

A straightforward calculation shows that y has precisely one fixed point x 0 if assumption 6.1 is satisfied. The 
following result shows that x 0 is a globally stable fixed point or the mapping Y-
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Lcnuia 6.5. ut for arbitrary JC 1 > 0 the sequence (JC• } be defined rtcursively as x. + 1 = 'Y(x. ), n ""' I then: x 1 < JC o 
impliu x 0 < x., n ;;. I, and x 1 > x 0 implies x. > x0 n > I. Moreover}~";!, x. = xo-

Proof. Since y(O) > O,., is continuous and x0 is the unique solution of 1'(x) > x if 0 < x < xo- From assumption 
g(2xo) . . . s· . . . ha 6.4 we conclude tha t y'(xo) = --- < I, and this yields lhat y(x) < x 1f x > xo. mce y is increasing we ve 2g(xo) 

x. < x 0 if x 1 < x 0 and x. > x0 if x 1 > x0 . Moreover Lim x. exists and is a fixed point of y. This yields lhe ._., 
result. 0 

From this lemma and the observation lhat a baby cell attains lhe minimum birth size if aJl its ancestors have divided 
at age ao. it follows lhat this minimum birth size is x 0 (which is positive if a 0 is positive), provided that there are 
infinitely many ancestors who all lived under the same growth regime. 

Remart.6.6. ThestatespaceO, indicated in section I is given by 0, = ((a,x) e R + X R+lx ;;;.. X(a,xo)). 

Howcva-, we: do not want to restrict ourselve5 il priori 10 initial data defined on 0, only. but admit that n o(a .X) 
defined in ( 1.6) is positive on Q \ n,. We can prove the following result. 

Lenuna 6.7. !for 4 an eigenvector of K(I.~ then 1/i(x) = 0, .x < x o-

Proof. Let>} e X . It follows from (6.1) that (K(>..)"+)(x) = 0 if x < x. , where x 1 = "Y(O) and x. + 1 = )'(x. ), 
n > I. If Y, is an eigenvector of K(>..) then If is an eigenvector of K(>.."f for every positive integer n. As a 
consequence >f(x) = 0 if x < x. , and now the result follows from lemma 6.5. 0 

We denote with Y the subspace or X conta.i.o.ing all>} e L 1[0,co) which arc identically z.cro on [O,x0). Obviously 
K(>..)Y ~ Y. We let K<l,A) be the restriction of K(}.) to Y . It is clear immediately that lenu:na 6.1 and theorem 6.3 
remain valid if k(>..) is replaced by Kr;/.A). Moreover (4.3) can be replaced by I = (A e Al I e o(Ko(>..))). Let Y + 
be the subset of Y containing all elements which arc non-negative a.e. (almost everywhere). The following result is 
straightfo rward. 

1bcorem 6.8. Y + tkjines a cont in Y which is rota/. Moreover K<l,A) is positive with respect to Y + for all >.. e An R. 
We let Y.;. be the dual of Y + and this defuics a CODC in Y- because Y + is total. Qcarly y ;_ can be identified 

with L;! [xo,oo), i .e. all measurable function OD [xo.oo) which arc non-negative and essentially bounded. 
The following lemma provides a uscful characterization of the non-uro elements of Y;. . 

Lemma 6.9. If F e Y.;. , F * 0. thm there ex ists an • > 0 such that for all f e Y + satisfying f (x) > 0 for almost 
every x e (xo+ <,oo) the relation < F J > > 0 holds. 

Proof. F e Y+ , F * 0 implies that there exists a measurable set V c (x0,oo) with measure µ > 0 such that 
F(x) > 0, x e J/. If we choose<<µ, then the intersection V n (xo+ <,oo) has a measu.Tc which is greater than 
11- • > 0, and this yields the result. 0 

Now we can prove the following strong positivity result with respect to K<l,A). 
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Theorem 6.10. For all>.. e A n R the operator Kfi.\) is non-supporting with respect to Y +· 

Proof. Let Y, e Y +• Y, =l=-0 and>. e AnR. If we substitute z = X(- a,2x) in (6.1) we obtain 

X(-o.2.<) 

(ko(X)if)(x) = j e- A<G<l.<J - G<:». k(G(lx) -G(z),2x) ~ dz. 
x, g(z) 

Let F e Y~, F =I=- 0 and let<> 0 be given by lemma 6.9. There exists a x 1 > x0 such that 1:.<- •.:U»y,cz')dz > 0. 
This yields that (K o(X)y,)(x) > 0 if .x ;;. x 1• Let x 1 = y(x 1). where y is defined by (6.2). Then (Kfi.>.)'-y,(.x) > 0, 
x > x 1. Recursively we find (Ko(..\)">J-)(x) > 0, x > x • • where x. = y(x • .• 1). n > 2. We conclude from lemma 6.5 
that there exists a p e N such that x. < x0 + < if n > p. Now we can apply lemma 6.9 which says that 
< F.K0(.\)"Y, > 0 if n > p. and this proves the result. 0 

We can draw the following conclusions from theorem 5.2. 

Lei rA = r(Kfi.X)), >. e A. If>. e AnR. then 

(a) rA is an algebraJcally simple eigenvalue or Kfi.\). 

(b) The corresponding eigenvec1or""' e Y + satisfies ih(x) > 0, x e [x0,oc>) a.e. (We fix""' by 1he norrnaliz.ation 
11""'11 == I .) 

(c) The corresponding eigenfunclional F>. e Y~ satisfies F>.(X) > 0, x e [x0,oo) a.e. (i.e. F>. i~ strictly positive). 

Hence, if>.. e A is real and'>- = I, then>.. e l:. 

Lemma 6.ll. 11r11re exists a unil[UI! >.. e A n R such that r(Ko(.\)) = I. 

Proof. Let>...p.e AnR ,>.. > p.and.J.-e Y+ . 

0(2.<) 

(K0(µ)y,(x) = J e - l'<'k(a,2x)y,(X( - a,2x))da .. 
G( 2.< ) 

> e<>.- ,.io. f ,.->.ak(a,2x)y,(X( - a,2x))da = e<>.- ,.la•(k cl.>..">.f)(x) . .. 
Ir we ~uhstitute .y = ""'· then we oblll.in Ka{}IW?, ;> 1<>.- ,.>o·r>.f>.· Taking duali1y pairings with F,. on both sides yields 

(6.3) 

where we have used that < F.,""'>>0. Thus>.-+ r(Ko(X)) is strictly decreasing in An A. Moreover this function is 
continuous. It follows easily that lirn r(Ko(.\)) = 0. If we can prove that lim r(K o(X)) = oo then the conclusion of 

.A-oo- .\L- d• 
the lemma follows. We have to distinguish between two cases. 

(a) d.,, = oo. Then (6.3) implies lhat lirn r(Kfi.\)) = oo . 
.\--co 

(b) d.,, < oo. Sinoe llf>.11 = I, 

r(Ko(.\)) = ll Ko(XW?.11 j ( j e - >.i(K(t"N?,Xx')dt}dx j e - >.i ( j (K (t).h)(x)dx )dt 
.. 0 0 ,. 
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.., "' ao d '- mK - (A+J.)T, J e - l.l llK (t)ohlldt ;;.. J e - 1.11\K(t>i?,lldt > J mxe- ·'e-Ndl = >.+dao e • 
0 T. Te 

where we have used lemma 3.1. The change of order of integration was permitted because of Fubini's theorem 

(Dunford & Schwartz (1958)). It follows that Jim r(Ko("h)) = oo. 0 
A!- d. 

We denote the unique solution of r(Ko("A)) = 1 by >.... and we shall write >lid and Fd in stead of >h. and F>., 

respectively. We assume that 1/1, and Fd arc normalized by 

(6.4) 

In order to prove that indeed >... is indeed the element of 2: with the largest real part, we need the following lemma. 

Lemma 6.12. ut f e L 1[0,oo) be a complex-vaJ~dfunction. Then lfo"' /(x)dx l = /o""tf(x}ldx if and only if there 
exi.sts a constant a e C. fal = 1 such that tf(x)I = af(x) a.e. on [O,oo~ 

This result has bc:eti proved in Hcijmans (to appear). 

Theorem 6.13. ljh. e };, A'#= h.. then Re A < '>.;. 

d.tf -
Proof. Suppose A <= ! and Kr!X>¥ = >jl. Henoc IKo(>.).lij = 1"11. where 1"11(x) = l>J.<x )j. This yields K o(>.R )ii/II ;;.. Ii/JI, 
where>." = Re>.. Taking duality pairings with Fi.. on both sides yields r>., <F1.,,ll/ll> ;;.. <F>...1-1'1>, from which 
we conclude that ri..;;.. I. In the proof of lemma 6.1 1 we have shown that A.-.ri. is decreasing in A. e AnR, and 

this implies that >.R = Re>.... Now suppose that Re>. = ~ and lm >. = 11· Thus Ko(~ )jfl ;;.. ltj. Suppose that 
Ko(~)llfl > llfl. Talcing duality pairings with F4 on both sides yields <Fd,lti> > <Fd,l\li> which is a 
contradiction. As a consequenoc K<l,:A,i ~>i-1 = Iii-!. from which we deduce that 1"1 = c·td for some constant c which 
we may assume to be one. Therefore >K.x) = >j-,(x ">e'*) for some real-valued function a. If we substitute this in 
Kd . .'>•,/;i-, = IKo(A).lij we obtain 

f.": e->..•k(a.2x).f.<X(-a,2x))da = If.": e-A..•-1.,.k(a,2x)ljid(X(-a,2x))e1o<x<-•.2K))da l. 

From lemma 6.12 we oonclude that a(X( - a,2x)) - '!'l = {J. for some constant /3. If we substitute this in 
K<f..>.)lji = I/I we obtain e'll f;" e ->..o k (a ,2x ))da = >lid(x )e'*>, thus a(x) = f3 from which we conclude that 
T/ = Im A = 0. 0 

This result, combined with the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma (lemma 4.3) and theorem 6.3, implies among others that 
there exists a positive horizontal distanoe between ""' and the other points in l:. 

Corollary 6.14. There exists an • >() such thal ~ -• > - d.,, and Re A c;; ~-•if>. e };, A =F ~· 
Oearly KofA) and K(A.) have the same eigenvectors (lemma 6.7). However Ko(.>.)' and K(A.)" do not have the same 

eigenvectors. Let F~ be the eigenvect0r of K(""')" corresponding to the eigenvalue one. Obviously, F~ defines a 
positive functional on X. We can prove the following relation between F4 and F,j. Let <F,i,>/14 > = I. 

1beottm 6.15. For all l[I e Y, the equality <F,,>jl> = <F,i,>j-> holds. 
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•! . Proof. Let 4' E Y , then.[!= <F4 ,i[I> · .[14 + p, where p e ~f<o<.A.J)-1) = Z. i.e. the range of Ki/..'>\i)-1. Since 
the spectral radiu.s of the restriction of Krf.'>\J) to the subspace Z is strictly less than one (theorem 5.2d) it follows 
that l\K0(>-.il"Pll < O" l\pll for all p e Z, where (J is some constant strictly less than one. Since K(A.d)/I = Ko('>\i}lt we 
have <Fd.i/I> = < K().,df" F~.>Jt> = <F~,Kr;l.>-.d)"(<Fd,>f.->.Pd + p)> = <Fd.t> + <Fd,Ko(A.d)" p>. If we let 
n ..... oo then the second term at the right-hand-side tends to zero yielding that <F~.i[I> = < F4 .i/->. 0 

7. Computation of the residue in >-.i. 
Here we shall concentrate on the behaviour of (I - K (A))- 1 in a neighbourhood or A = >..d, which is a pole or 

finite order (cf. theorem 6.3). The techniques exploited in this section are very similar to those in a paper by 
Schumitzky & Wenska (1975). We define 

R (>.) = (/ - K(>.)) - 1, >.. e A \ l:. (7.1) 

Since k (A.) is analytic in a neighbourhood of >-.i we can write down its Taylor expansion. 

K (A.) = ~ (A. - >-.if K., (7.2) 
";O 

where the series converges in the norm topology. Let p > l be the order of the pole or R(A.) in >. = >.d. In a 
neighbourhood or >.d , R (X) can be represented by a Laurent series: 

00 

R(.>.) = L (">.. - >.d)" R~, (7.3) ,,.-, 
where by definition R - p -F 0. From 

R(A.Xl - K(A.)) = (I-k(.>.))R(>-) =I (7.4) 

if follows immediately that 

R _,(J - K 0 ) = (1-Ko)R - , = O. (7.5) 

From this relation and Ko = K(A.d) we obtain 

(7.6) 

where ~R -p) denotes the range of the operator R - p, and Nd} stands for the span of the positive eigenvector tJ• 
i.e. {ii-.. } = {1'. fdl-Y E c ). A relation similar to (7.4) is valid for the dual operators Kci ...,. K(A4 r nnd R :,. 
Therefore 

From (7.4) we also deduce that 

- R-,K1 + R-,+1U-Ko) = 0, ilp > 1. 

- R_ 1K 1 + Rrl,1 - K o) = I , ilp = l. 

Together with (7.5) this implies 

(7.7) 

(7.8a) 

(7.8b) 

(7.9a) 
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(7.9b) 

We can state our main result now. 

1beorem 7.J. R (>.)has a pole of order one in >. = >.. and the residue R - I is given by 

< F;,>}> 
R _11f= , · >},,>/teX. 

<F4,-K 11'>4 > (7.10) 

Observe that - I( 1 = [- :.,,, K (>.)h.. >.. defines a positive non-supporting operator on Y and thus it follows from 

theorem 6.JS that < F:i,-K1Y,1> = <F,,-K1Y,,> > 0. 

Proof ol tbeorelD 7.1. Let 4>4 and H4 be solutions of R - ,.4> = .,,, and R :,H = F, respectively. On account of 
(7.6) and (7.7) such solutions indeed exist. IC p > I then (7.9a) yields 0 = < Hd, R_,K ,R -p 4>d> = <F,.K11/1,> 
which is a contradiction since F, is strictly positive and -K 1Y,, is positive and nonu:ro. Therefore p = I, and 
~R -1) = (Y,4 ). Now let R - tlf = /("') · y,, for some linear functional f . Then <H,.R -11'-> = 
< R: 1H,,Y,> = < Fo/1> = < H,,-R _1JCR _ 1>}> = < R : 1H,, -K,(/(>/t)·Y,,)> =f(Y,)· <F,,-K ,>},>. 
thus/('¥) = <F4 ,>}> / <F,, - K 1>/11 > which proves the result. 0 

It is not a priori clear whether or not < F;,>/t> > 0 if Y, e X +, -¥ =F 0. This, however, is proved in the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 7.2. I/If e X +• Y, =F 0 then <F;,y, > 0. 

Proof. If the restriction of Y, to (xo.oo) is not identically zero, then the result follows from theorem 6.15. Now 
suppose that Y, is positive on a subset o f [O.x0 ) with positive measure. Thus 

G(lr) J ,.- >..ok(a,2x)t/.(X(- a,2x))da 
G(l.r)- G(xo) 

= j' ,. - MG(U)-G(i)) • k(G(lx)- G(z),2x) ~ dz > 0 
o g(z) 

for all x ;;.. xo- Therefore <F:i,>1-> = <K~)" F;.1/1> = <Fi,K<~'»> > o. o 

8. The inverse Laplace transfonn 
Let E be a Banach space. The Hardy-Lebesgue class H,. (a;E) is the class of functions g(>.) with values in E, 

which arc analytic in Re>. > a and satisfy the following conditions (cf. Friedman & Shinbrot ( 1967). Hille & 
Phillips (1957)). 

lf. iz ,.rr.,.,,,,.r < ~ (8.la) 

g(a+t11) = ~{::g(r+i11) exists a.e. and Is an element of J.,,(-oo,oo;E). (8.Jb) 



1be following inverse Laplace transform formula can be found in Friedman & Shinbrot ( 1%7). 

Latuns 8.1. Let g(>.) E H 1(a:£). then the f unction 

u <kfined and ind"f><'ndent of y, for all t E ( - oo,oo) · f (t) = O. t < 0, f (t) IS continuous and/ (>.J = ,I/(>.~ 

We rewrite the abstract renewal equation (2.17) as 

B = ~ + K •B. 

where K •B den.o les the convolution product, i.e. (K • 8 )(t) = /J K (a )B(t - a )do. If we substitute 

8 ; <!> + v . 

we obtain 

where 

'I' = K-<I>. 

Taking Laplace transforms on both sides of (8.5) gives us 

v(>.\ = <I - K<>.n- ' -lr<>.~ 

We can prove the following result. 
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(8.2) 

(8.3) 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

(8.6) 

(8.7) 

Proof. Let >. e C be such that Re >. ;;;.. a. It follows from lemma 3.1 and lemma 4.4 that the functions 71 _, ~r + i 71) 
and 7) ..... K(f+i11) arc clement of L i( -oo.oo:X) and Li( - oo,oo;$(X}) respectively, if r > -d ... where ~X) is the 

space of bounded linear operators on X . Therefore the function 71-+ -l-(f+i71) is an clement of L 1( - oo,oo;X) if 

! ::> - d ... Morcoovcr we know from the R.iCl1llllln·Lcbcsguc lemma (lemma 4.3) that ll(l - K(!+i11l) - ' ll .;;; 2if 1111 is 
large enough. say I'll;;.. 'lo· From the continuity of the function 1J-+ (/ - K(f+i71))- 1 on [ - tJo.!Jol (if!;;;.. a) we 
conclude that there exists a constant C > 0 such that ll(l - K(! + i'J))- 111 < C for all 71 e <( - 00.00). Thus 
llv(f+i11)ll < CU4'(!+iT1)ll where we have used (8.7). The positivity of K(t) and 'i'(t) yields that 

11+c!+i71)ll ..; ll-i-(a+i71)ll. r ;;;.. a, 

and w-e conclude that condition (8.Ia) is satisfied. The validity of condition (8. lb) follows from the analyticity of 
(/ - K(>.))- 1

• ~>.)and k(X) on the region Re>.> \rand the fact that a>>., . 0 
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r-----......::f2---~ 0( •IT 

'--------- -l 0<-IT 

Figure 2. r = U r, 
l • I 

Now let a>>.,, , then lemma 8. l yidds that 

•+I oo 
v(I) = - 1- . j e"' 9().)d). 

2,,., ·-''°° (8.8) 

is well-defined. Sane cootributions 10 lhis in1cgral can be evaluated by the method or residues. Therefore we shlrt the 
vertical integration curve Re). = er to the left ac:ross the singularity). = >.,,,such that it aosscs no other elements of 
I (sec fig. 2). Lei< > 0 be given by corollary 6.14, and let 0 < " < '· Lei r be the rectangular contour in fig. 2. It 
follows immediat·ely from the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma (lemma 4 .3) that 

Jim J e"' v(>.}dX = o. 1 = 2,4. 
T-oo f, 

Now it follows Crom Cauchy's theorem (whic.h is also valid for vector-valued functions: sec Hille & Phillips (1957)) 
that 

I I ).-.+IT 
v(1 ) = -

2 
. ~~"'v().}d). + -

2 
. Jim J e>.iv(X)dA. 

1n r tfl T-llO A.--•-IT 

where we have used that the first integral does not depend on T . The residue theorem gives: 
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<F~.-K1~(,\,d)> . . "'d· <Fd.-K1.jld> 

where we have used 1heorem 7. I , (8.6) and (8.7). As in the proof of lemma 8.2 we have thal the function 
11- ii(,\,d - v + i11) is an element of L 1(-oo,oo;X). Now 

~-•+uo 

11-1-. J eNv(X)dJ..11 ..;; M·ev., -• .,,, 
217'1 ~-•-100 

where 

M ~ 2~ J.,, !l,;(>.,,-.. +i'IJ)lld11 depends on" and <l>. 

Remark 8.3. It follows from the boundedness of (l-if(J..))- 1 on the vertical line Re ,\,=>..,-,,, the Schwan 
inequality and Parseval's relation (section 3) that 

00 .!.. 00 .!.. 
M.;; Mi · {j e-1{i.. - • .,, llK(t)ll2dt}i · {j e - 7<N- •1'11<l>(t )ll2dt) 2 , 

0 0 

where M 1 only depends on v. 

We can state our main result now. 

Corollary 8.4. Let< > 0 be given by ccrol/ary 6.12, and let 0 < " < <,then lle- "-' B(t) -c·>jldll..;; Le - '', t ;;;.. O,for 
<F~.~(,\d)> 

some constant L, where c = . is a constant depending linearly an <l>. 
<Fd.-K1.jld> 

Proof. We have B(t) = <l>(t) + v(t), and v(t) = e"-'(c·>jld + O(e- ")). Now 1he result follows from lemma 3.1. 0 

Renwit 85. Observe from corollary 8.4 that if t has b<:eome infinite, no cells with size less than x 0 are born, 
although such cells may be present at time zero. 

9. Interpretation. conclusions and final remarks 

For the sake of converience we repeat (2.11) and (2.12) 

g(X(-t ,x)) 
n(t,a,x) = g(x) Q(t,a-1,X(-1,x))no(a -1.X(-1,x)), 1 <a, 

n(t,a,x) = g(X((a,x)) E(a,X(-a,x))B(t-a,X(-a,x)), I> a. 
g x) 

TIUs does not define a classical solution of (1.4)-(1.6). However it can be proved that n is differentiable along the 
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D a a < a d . h. . d . characteristia> of the partial differential operator = a, + a; + g x ) ax . an m t is sense m eed 1s 11 solution 

of (l.4}-(l.6). 

Let 

n4(a.x) = e - >..• · g(XgZx~,.x)) E(a,X(-a.x)rMX(-a.x)). (9.J) 

Now we can rcstrate corollary 8.4 in tenns of the solution n or (l.5)-{l.6). 

Corollary 9.1. ut < > 0 be given by corollary 6.14 and let O• < P < <, then the so./ution n(l ,a .x) of (/.4)-(1.6) satisfin 
lle -"''n(t.·, ·)- h(n0)'n4 11.o;; L'e - "lln011, t ;;a. 0. where 11·11 stands for the L 1(0)-norm, L' is a positive consranr, andh 

is a .ttrictly positive linear functional on L 1(0~ 

<F;,4>(>.,, )> 
Remarl< 9.2. h can be computed from h (no) = 

<F;.-Kr•i-d>. 
Corollary 9.1 is a typical renewal result. The population grows (or decays) exponentially with exponent >.,, (which 

is sometimes called lhc Malthusian parameter). As time increases an asymptotically stable ago-size distribution is 
reached. If 1 = oo the dependence on the initial condition is only reflected by the scalar h (n0). 

Ir in our model the rates b and p. depend on age only then we can integrate (1.4)-(1.6) over all sizes x and we 
find the ago-dependent problem 

aN aN Ti+ a.;= -(µ(a)+b(a))N(t,a), 

.. 
N(r,O) = 2 J b(a)N(t,a')da, 

0 

N(O.a) = N,j.a), 

(9.2a) 

(9.2b) 

(9.2c) 

*.! 
where N(t,a) = /0

00 n(t.a.x)dx. If the assumptions (Ab), (A,.) and (A,) of section I arc satisfied then a stable age-
distribution is reached as t ..... oo: 

N(t ,a) - e"'' N,(a ), t -+ oo, 

(this result can also be found in Eisen (1979)) and the growthsatc g(x) has no effect on this stable agc..distribution. 
More details can be found in Hannsgen et al. (1984). 

Now we shall explain what can happen if assumption 6.4 is not fulfilled. 

I. We expect that most of our result remain valid if g(2x) < 2g(x ), all x (but not necessarily 

2g(x )-g(2x) > 6, for some 8 > 0). But probably one gets mixed up with great technical difficulties, which, 
however, do not provide additional insighL 

II. If g(2x) > 2g(x ), for all x , then some sort of instability comes into the problem. Although y defined by 
(6.3) ag:ain has a unique fixed point xo. in this case it is unstable: 

!!:L - g(2xo) 
dx. Ii . .. - 2g(xo) > I. 
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For the sequence ( x. ) of lemma 6.4 this result in 

x • .... Q, ir X I < Xo. 

X"' -+ 00, if X I > Xo-

If we start with a population all or whose members have size > x(O). where .<(0) > xo. then at time t all 
individuals have sii.e > x(t ). where x(I) - oo. As a consequence th~ cannot exist a stable age-size 
distribution. A seoond problem arising in this case is <'auscd by the fact. that growth becomes very small if x 

tends to z.cro. As a consequence individuals can not grow away from rern. 

Ill. Suppose that g(lx) = 2g(x ). all x. (Notice that this and also former case is actually e·xcluded by the 
boundedness condition on g : however the same integral equation for the birth function 8(1) still holds.) 
Biologically tltis condition means that the time T needed to grow from x to 2x docs not depend on x. We 
can prove that in this case the set of singular points I is periodic. i.e. there exists a p > 0 such that 

>. E I - >. + ikp E I, k E Z. 

Lemma 9.3. ut g(2x) = 2g(x). for all x and let T = G(lx ) - G(x) (which does not depend on x ). thm I is 
._,,. . h ._,, 2 ... ,,.,,.,.,..,("><"JI ~nvu p = r · 

Proof. Suppose>. e I and let t e X be determined by K(>."N- = Y,: 

"" oµ,x) = J e - ).ok(a.2x)o/.(X(-a,2x))da. 

00 

(K(>.+ikp')ol->)(.x) = J e -Me - •.Y.k(a,2x)o!.(X(-a,2x ))e- '"''G<hl - •>® .. 
= e - Jlq>GCh> j e - ).ok(a.2x)o/.(X(-a,2x)')da = .. 

= ,. - ,..,cr+Gt•ll.y,cx) = •h(x),hence>. + ikp e I. D 

Now let •h (x) = e -•kp<i<».>/111(x ). where Y,4 i~ the positive eigenvec:tor of K(A,,) (as:;umcd that a solution >.6 

of r(K(X)) = I exists). Let 

n~(o,x) = ., ->-• g(X(-a.x)) E(a,X( - a.x))'•h(X( -.a.x)). k e Z, 
g(x) 

where>.,. = >.,, + ikp (sec ('9. l)). Choose Yk e C. k e Z such that l:."'~ 1 IY• I < t. Y-• = Y• · and define 

the initial age-size-distribution no(a ,x) by 

"" no(a,x) = n8(a,x)+ L Ytn~(a.x), 
k ~;; 00 

"" = (1+2Re L y,e - •kpG<•11n8<a.x). 
k s I 
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then no(. a .x) ;;.. O. (a ,x) E n and the solution 8(1.x) of the associated i ntegral equation (2.14) is given by 

8(1.x) = elv'·>i-d(x!(l+2Re ~ neikp(t - G(x )» = elv'·.Y,d(x!h(t.x) 

where 

satisfies 

k ~1 

"-/ . 
h(t,x) =I+ 2Re ~ y•e•kf<• - G(x)) 

• ~ 1 

h(I +T ,x) = h(t,x), 

h(t ,2x) = h(l ,x ). 

This proves that there does not exist a stable age-size-distribution in this case. 

This result disproves a remark of Bell (1968) which. says that in case of exponential growth (g(x)=c·x) there 
can exist a stable age-size.<listribution if b depends in an appropriate manner on x and a. Trucco & Bell 

(1970) showed that in the case of dispersionless growth (i.e . .!. X(a,x) depends on a only: this is satisfied if 
x 

g(x) = c·x) it is not possible that the first and second moments of the distribution of birth sizes both 
approach finite non-zero limits as 1 -> oo, yielding that there does not exist a stable age-size distribution (~ 
also Trucco (1970)). Hannsgen, Tyson & Watson (1984) proved that in case of exponential growth and under 
the assumption that the generation time (- age at which a cell divides) is a random variable with a given 
probability density function there cannot exist "' stable, time-independent size distribution for the birth 
function. 

IV. lf [O,oo) = / 1 u / 2 U / 3 such that g(2x) < 2g(x), x E / 1, g(2x) = 2g(x), x e / 2, g(2x) > 2g(x), 
x e I 3, ~hen the question of existence of a stable distribution is a very hard one, but also a very interesting 
and exciting one from the mathematical point of view. 

The reason for maltlng assumption (Ad) is a technical one. It guarantees the exi.stence of a dominant element Ad 
of l: (see lemma 6.1 I). 

Undoubtedly our theory is also valid if a less restrictive condition than (Ag) is imposed. However, our main 
purpose is not generality but to give an idea how abstract results from functional analysis can be used in the study 

of concrete structured population models. The results that we obtained here can also be found using semigroup 
methods, and readers who are trying to do so, will find out that the two approaches are more closely linked then it 
seems at first sight. 

Appendix 

Here we shall prove that for all 'AeA lhe operator K(>..) is compact. We need the following result of Krasnoselskii 
et al. (1976, chapter 2, § 5. 6). They proved that a linear integral operator which has a compact majorant is compact 
itself. We shall make this more precise. Let O!:;R be a measurable set .and let the linear integral operator 
T :L 1(0)-->L1{0) be given by 

(T<P'J<.x) = fn(x,y')<P(y)dy. 
0 



Su~th:u 

and let the operator T' be given by 

( T • q.)(x) = J h '(x 11')~.)' )dy 
ll 

11icn the following result holds (Krasnosclskii et al. ( 1976)): 

Laama 1. If T ' IS a boun«d. compoet operator from L 1(0) tnro melf thm T IS also compart 

Now lei >.e n. then 

ci C>.)l.(x > = 

With (2.16). (A1 ) and lemma 3.1 this yields 

, .. ~012x1 0(• u.k(G(lx)- G(z ).2.x ~-1- 1< .. - (A•~ ·•-KGl2.•J - G(< u _4_ lib 11.,. .. "' . 
g(z) g .... 

Let p = Re>.+ d ... then p >0, since>. e A. Let the opcr:uor K • (p) be defined as 

Xf 1111...2,a.) 

<K • (p >:-xx) = f ,. fl<i<lx 1- <i1••1o1-<z )dz. 
0 
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If we can prove 1ha1 K •(p) is compact ror a.JI p >0 then i1 follows from Lemma I that K (>.) is compact for all >.eA. 

Tbc following compactness ai1erium can be found in Kufner et al. ( 1977). 

Lemma 2. Th<' bowukd lin<'ar operaior T:L 1(1l)-L1(1l) is rompact if for n>ery <>0 thm! <'XiJts a 8>0 such that 
foKT9)(x +h ) - (Tq.)(x lldx «11911 for a// 9eL,(ll) and lh 1<8. 

We shall use this cri1crium 10 prove that K + (p) is compact for all p >0. For simplicity we :wume that g(x) = I, 
for all x. The reader will have no difficulty to see that the proof can be carried through for lllOfC general g. Let 
>J.eL1[0,oo) and let h >O. Then 

1(.a: ti)- .. h - .. 

1., - i,1.01 J <"'oKz)dz - ., - 1'• J r"'?(z)dzl 
0 0 

b - .-. 2(..1 +II)-•• ., 

..;; ,.,-1't• 0 •-.,-7'• I· J <"' N<z )ldz +., - i,i.+•i J <"' liKz ~dz= f 1(x )+ f z(x ). 
0 h -~ 

,_. '• ~ 2(• HI- • tltf where f 1(x) = (I -e - .,... )(K+(.p >loJ.t)(x). f ;z(x)=e - .,.«>+ 1/2x - .. '<"' loJ.<z lldz, and loJ.t(x )= loKx >I- Thus 

00 00 l(,k +•>-•· 
11/211 = /fl(x)dx = J,. -i,ix+l~( J el''l?<z)ldz}dx 

0 ~. b -~ 
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I 
2<z +aa) 

J eP' 11/-<z >I· { J e - lp(x H 1dx }dx 

tc: + a, )- h 

From these two estimates and Lemma 2, the compactness of K +(p) and thus K("A.) follows immediately. 

Acknowledgment. I am grateful to Ho~st Thieme for some valuable suggestions. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we study an analytical model describing predatory 
behaviour. It is assumed that the parameter describing the p redator's 
behaviour is its satiation. Using semigroup methods and compactness argu
ments we prove that a stable satiation d istribution is reached if t--. co. Further
more, using a Trotter-Kato theorem we justify the transition to the much 
simpler problem that is obtained if the prey biomass tends to zero. 

Key words: Satiation - functional response - forward equation - backward 
equation - positive operator - semigroup - trotter-Kato theorem 

Introduction 

In his famous paper [9], Holling described a detailed simulation model for the 
prey-catching behaviour of the praying mantid Hierodufa crassa. One of his main 
purposes was to gain information about the qualitative and quantitative behaviour 
of the functional response of an invertebrate predator. (The functional response 
can be defined as the number (or total weight) of prey eaten per unit of time per 
predator as a function of the prey (prey biomass) density.) 

In a series of papers [ 13, 14, 15] Metz and van Batenburg presented an analytic 
reformulat ion of the theory of predation as propounded by Holling. They started 
by showing that Holling's assumptions implied that the predator's minimal state 
space is two-dimensional. More precisely: at every instant the state of the predator 
can be d escribed by two parameters, its satiation (or gut content) S, and the 
maximum time T still to be spent handling the prey. By the phrase "handling 
the prey" is meant pursuing it and (in case of a successful strike) eating it. As 
long as the predator is searching for his meal, T = 0. A complete description of 
the predator's behaviour as a journey through this two-dimensional state space, 
can be found in (14]. 

Metz and van Batenburg also described several ways to simplify this rather 
complicated model. One possibility is to neglect handling time. The resulting 
"gobbler" model is just simple enough to be amenable to detailed analytical 
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treatment and yet retains the essential stochastic features of the full model. The 
simplification can be justified if the handling time is relatively small in comparison 
with the searching time. In this paper we shall restrict ourselves to the gobbler 
model. 

One of the main features of the gobbler model is that its state space is 
one-dimensional, the relevant parameter being the satiation S. Between two 
captures S decreases continuously according to some ordinary differential 
equation dS/dt = f(S) describing digestion, where we shall assume that f(s) = 

- as, as this seems a realistic assumption from a biological point of view. (See 
[6, 14]). 

Prey capture is a random event resulting in an instantaneous transition 
S .... S + w, where w denotes prey weight (which is assumed to be constant). This 
jump causes a term with non-local argument in the balance equation for the 
S-distribution. (See Sect. 1.) The rate of prey capture depends (in a decreasing 
manner) on the satiation. (In the case of Holling's praying mantid this is due to 
the fact that its search field decreases with increasing satiation.) 

This paper, which is self-contained, deals with a number of mathematical 
questions raised in the papers of Metz and van Batenburg [13, 14, 15). These 
questions are formulated in the first section. 

Our starting point is the so-called backward equation which is the adjoint of 
the balance equation for the probability density, or forward equation. This back
ward equation happens to be more tractable from a mathematical point of view, 
and it has a straightforward interpretation. In this manner we are able to prove 
that a stable satiation distribution is reached in the course of time. 

Finally we refer to [ 4) where one uses techniques very similar to ours, to 
analyse a problem which is completely different from a biological point of view. 

1. The equations and their interpretation 

One of the equations proposed by Metz. and van Batenburg [ 13, 14, 15], as part 
of their model for predatory behaviour is: 

ap(s, r) a 
--=--(f(s)p(s, t)}-xg(s)p(s, t)+xg(s- w)p(s- w, t), (I.la) at as 

where one should read xg(s - w)p(s - w, t) = 0 ifs - w ~ 0. Here t denotes time, 
s the predator's satiation, and p(s, t) is the (unknown) probability density of S, 
i.e. 

f 
,, 

p(s, t) ds = P{s, < S(t) ~ s2 } 
,, 

is the probability that S at time t is between s 1 and s2• w is the weight (of the 
edible portion) of a prey, which is assumed to be constant for all prey. f(s) is 
the digestion rate, which has been discussed in the Introduction and there it was 
assumed that /(s) = -as. By a scaling of the time we may set a= I. x is the 
effective prey density and x · g(s) stands for the rate of prey capture, if the 
predator's satiation is s. It is assumed that there exists a value c > 0 such that 
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g ( s) = 0 ifs ;;,, c. c is called the satiation threshold. Accordingly we impose the 
boundary condition 

p(s,t ) =O, s :.. C + W. 

Furthermore we supplement ( 1.1 a ) with the initial condition 

p(s, 0 ) = Po( s ). 

( I. I b ) 

( I. I c) 

Because of the fact that (I. I a) describes the state of one single predator, we 
should have 

I = t '·+w p0(s) ds = L ... .., p(s, t) ds, t > O. ( 1.2) 

The second of these identities can be verified by integration of (I. I a ) along the 
s-interval [O, c + w ]. 

In this paper we shall make the following assumpti-0n on g: 
(A) g is a Lipschitz-continuous function on [O, c+ w], g is non-increasing 

and g(s) = 0, if s :.. c. 
Metz and van Batenburg [ 14] showed that for Holling's mantid mo<lel 

g(s) = a( I-~) + · exp(-b'( I-~) .. ). ( 1.3 ) 

where c' < c and a, b' are positive consta.nts. The superscript +means that negative 
values are to be replaced by zero. 

Remark I. I: If (I. I a) is formally integrated from s to c + w, one obtains a partial 
differential equation for the distribution function of S which necessarily is of 
bounded variation. This feature will be exploited in Sect. 5. 

In the literature ( l. I) is called the forward equation. (See e.g. [2, 5].) The 
associated backward equation (or adjoint equation) is given by 

an(s, t) 

at 
an(s, t) 

-s xg(s)n(s, t)+xg(s) n(s+ w, t), 
as 

( 1.4) 

where xg(s)n(s + w, t) = 0 ifs> c, and where we have substituted f(s) = - s. The 
backward equation is easier to derive in a rigorous manner directly from the 
constructive specification of the stochastic process and it is easier to handle as 
well. The main reason for this is that the backward equation has to be solved in 
the space of continuous functions, and the forward equation in the space of Borel 
measures. Below we shall briefly describe the duality relation between solutions 
of the forward and the backward equation. 

Let p(s, t; p0 ) be the solution of (I.I), and let n(s, t; c/>) be the solution of 
( 1.4 ), obeying the initial condition 

n(s, O) = c/>(s), ( 1.5) 

where </> is some continuous function on the interval [O, c+ w]. ( Here we have 
tacitly assumed that these solutions do exist. This is proved in Sect. 3.) Then 

f c +w f c + w 

0 
p(s, t; Po)ef>(s) ds= 

0 
p0(s)n(s, t; c/>) ds, t;;,, 0. ( 1.6) 
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As a matter of fact this relation defines the solution of the forward equation, if 
the solution of the backward equation can be found for all continuous initial 
functions </>. 

Our starting point will be the backward equation. We shall prove existence 
and uniqueness of solutions of ( 1.4)- ( I. S ), and study the large-time behaviour 
of these solutions. Subsequently we shall interpret the results in terms of the 
forward equation. 

Let X = C[O, c + w) be the space of continuous functions on [O, c + w] endowed 
with the usual sup-norm. We can rewrite ( 1.4)-( 1.5) as an abstract Cauchy 
problem: 

dn 
- =An 
dt "' ' 

n(O) = c/> E X, 

where the closed operator A. .. on X is defined by 

( 1.7) 

(Awlf1)(s) = -s ~~ - xg(s)!/l(s) + xg(s)!/l( s + w), ( 1.8) 

for all ifl in the domain of definition 92l( Aw) of A,.., which is given by 

QO(A~, ) = {!/! E X l!/I is absolutely continuous and the function 
s _,,. -s dif! Ids (s) defines an element of X}. ( 1.9) 

Remark 1.2: The subscript w accounts for the dependence of A.., on the prey 
weight w. As a matter of fact, the operator A.., also depends on the prey density 
x, but this is not expressed explicitly in our notation. 

In Sect. 2 we shall investigate the spectrum of A..,, and in Sect. 3 we shall 
concentrate on the Cauchy problem ( 1.7). 

In order to obtain more explicit results, Metz and van Batenburg [13, 14, IS] 
formally took the limit w-+ 0, x-+ oo, ~ = xw remaining constant. It appears that 
in the limit the mantid's catching behaviour becomes deterministic. Moreover, 
the limiting equation can be solved explicitly. One of the questions that one 
should answer is whether solutions of the original equation ( w > 0) converge to 
solutions of the limiting equation ( w = O) if w-+ 0. In Sect. 4, we shall deal with 
this question. In Sect. 5 we shall give a rather detailed description of the relation 
between solutions of the forward and the backward equation. 

An important biological quantity to be derived from the model is W, i.e. the 
total weight of prey caught per unit of time. The expectation ~W of W obeys 
the ordinary differential equation 

d~W f c+ w dt = xw 
0 

g(s )p(s, t) ds. (I.I O) 

Remark 1.3: In (14, 15] where one discusses the full stochastic model it is shown 
that 

d"GN f ~+ ... 
dt=x 

0 
g(s)p(s,t)ds, 

where N is the number of prey caught per unit of time. This is equivalent to 
( 1.10) because W = wN. 
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Metz and van Batenburg (13, 14, 15] also derived an inhomogeneous partial 
differential equation from which the variance of W can be obtained: 

az(s, t ) iJ 
-

0
'-

1
'--'- =as (sz(s, t)) - xg(s )z(s, t) + xg (s - w )z (s - w, t) 

+ xg(s - w )p(s - w, t) - xp(s, t) [ +w g(s )p(s, t ) ds. ( I.I la) 

This equation must be supplemented with boundary and initial conditions: 

z(s, t) = 0, 

z(s, 0) = 0. 

s;;.,c+w, (I.I lb) 

(I.lie) 

Remark 1.4: It was explained in ( 13, 15] how var(N) can be computed from 
z(s, t ) . A straightforward computation using the results of ( 13, 15] shows that 

a nd 

d 
dt var( W) = 2xw · cov[ W, g(S)] + w~g(S) 

. d~W 
= 2xw · cov[ W, g(S)]+ w - -, 

dt 

cov[ W, g(S)] = w {'° g(s)z(s, r) ds. 

In Sect. 6, we shall study ( I.I I ). 
If we let t ~ oo in ( I. I O), we find an expression for the functional response 

4>w(g) (if we can prove convergence of the S-distribution towards a stationary 
state) which is the total biomass of prey caught per unit of time per predator in 
the stationary situation. Here g = xw, i.e. the density of prey biomass. It seems 
hard to obtain analytic results on the qualitative behaviour of 4>w(g) in the most 
general case. However, it can be proved that for all g > 0, limwio <l>w(g) = <1>0 (g), 
where 4>0 can be obtained explicitly from the limiting equation studied in Sect. 
4. Furthermore we are able to compute <Pw(~) explicitly in the rather unrealistic 
special case that c ~ w. These results are given in Sect. 7. 

2. The eigenvalue problem 

In this section we shall investigate the spectrum of the operator A w defined by 
(l.8)-( l.9). It appears that the techniques which we shall use are in many regards 
similar to those in [8], where we studied the eigenvalue problem associated with 
a model for cell growth. 

We use the following notation. For an operator L we denote by u(L) and 
Pu(L) the spectrum and point spectrum of L respectively. p ( L) is the resolvent 
set, and r(L) the spectral radius. N ( L) and R (L) a re the nullspace a nd range 
of L, and ind(L) = dimN( L)-codimR(L) is called the Fredholm index of L. (cf. 
[ l 2, 18]). 
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Let h e X. The inho mogeneous equation Al/I - A..,1/1 = h can be rewritten as 

Let 

di/I Ar/l(s) + s-+ xg(s)l/f(s) -xg(s)l/f(s + w) = h(s ). ds 

(J • xg(a) ) E (s) =exp .., -a- du . 

It is obvious that 

E(s) == s ... " E(s), 

where E(s ) is continuous on (0, c + w], and satisfies E(O) > 0. Here 

'Y = g (O). 

Let 

[l ={A e Cj-yx + Re A> O}. 
Suppose that A E fl. Substitution of 

<f>(s) == s"' E (s)r/l(s) 

in (2.1) yields 

I d<J> 
s"'- 'E(s) ds - xg(s)r/l(s+ w)= h(s), 

or equivalently, 

~~ - xg(s)s"' - 1 E (s)r/l(s+ w ) = h(s)s"' - • E(s). 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

It follows from (2.6) and (2.3) that </>(s) == s ... E (s)l/f(s) = sA+Y"E(s)c/l(s). Now 
A en and the continuity of r/I imply that </>(O) = 0. Integrating (2. 7) from 0 to s 
a nd plugging (2.6) back into the result y ields: 

x f • 1 J' r/l(s) -;::--E ( ) g (u)cr"' - 'E(a)l/f(u+ w) du= - ... -(- h(a)u>.- 1E(u) du . s s 0 s E s) 0 

(2.8) 
Let the linear operators f ... and U.., o n X be defined by 

A X f S ( T ... p)(s) = 
5

..,E(s) 
0 

g(u)a.., _' E (a)p(u+ w ) du, (2.9) 

(2. 10) 

for all p e X. 
It is obvious that f.., and U.., are bounded . Now (2.8) can be rewritten as 

1/1 - t . .P = U..,h. (2. 11 ) 
The following result is straightforward. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let A E {} and h E X. Then !/I E X is a solution of the inhomogeneous 
equation Ai/I - A ... 1/1 = h if and only if 1/1- ti/I = V. h. 

Thus the inhomogeneous equation ( 2.1 ) involving the unbounded operator 
A.., can be reformulated in terms of the bounded operators f,.. and U.- A closer 
look on ( 2.8 ) makes clear that it suffices to study this equation on the subinterval 
[ w, c + w ], because knowledge of I/I on this subinterval would enable us to compute 
(f . i/J)( s) for all s E [O, c + w]. Let 

X 1 = C[w, c+ w] (2.12) 

with the su~norm. For t/t E X, we define T,t/t in the following way. Let i/J E X 
such that i/l(s )= i/l(s), s e [w,c+w], then (T.i/J)(s ) :=(f.J)(s), se [w,c + w]. 
Observe that T.: X,-+ X 1 is well-defined, i.e. T.t/t does not depend on the choice 
of $. 

The following result can be established using the Arzela-Ascoli theorem (cf. 
[ 18]). 

Lemma 2.2. r.: x, ..... x, is compact. 

Let 
I= {A E f1 i t E PO"( T,.. )}. 

Theorem 2.3. o-(A ... ) n {} "'Po-(A..,) n {}""I. 

(2.13) 

Proof: Let A E f1. The homogeneous equation A,.,1/1 =.A.I/I can be rewritten as 
f, r/I = l/J. Let ,-P be the restriction of r/I to [ w, c + w ], then T,..,-P = J;. J; = 0 would 
imply f..i/J = t/t = 0. As a consequence, if A E PO"(A..,), then A EI. Similar arguments 
yield tha.t A EI implies that A E Po-(A..,}. Now suppose that A e {} n O"(A..,). The 
inhomogeneous equation At/t -A..,t/t = h, where h EX, is equivalent to t/t - f.r/I = 

U,h. Suppose that A e Per( A..,), then we have I e PO"( T.) y ielding that the equation 
r/1- f,..r/f = u.h can be solved on the interval [w, c + w]. Its solution is t/t(s) = 
((I-T,..) - 1U,..h)(s ),s e [w, c+ wJ. Forse[O, w]wefind r/l(s) =(T,..ijJ)(s)+(V.h)(s) 
where we have exploited the fact that ( T,..tjt)(s) can be computed on [O, w] if t/t(s) 
is known on ( w, c + w]. This proves the result. 

We shall need the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 2.11. 

Lemma 2.4. R (>..J -A..,) is closed if A E f1. 

Proof: Suppose h"e R(.A.1 -A ... ) and h.,-+h, n-->co. Let"'" be such that Al/l" 
A .. 1/1" = h". Lemma 2.1 yields that I/Jn - f...l/ln = h". Let J;" and h" be the restriction 
of"'" respectively h" to [w, c + w]. Thus J" - T.J;" = h". Hence h" E R(I- Td and 
h" ~ h, n -+ oo where h de notes the restriction of h to [ w, c + w]. From the compact
ness of T,. we conclude that R(I - T,.) is closed. Therefore he R(I - T, ). Let 
J; e X 1 b·e such that J; - T"J; =h. We define ijJ by: 

t/t(s) = tfr(s), s E [w, c+ w], 

r/l(s) = s• ;(s) J: g( o-)u• -t E( O") J;( u+ w) dO" + ( U"h )(s), s E (0, w]. 

It is clear that c/I is a solution of t/t - f" t/t = h, hence Ai/I - Awe/I= h. 
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The following result is stated for the sake of completeness. We do not need 
it in our calculations. 

Theorem 2.5. C/ {1 c: a-(A,.). 

Proof: Let A be such that yx + Re A. < 0. Without loss of generality we may assume 
that A. E IR. Let p = -yx - A > 0. The homogeneous equation A..,1/1 =>.If! can be 
solved on [w, c+ w] witllin a finite number of steps. Let J;(s) be the solution on 
[w, c + w]. For se[O, w] we must solve 

di/I xg(s) + A () xg(s)iji(s+w) 
-+ "'s = , ds s s 

We obtain 

- 1 x f.., ... - I ( ) -( ) d t/l(s) = i/t(w) · - ... ---- ... -- g(a)a- E a- If! a-+ w <T 
s E(s) s E(s) , 

= ---
1
-[sP,fr(w)-sP f"' g(cr)u-p- 1E(a-)ifa(u+ w) dcr], 

E(s) , 

and it can be easily checked that this expression defines a continuous function 
if p > 0. Therefore A e Pa-(A,.) if Re A+ yx < 0. This, and the closedness of the 
spectrum, yields the result. 

The asymptotic behaviour of solutions of ( 1.4) for t-+ o::> appears to be 
determined by the dominant eigenvalue of A,.,, i.e. the eigenvalue with the largest 
real part. As we did in [8], we use positive operator theory to characterize this 
dominant eigenvalue. We refer to the famous paper of Krein and Rutman [I I], 
and the m onograph of Schaefer [ 17]. See also [I O]. Let 

X7={t/leXilt/l(s)~ O. w.;;s~c+ w}, 

{lR = fl nlR. 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

Then x;- defines a dosed, convex cone in X., and for all >. e {}R we. have that 
T ... is positive with respect to Xt, i.e. 

In the sequel we need a stronger notion o f positivity. 

Definition (11]. An operator is called strongly positive if each nonzero element 
within the cone is mapped into the interior of that cone by some power of the 
operator. 

Theorem 2.6. For all A E !lR, T ... is strongly positive with respect to xr. 
Proof: Let A e nR and t/! Ext, I/IF 0. There exists an f e ( w, c+ w) and an e > 0 
such that t/l(s) > 0, s E (.f- e, s+ e ). Now suppose that s ~ s - wands e [w, c + w], 
then we have 
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Applying TA once more yields 

(T~l/l)(s)>O, 
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s;:ios-2w. 

Hence if p is the smallest integer satisfying p;:.. ( c + w )/ w, then we have ( T~ If!)( s) > 
0, se[w,c+w], yielding that T~t/IEX1 • 

Now we car\ apply Theorem 6.3 of [ l I], and we obtain the following result. 
Let Xt be the adjoint space of Xi. and let (Xt)* be the adjoint cone of xt. 
(See e.g. [ 11).) With Tt we denote the ad joint operator of T>.. 

Lemma 2.7. For all A E nR, r). = r( T,.. ) is an algebraically simple eigenvalue of both 
TA and Tt. Furthermore there exist a t/I,_ EXT and F,. e (Xn* such that 

T,..q,,.. = r,_q,,.. 

Tf F,. = r,.F). 

(2.16a) 

(2. 16b) 

and t/J,.. is the only positive eigenvector of T,.. Moreover, F,. is strictly positive, i.e. 
F,.(t/I) > 0 for all t/I E Xt\{O}. 

Now I/I>. is an eigenvector of Aw if and only if r,_ = 1. We shall prove that 
A E nR is uniquely determined by this condition. Obviously 

T0 1 =1, (2.17) 

where the function 1 E X 1 is defined by 1 (s) = I, s e [ w, c + w]. Clearly 1 e X7 
and we conclude from Lemma 2. 7 that r( T0 ) = I . 

Lemma 2.8. r( T,..) is strictly decreasing in A E fl R· 

Proof: Suppose A, µ E nR and A>µ. A straightforward computation shows that 

(T,.. - T,.)Xt f; xr 
In particular ( T,.. - T,.) t/I,.. E X7, From the strict positivity of F,. we conclude that 
(F", ( T"" - TA )I/IA}> 0, or equivalently 

r,.(F,.., t/IA} > rA(F,.., 1/1,..). 

Therefore r"" > rA, and this proves the lemma. 

Now we shall interpret the results in terms of A..,. 

Theorem 2.9. A = 0 is an algebraically simple eigenvalue of Aw with positive eigenvec
tor 1. A.., has no other positive eigenvectors. The eigenvalue A = 0 is strictly dominant, 
i.e. A E cr{Aw), A ;I: O=>Re A< 0. 

Proof: From the geometric simplicity of the e igenvalue I of T0 we conclude that 
A = 0 is a geometric simple eigenvalue of A..,. Now suppose that A wl/I= I for 
some t/I EX. Then Lemma 2. l yields that T0 t/I- t/I = U0 1. Hence T0(i;- J; = </>where 
J; and</> are the restrictions of I/I respectively U0 1 to the interval [w, c+ w]. We 
observe that </> E Xi. The Fredholm alternative states that F0 ( </>) = 0, where F0 is 
given by (2.16b) for A = 0. However F0( </>) > 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore 
0 is an algebraically simple eigenvalue of Aw- The proof of strict dominance of 
the eigenvalue A = 0 is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.2 in [8]. 
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The following result, stated in (12], enables us to give a more complete 
description of u(A,.,) n fl. 

Lemma 2.10 (12). Suppose Lis a closed linear operator on a Banach space E having 
a dense domain. For all A EC satisfying the following conditions 

(i) A is on the boundary of cr(L), 
(ii) R (Al - L ) is closed, 

(iii) N (AI - L) has a finite dimension, 
we have ind(A/ - L) = O and A is a pole of the resolvent. 

Now we can prove: 

Theorem 2.11. u(A ... ) n fl consists entirely of eigenvalues A satisfying 
(i) A is a pole of the resolvent, 

(ii) ind(A/ -A..,)= 0. 

Proof: Suppose that ,\ E CT(A ... ) n [l is on the boundary of u(A ... ) . Lemma 2.4 
states that R(Al - A ... ) is closed. From dimN(Al -A .. ) = dim(/ - T ... ) and the 
compactness of T ... we conclude that dim N (AI - A.)< oo. Now Lemma 2.10 states 
that A is an isolated eigenvalue of A .... Hence every boundary point of u(A,.,) n n 
is isolated. As a consequence there are two possibilities: 

1) u(A .. ) n [l = fl, 
2) u(A .. ) n fl contains only isolated eigenvalues. 

However, the existence of the dominant eigenvalue A = 0 exdudes the first 
possibility. This proves the result. 

R emark 2. I: We can also state our results in terms of normal eigenvalues and 
essential spectrum (in the sense of Browder) (See e.g. [4, 19).) Let L be a closed 
linear operator on a Banach space. A E u(L) is called a normal eigenvalue of L if 

(a) A is an isolated element of u(L), 
(b) Ran(Al - L) is closed, 
(c) The generalized eigenspace corresponding to A is finite-dimensional, i.e. 

dim( LJ N(Al - L)k) < oo. 
k • I 

It can be proved that every normal eigenvalue is an isolated pole of the resolvent 
of finite order. We denote the set of normal eigenvalues with u"(L). The essential 
spectrum a.(L) of Lis defined by ue(L) = cr(L)\cr,.(L). Now, our results can be 
reformulated as 

er( A) n fl = u"(A), 

Our next step is the derivation of the so called characteristic equation which 
provides us with a tool to compute all eigenvalues of A which are elements of 
!l We shall not go into detail. The interested reader is referred to [8]. 

For all A E fl, the operator T,. can be decomposed in the following way. 

x fc 
(T.1.1/!)(s) = s>-E(s) 

0 
g(u)u"-1 E(u)l/l(u+ w) dcr 

X Jc A I 
- s.1.E(s) s g(u)u - E(u)l/J(u+ w) dcr, 
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which we rewrite as 

T, 1/1 = (H,, l/l}e7 + N,1/1, 

where 

A I 
e , (s) = s'E(s)' sE [w, c+ w]. 

(H,, t/l) = x r g(u)u' - 1 E(u)t/l(a+w) da 

defines a bounded linear functional on X r. and 

( N,!/l)(s) = s,,~~s) r g (a)u• - I E(a)rfl(u+ w) d<T 

defines a compact operator on X 1• Moreover N,, is nilpotent, i.e. 

N~ = O, 

where p is the smallest integer such that p ;::;. ( c + w )/ w. Let 

k = l, .. . ,p, 

I 21 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

then e~, . .. , e~ are linearly independent vectors in X 1• By iteration of (2.18) we 
obtain 

(2.24) 

implying that all eigenvectors of T, can be written as a linear combination of 
e~, ... , e~ . Now suppose that T,,t/I = t/I for some A En and l/J E Xr. then i/I = 

t/11 e~ + · · · + l/fpe~ for some I/I; EC, i = I, ... , p. Substitution of this expression in 
(2. I 8) and using (2.23) leads to the following identity: 

(HA, e~ + .. . + e~) =I, 

which is called the characteristic equation. 

(2.25) 

Theorem 2.12. ,\ E <T(A ... ) ("\ n if and only if (H,, e~ + ... + e~) = I. Every closed 
vertical strip inside n, {A l~, ~ Re A ~ ( 2} where §1 ~ ~2, contains at most finitely 
many elements of u ( Aw)· 

A similar result is proved in [8]. 
From Theorem 2.12 we conclude that there exists an e > 0 that 

u(Aw) n {A I Re,\ ;:?: -e} = {O}. (2.26) 

We end this section with a brief study of the adjoi nt operator of A_ In the 
Appendix we shall prove that the adjoint operator A! defined on 

X* = { 1Jrl 1Jr is a bounded variation function on (0, c + w J and 1/'( c + w) = O}, 

(2.27) 
is given by 

do/ f J (A!1Jr)(s) = s-d (s) - x g(a) d1Jr(a), 
s s-w 

(2.28) 
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having a domain 

{ 
d'l'(s) *} fb(A!) = 1/1EX*l11' is absolutely continuous and s ~ s~E X . (2.29) 

For 1/' e X* and </> E X we define 

(1/1, </>)= f+"' cf>(s) d'/'(s ). 

The following result is straightforward. 

Theorem 2.13. If 1/1 is an eigenvector of A! corresponding to an eigenvalue A En, 
then 1/1 satisfies 

If A ;C 0 then P(O) = 0. If A = 0 then P(O) < 0 and 1/' is increasing. 

Remark 2.2: Notice that for 'I' EX* we have("/',/)= - '/'(O). 

(2.30) 

Because of the algebraic simplicity of t_he dominant eigenvalue ..\ ,,,. 0, and 
Theorem 2.11 we have the following invariant decomposition of X. 

X = N(A,., )$R(Aw), (2.31) 

and N(Aw) ={a· Jja E C}. 
Let P be the projection on N(Aw) corresponding with this decomposition, 

and let ..Pw be the eigenvector of A! associated with the dominant eigenvalue 
A = O, and normalized by the condition 'l'w(O) = - 1, then 

(2.32) 

Observe that PI = (1/',.,, /) · 1 = -1/lw(O) · 1=1. 

3. The backward equation 

Here we shall examine the initial value problem (1.4)-( 1.5), or equivalently ( 1.7). 
We obtain existence and uniqueness results by proving that A.., generates a 
strongly continuous semigroup on X. The method of proof is very similar to the 
one used by Diekmann et al. in (4], where they investigate the evolution of a 
size-structured cell population reproducing by fission. (In (4] however, the forward 
equation is studied.) The idea is to integrate the partial differential equation 
along its characteristics and to use a variation-of-constants formula, and this will 
give us the solution as a series. 

In the second part of this section, we prove a sort of asymptotic compactness 
result for the semigroup, which enables us to characterize the behaviour of the 
solutions for large t. 
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A .. as defined by ( 1.8)-( 1.9) can be written as the s um of a closed and a 

bounded operator. 

where 

A.., = B +C. 

( B!/t)(s) = - s ~:- xg(s)l/t(s). 

( Cl/t )(s) = xg( s ) !/t(s + w). 

where the domain D ( 8 ) of B is given by 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

~( B) = { c/I e X le/I is absolutely continuous and s ~ s ~~is continuous}. 

A straightforward computation shows that B generates a strongly continuous 
semigroup S0 ( r) given by 

E(s e - ') _, 
(S0( t )c/l)(s) = E(s) l{!(s e ), SE (0, c+ w], ( 0!: 0. (3.4) 

Now a standard perturbation lemma (sec e.g. [16)) yields that A .. = B + C 
generates a strongly continuous semigroup as well. 

Theorem 3.1. A,. generates a strongly continuous semigroup T,..( t ). 

One can prove this in the following way. 
Consider Cn as the inhomogeneous part of the equation dn / dt = Bn + Cn, 

and apply the variation-of-constants formula. It follows that n(t) has to be a 
solution of the integra l equation 

n(t)=S0(t)cf>+ L S0( t - -r)Cn(-r)dr. (3.5) 

The result follows from a standard contraction and continuation argument. 

Remark 3. I : In [ 16] one uses the Hille-Yosida conditions to prove the result. 
Now iteration gives us the solution n ( t ) = T,.. ( t )4> as a series 

co 

T,..(t)</> = I S,.( t )</>. t 2!: 0, (3.6) 

where this series converges in the operator norm. Sn ( 1) is determined by the 
recurrent relation 

Sn+1(t)</>= J: So( t-r)CSn (r)<f>dr, n =0, 1,2, .. . (3.7) 

For the initial value problem ( 1.4)-( 1.5) t his means that there docs exist a unique 
solution in the following sense. Let the operator D on C(R+ x (O, c + w] ~ R) be 
given by 

. I 
(Dn)(s, t) = hm -h (n(s e", t + h)- n(s, r)), 

i.-o 
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then the initial value problem 

(Dn)(s, t) = - xg(s)n(s, t)+xg(s)n(s + w, t), n(s, 0) = tf>(s) 

has a unique solution. In other words the solution n(s, t ) = ( T.,( r)ef> )(s) is differ
entiable along the characteristics of the partial differential equation ( 1.4). If 
moreover <I> e 5'J(A), then the solution is differentiable in s and t separately. 

We are especially interested in the behaviour of the solutions n(s, 1) for large 
t. The characterization of this behaviour would be relatively easy if T..,( t ) were 
compact after finite time. (See (4).) Unfortunately S0(1) which contributes to 
T,..(t) for all t ;;!o Q, never becomes compact. However, we can prove that this 
contribution becomes smaller and smaller. 

Lemma 3.2. !IS0( t)ll~Ce-Y•', r;;ioO,for some positive constant C not depending 
on t. 

Proof: Let <I> EX, ll<t>ll ~ l. 

= lsY• e- yx'E(s e- ') ""( _,)I~ C -..,x, 
syxE(s) "' s e e 

where we have used (2.3) and the fact that E(s) is bounded from above and below. 

Lemma 3.3. U(t) := I :'. 1 S"(t) is compact for all t ;;i. 0. 

Proof: A simple calculation shows that 

f' +• E(se-'h) E(se- '+we-T) , • 
(S1(t)ef>)(s)=x g(se- 1 

) ) -i+• ) !/>(se- +we- )dT. 
o E(s E(se +w 

One can apply the Arzela-Ascoli theorem (cf. [18)) to establish the compactness 
of S1(1), provided that the derivative of g is bounded. Because of assumption 
(A) this is indeed the case. Using recurrence relation (3.7), it follows immediately 
that S.( 1) is compact for all n ~I. This and the convergence of the series (3.6) 
with respect to the norm topology yields the result. 

Now let 
v:= min{e, yx}, (3.8) 

where e is characterized by (2.26). Let P be the projection on N(A.,), given by 
(2.32). 

Theorem 3.4. For all 71 > 0 there exists a constant K ( 71) > O such that 

!IT .. (t)ef>- P<f> li~ K(71) e-<~-">'ll<t>ll 

for all !/> e X and t ;;i. 0. 

(3.9) 

Proof: Let A eC be such that Re A > - yx, hence !e"'l> e-yx•. Obviously T.,(t)
e"'l ==So(t)+ U(t)-e"'I, where U(t)=L':. 1 s.(1). Lemma 3.2 yields that 
r(So(t))~e-"•'. Therefore S0(t)-e"'I is invertible. Thus Tw(l)-e"'I= 
(So(t)-e>.tl)(I+(So(t)-e"'l)- 'U(t)). Now from the invertibility of S0(t) -e"'I 
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and the compactness of (S0 (t) - eArJ)-' U(t) we conclude that 

eM E u( Tw(t))~ eAr E Pu( Tw(t)). 
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If A EC is such that Re A""" -yx then A E u(Aw), according to Theorem 2.5. Now, 
using the spectral mapping results 

e"'"<Aw>£ u(Tw(t)) and Pu(Tw(t))£erPu(A.>u{O} 

(see e.g. [16]) we conclude that 

u( Tw(t)) = {O} u {e'AIRe A~ - yx v A e Pu( Aw) r. il} 

for all t;;;., 0. In Sect. 2 we found the following decomposition of X. 

x = N(Aw)~R(Aw). 

Let Tw(t) be the restriction of Tw(t) to R(Aw)· Then T..,(t) defines a strongly 
continuous semigroup on R(A, .. ) having infinitesimal generator Aw. where Aw is 
the restriction of Aw to R(Aw). It follows that u(Aw) = u(A,..)\{O} and a( Tw(t)) = 
u(T..,(t))\{I}. Therefore r(T..,(t)) = e-"', i ;;;., Q. Now a result of Hale ([7, Lemma 
7.4.2]) yields: for all 71 > 0 there exists a constant K ( 71) > 0 such that for all 
</> E R(A..,) and t;;,,, 0: 

l!Tw(t)<f> ll ~ K(11) e-<"-">'ll<Pll· 
Let <f> e X, then T..,(t)</>= T..,(t)(P<f>+(l - P)</>)=P<!> + T..,(t)(I-P)</>. Hence 

II T..,( t)<f> - P<t> JI ~ K ( ,,.,) e-(p-,,)r II (I - P)tj> II~ K( 1]) e-<v-,, )r ll<t> ll-

We can state our main result now. 

Corollary 3.5. Let n ( t, s) be the solution of ( I. 7), then 

f 
c+,., 

lim n(t, ·) = cf>(s) d1f/w(s) · 1 ,_CIC) 0 

in the sup-norm. 

Remark 3.2 : Notice that T..,(t) 1 = 1, t;;;., 0. A semigroup satisfying this property 
is sometimes called a Markov-semigroup. (See e.g. [3]). 

4. The guzzler limit 

As we did mention in the Introduction Metz and van Batenburg [ 14] started 
from a more general model than we did. The forward equation (I. I) was obtained 
from this general model by a limit transition accounting for very small handling 
times. They even went one step further by letting the prey weight w t end to zero 
while letting prey density x tend to oo, in order to arrive at a rather simple 
equation. Note that it is necessary to let simultaneously increase the prey density 
x. (Otherwise there would be nothing left to eat.) In this section we shall give a 
rigorous justification of this limit transition. We assume that 

§=xw (4.1) 
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and 

c• = c + w (4.2) 
remain constant. It follows from the interpretation that ~stands for the total prey 
biomass in the predator's environment, and that c• denotes the maximum gut 
content. Although this is not explicit in our notation, the prey capture rate may 
depend on w. We assume that 

W-+0, (4.3) 
uniformly in s E (0, c•], and g0 is Lipschitz continuous. 

A formal Taylor expansion of the backward Eq. ( 1.4) around w = 0, neglecting 
higher order terms yields 

an an an - (s, t) ""' -s-(s, t) + xwg(s)-( s, t). at as as 

If we let w-+ 0, we obtain 

an an 
a; <s. t )=(t'go(s )-s) as (s, t ), (4.4) 

where we have used (4.1) and (4.3). We call (4.4) the limiting backward equation. 
The associated forward equation is given by 

op ( s, t ) = -~ ((t"go(s)- s )p(s, t)), at as (4.5a) 

supplied with the boundary conditions 

p (s, t ) = 0, s~O and s<?:c*. (4.5b) 
Remark 4.1 : We have to add the boundary condition p( s, t) = O if s ~ 0 , which 
is not present for w> 0, because the characteristic curves associated with (4.5a) 
are directing inwards at s = 0. 

An important feature of (4.4) and (4.5a) is the absence of "jump terms": the 
catch of prey has become a deterministic process. The mantid's satiation now 
obeys the ordinary differential equation 

ds 
dt = ~go(s) - s. (4.6) 

FI&· 1. In the guzzler limit prey catch f · g0 has become a dctenninistic process. The satiation $ of the predato r tends to ;, and the functional response tends to 4>0 (sec Sect. 7) 
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Observe that (4.6) has a unique solution becau se the expression at the right-hand 
side defines a Lipschitz continuous function becaus e of (4.3). (4.4) is written 
abstractly as 

where A 0 is given by 

having a domain 

dn 
dt = A on, 

di/I (A or/l)(s) = -(s - §g0 (s ))
ds 

D ( A 0 ) = { r/I e X ii/I is ab;ol~tely continuous and the function 

dr/l(s) . } s~ (s - ~g0(s))~ ts an element of X . 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

In this section we shall justify the formal limit transition by s howing that (for 
identical initial data) solutions of dn / dt = A ,.n, where A.., is given by ( l.8)-( 1.9) 
converge to solutions of ( 4.7) if w-+ 0. Let 

q(s) = §g0(s}-s, Oo;:; s ~ c*, (4.9) 

and let s be the (unique) solution of q(s) = 0. (Notice that assumption (A) 
guarantees that s is uniquely determined.) Now let 

Q,.(s) = r q~:r 
o.<s> = -r· q~:r s<s~s*. 

( 4.1 O) 

Observe that Q,., Q, are well-defined and C 1 on (0, s) and {S, c*) respectively. 
The solution of (4 .4) supplied with the initial condition n (s, 0 ) = </>(s) is given by 

n (s, t } =ct>(Q; 1(t+ Q,.(s))), 

n (s, t) = ct>(s), 

n (s, t) = </>(Q;'( t + Q,(s))), 

O::it;s< s, 

s = 5, (4.1 1) 

s < so;:; c*, 

where Q;' and Q; 1 denote the inverse functions of Q~ and Q. respectively. If 
follows directly that the mapping </>-+ n ( -, t }, where n (s, t ) is given by ( 4.11 ), 
defines a strongly continuous semigroup on X which we denote with T0( t ). The 
following result is straightforward. 

Theorem 4.1. lim, .... 00 T0( t)<P = </>(s) · 1, <P e X. 

Theorem 4.l. For all et> e X we have lim,._00 T.., ( t )</> = T 0( t ) c/>, and this limit is 
uniform for t in bounded intervals. 

Proof: We use a Trotter-Kato type theorem to establish this result. Let D be the 
subspace of X consisting of C 1-functions. First we shall prove that for every 
f e D there exists an clement e/J e D such that ( / - A 0 )tjl = f Let Q(s ) := Qi'(s), 
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s < s, Q(s) := Q,(s), s > s. It follows immediately that 

f
' f(cr) e-Q( u) 

lfr(s) = -e0 c» du 
; q(u) 

defines a solution of «/f(s) - q(s) dijJ/ ds = f(s). Suppose that q(s) = a(S- s), then 

I f $ f(u)jcr-SjP 
l/l(s)= I Alp ( A) dcr, a s-s ; cr - s 

where p = 1/ a. If f E D, then 

f( er)= f(S) + (u - s)f'(s) + o(lcr - sj) 

for u in a neighbourhood of s. Substituting this in the expression for t/I, we find 
that for s in a neighbourhood of s 

l/l(s) = f(S) + [<s) (s - s) + o(js - SI). 
a p+ l) 

Thus for this special choice of q, it follows that D s;; (I - A 0)D. The same result 
can be proved for arbitrary q obtained from (4.9). (Here we have used the 
Lipschitz-continuity of g.) Moreover, it follows that for all "1 ED we have 
limw-o l\Awl/l-A0 i/lll = 0, where we have used {4.3). Now the Trotter-Kato 
theorem (See (16, Chapter 3, Theorem 4.5]) yields the result. 

A straightforward computation shows that cr(A0 ) = {,\ E C!Re ,\ ~ 0}. The 
eigenvector of A 0 corresponding to the eigenvalue,\ = 0 is I. The adjoint operator 
At has the eigenvector 

1l'o(s) = -H(s-s) (4.12) 

corresponding to the eigenvalue A= 0. Here H denotes the Heaviside function, 
i.e. H(x)=O,x<O, H(x)=l,x>O. 

5. The forward equation 

In Sect. 3 we solved the backward equation (1.4). The solutions were seen to be 
represented by a strongly continuous semigroup T,..( t). Solutions of the forward 
equation ( 1.1) are to be regarded as linear functionals on the space X of 
continuous functions and they are called weak * solutions (cf. [I]). The idea 
becomes more clear if we integrate (I.la) from s to c+ w. We obtain 

aP(s, t) o f • 
---=s-(P(s, t))- x g(u) dP(u, t), 

at as •-w 
{5.la) 

where P(s, t) = -J:+w p(u, t). Now P(-, t) is a bounded variation function 
normalized by the condition 

P(s, t)=O, s;;;.,c+w, (5.lb) 
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i.e. P ( · , t ) e X*, t ;;;!: 0, where X* is given by (2.27). Equation (5.1) has to be 
supplemented with the initial condition 

P (s, O) = P0(s), (5.2) 

where P0 (s) = -J:+w p0 (u) du, and p0 ( ·) is given by (I.le). (5. l)-(5.2) can be 
rewritten as 

dP 
dt = A!P, P (O) = P0 , (5.3) 

where A! is given by (2.28)-(2.29). The solution of (5.3) which we denote by 
P(s, t; P0 ) is characterized by the following relation (see ( 1.6)): 

[ +w tf> (s ) dP(s, t; P0 )= [ +"' n (s, t; cf>) dPo( s), </> E X, (5.4) 

where n ( " t; </>) = T...,( t) cf> is the solution of the backward equation (l .4 ). 
Up till now we did not mention what topology X* is endowed with. The 

sense in which solutions of the integrated forward equation (5. 1) should be 
interpreted, namely being linear functionals on the space of continuous functions 
X, yields that we shouldl work with the weak * topology on X*. This topology 
is characterized if we define what convergence of a sequence in X* means: let 
{'I'"}"•"' be a sequence in X*, and let 1/f € X *. We say that '/'"-+ '/' in the weak 
* topology of X* if for all </> e X 

f +w </J (s) d1Jr"(s)-+ [+... cf> (s) d1P(s), 

(See e .g. [ I , 18].) 

n-+ oo. 

Now let us return to our forward equation (5.1). Condition (1.2) can be 
rewritten as 

[ +"' dP0 (s ) = I. (5.5) 

If P0 satisfies (5.5), then so does the solution P( ·, t; P0 ) of (5.3) for all t ;;?:: 0. 
(See ( 1.2) ). Now we s hall reformulate Theorem 3.4 in terms of P ( ·, t; P0). Let 
1/f..., be the eigenvector of A! associated with the dominant eigenvalue 0. (See 
Sect. 2.) 

Corollary 5.1. Let 11 be given by (3.8) and let TJ > 0 be arbitrary. If P0 satisfies (5.5) 
then 

P(-, t; Po)= 1lfw + O( e-<~-,,>•), t-+00 

in the weak * topology of X* . 

We define the family of operators T!( t ) by 

T!( t ) P0 = P ( · , t ; P0 ) . (5.6) 

Then T!(t) is the adjoint operator of Tw(t) for all t ~ O. and T!(t) defines a 
weak * semigroup on X* (see [l]), i.e. 

(i) T!(t1)T!(t2) =T!( t 1+ t2 ) , 
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(ii) T!,(O) = I, 
(iii) lim,!o (T!,(t)'l', </J) =('/',</>),for a ll </> E X, '/' E X*. 

A! is the weak• infinitesimal generator of the weak• semigroup Tw( t), i.e. 

\
T*( t)- l ) lim "' 11',</> =(A!'t/',<f>). forallef> e Xand'/' eqi,(A!). 

r!O t 

More details can be found in the book of Butzer and Behrens [ I]. 
Also Theorem 4.1 , characterizing the asymptotic behaviour of the limiting 

backward equation dn / tit= A0n, can be reformulated in terms of bounded vari
ation functions. As above we can associate a weak • semigroup Tt(r) with the 
solutions of the integrated limiting forward equation (4.5). 

Corollary 5.2. Let 11'0 be given by (4.12). If P0 satisfies (5.5) then lim,_oo Tt(t)Po = 
11'0 , with respect to the weak • topology of X*. 

This means that solutions of the non-integrated limiting forward equation 
(4.5) converge in distribution-sense to the delta function S(s -s). 

From Theorem 4.2 it can be easily seen what happens to solutions of the 
forward equation (I. I) if the prey weights w become very small. 

Corollary 5.3. Let Po satisfy (5.5). Then limw•o T!,(t)P0 = Tt(t)P0 in the weak• 
topology of x•, and this limit is uniform for t in bounded intervals. 

So far, it is not clear whether the result of Corollary 5.3 is also valid for t-+ oo. 
If this is true then it follows from the Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2 that "/'..,-+ 11'0 if 
w -+ 0. This can indeed be proved. 

Theorem 5.4. limw.0( "/'wt </>) = ( 11' 0 , </>) for all </> e X. 

Proof: Let t > 0 be fixed. Then T!( t) "/' w = 11' w- If <f> e X, II</> II~ I, then 

j(1P.., </>}I== If+ .. </>(s) d1/',..(s )·1~ 1 r•w dlf'.., (s) I = l, 

where we have used that 1/f .. is increasing, 1/f w(O) = - 1, Vt w( c + w) = 0. (See Sect. 
2.) Therefore 11'.., is an element of the closed unit ball in X*, for all w > O. 
Alaoglu's theorem (see (18, Theorem 111.10.2]) states that this unit ball is weak 
•compact. As a consequen ce the set { 11' ,. jw > O} has at least one limit point within 
the closed unit ball. Let x be such a limit point. Then there exists a sequence 
{ W1che N such that w"-+ 0 if k-+ oo and 1/1' "'• -+ x. k-+ oo with respect to the weak • 
topology of X*. Now 

l<Tt(t)x - x. <J>>I = l<Tt( t)x - T!.( t)x + T!,(t)x - T!, ( t ) 11' w. + 11' "'• - x. <t>>I 

== l<x. To( t)<f> - T,... ( t)c/>) + <x - 1/1' w•• Tw, ( t)<J> )+ ( 1/f w• - x. </>)I 

"6i I< 11' ..... To( t)</> - T ... ( t)</>)I + l<x- 11' ... , T0(t)</> - <J>)j 

"' II To(t)</> - Tw, ( t)</> II+ l<x- 11' "'•' T0 ( t )</> - </>)!. 
If we let k-+ oo, then this expression tends to zero, from which we conclude 

J1(t)x = x. 
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Thus (x, T0(t}<f>) = (x, </>) for all <f> EX, and this relation is valid for a ll t ~ 0. Now 
letting t ~ oo and using Theorem 4.1 we find 

<x. <f>) = <J>(S)(x, /)=Jim <f>(f)(1l'..,., I)= <f>(f). 
k-ao 

Therefore x = 1¥0, and this result is independent of the choice of the sequence 
{ wd Jc e N· This yields the result. 

6. The inhomogeneous equation 

Here we shall study the inhomogeneous equation ( 1.11) which we first rewrite 
in terms of bounded variation functions. Let 

Z(s, t ) = r•w z(u, t) du. 

Integration of ( 1.11 a ) from s to c + w yields that Z must obey 

iJZ az fs -=s--x g(o-) dZ(u, t}+H(s, t ), at as ,_.., 
where H (t) = H( t, ·) is the bounded variation function given by 

{6.l) 

H(t, s) = - x f.~: g(u) dP(u, t)+x r +w g(u) dP(u, t ) · r +w dP(u, t), (6.2) 

where P(s, t) is the solution of (5.1)-(5.2), i.e. P(s, t) = ( T !(t)P0 )(s), and P0 
satisfies (5.5). Obviously 

(H(t), I) = 0. (6.3) 

From ( l.l lb)-( 1.l lc) it follows that (6.1) has to be supplied with the boundary 
and initial conditions 

Z(s, t} =O, 

Z(s,O) = 0, 

s iC!= c+w 

0 .S: s~c+w. 

Now we can rewrite (6.1), (6.4) as an abstract Cauchy problem. 

dZ 
-=A*Z+ H ( t ) dt w ' 

Z(O) = O. 

(6.4a) 

(6.4b) 

(6.5) 

Taking the innerproduct of (6.5) with an arbitrary element </> e ~(A..,) we find 
the ordinary differential equation: 

d 
dt <Z(t}, </>) = <Z(t}, A ..,<f>)+(H(t), <f>), (Z(O), </>) = 0. (6.6) 

The solution of this equation is given by 

(Z(t ), </>) = L (H ( T), T..,(t- T)t/>) dT. (6.7} 
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The remainder of this section is devoted to the study of the la rge-time behaviour 
of this solution. We need the following result. Let the bounded variation function 
Hw be given by 

H,.,(s) = - x r:: g(<T) dl/l ... (u)+x r +w g(cr) dPw( <r) · r +w d1fr ... ( CT). (6.8) 

Lemma 6.1. Let 11 be given by (3.8). For all .,., > 0 there exists a constant L( TJ) > 0 
such that for all </> e X 

I[+>-• </>(s) dH(s, t)- [+... </>(s) dH,..(s) I~ L("I}) e-< .. -.,>1 ll<f>ll. 

Proof: 

I r +.:. <f>(s) dH(s, t) - r +w </>(s ) dH ... (s) I 
=I t c+w <f>(s). {xg(.s - w) dP(s - w,. t )-x dP(s, t). r +w g(cr) dP(CT, 1)} 
-1c+w cf>(s){xg(s - w)dP,..(s-w)-xdl/'...,(s)· [ +"' g(<T)d1frw(CT)}I· 

Corollary 5.1 states that for every <I> e X 

I r +w <l>( s) dP(s, t)-r•w <J>(s) dP,..(s)I ~ K ("I}) e-< .. -,,)lll <t> ll. 

for some positive constant K (.,., ). This a nd the continuity of g yield the result. 

Theorem 6.2. Let/or all</> EX, (Z(t), </>) be defined by (6.7). Then 

Jim (Z ( t ), <fJ) : (H..,, - A ;;1(1 - P )<J>), 
1-ao 

where P is the projection on N(Aw) given by (2.32). 

Proof: Let </> e X and I/I its p rojection on R (A..,), i.e. t/f =(I - P )<J>. Then 

(Z(t), <fJ): L (H (T), T,..(t-T)(P<l>+l{I)} dT: J: ( H (T), T,.. ( t - T)t/I ) dr, 

where we have used that (H (T), Tw(t - 'T)P</>)=(H (T), ( '/'..,, ef>) • J) = O. because 
of (6.3). Hence 

(Z( t) , </>) = L (Hw. T,.(t -r)t/!) dr + L (H( 'T) - H ..,, Tw(t- r)c/I) dr. 

Let TJ > 0. Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 3.4 yield that 

IL (H (r)- H w, T,.(t-T)l/l)dTI ~ L L(.,.,) e-<.,- 71>Tll T .. (t-T)t/lll dT 

~ K(71)L(71) J: e-c .. - ,,>•e-<"- .,><•- .. >11 «/lll dr 

= K ( .,.,}L( "1 )t e -<v- i))tll I/Ill, 
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Finally 

if t-+ oo, where we have used a standard result from semigroup theory. (See e.g. 
[16].) 

This proves the theorem. 

We·shall give a more comprehensible reformulation of this result. Let Zw EX* 
be defined by 

(Z.,, 1) = 0. 

(Existence of Z ., is guaranteed by the Fredholm Alternative ((H.,, 1) = 0). The 
second condition guarantees uniqueness.) 

Let Z(s, t) be the weak* solution of (6.1), defined by (6.7). 

Corollary Ci.3. Z(s, t)-+ Z..,(s), t-+ co in the weak * topology of X*. 

Remark 6. 1 : It doesn't . make sense to study the inhomogeneous equation that is 
obtained if one lets w-+ 0 in ( 1.11 ). To understand this, one should remember 
that the solution z of ( 1.1 1) is needed to calculate the variance var( W) of prey 
catch W per unit of time (see Remark 1.4). However, if w-+ 0 then the catching 

· process becomes deterministic, yielding that var( W) vanishes, and hence Z,.,(s)-+ 
0 if w-+O. 

7. The functional response 

In this paper we define the functional response ct>.,(g) as. the total weight of prey 
caught per unit of time per predator, where g = xw is the density of prey weight 
in the mantid's environment. 

Remark 7.1: Observe that </>,., is a function of two independent variables, § and 
w. One might also choose x and w or g and x. However in practical cases, w can 
be chosen a constant and the functional reponse is a function of g only. In many 
cases biologists prefer to work with x instead of g. In our case ~is a better choice 
because later on, we shall take the limit, w-+ 0, x-+ oo such that g = xw remains 
constant, and we want to examine what happens to the functional response in 
this case. 

<P,.,(g) can be calculated from 

<f>w(g) = ~ r +w g(s) d'.Jr..,(s), (7.1) 

where P.., is the (positive) eigenvector of A! corresponding to the dominant 
eigenvalue A = 0, normalized by the condition 

f 
c+w 

(P,.,, /) = 
0 

dPw(s) = 1. (7.2) 
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In experiments, c:f>w(§) is found to be increasing and concave and to have a 
finite limit for§--.. ro. We have tried to prove these properties by means of analytical 
methods, but we have not succeeded so far. However, if we let w tend to zero, 
keeping §=xw and c*=c + w constant, then we find that qr0(s)= - H(s-.S). 
From (7. l) we find that for w = 0 the functional response <P0 ( §) is given by 

<Po(§)= §go(s) = s, (7.3) 

where s is the unique solution of 

§g0(s) = s (See Fig. l ). 

It is clear that s depends on §, and a straightforward computation shows that 
<P0(§) is increasing. Moreover limt~co <l>o( ~) = c* =c. 

Example : If g(s) is linear, g(s) = y(l - s/ c)+, the+ meaning that negative values 
are replaced by zero, then g0(s) = y(I - s/ c*Y and <Po(§)= s = ')IC* e/( c* + y§). 

The usefulness of <P0(~") is demonstrated by the following result, which says 
that <P0 (§} approximates <1>w(§) for small w. 

Theorem 7.1. For all'> 0 we have 

Proof: (7.1) says that c:f>w(§) =§(qr.., g).Hence 

l<P,..({) - c:f>o(§)j =§!(qr w. g)-( qro, Ko)I = §1( qr.., g - 80) +(qr w - qro, Ko)I 

~§II g- 8oll +§I< qr w - qro, go)I 

and this tends to zero if w ~ 0 because of ( 4.3) and Theorem 5.4. 

Remark 7.2: It follows from the proof of Theorem 7 .1 that 

<l>w(§) <Po({) ----..--
§ g 

in the sup·-norm. 
We were able to compute c:f>w(§) for a special case, namely c ~ w. Biologically, 

this means that the predator's gut can contain at most two preys. After consuming 
a prey, the predator will not show prey catching behaviour until (part of) the 
previous meal is digested. Now let 

Then s--.. sl/fw(s) defines an L 1-function. (2.30) yields 

d 
ds (sl/lw(s))-xg(s).Pw(s) + xg(s - w)l/fw(S - w) = 0. 

(7.4) 

If we substitute 8(s) = sf/ilw(s)/ E(s) where E is given by (2.2) in the first two 
terms we obtain 

d9 1 
-=-xg(s-w)·--.P (s-w) 
ds E(s) w -
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Integration from s to c+ w and the fact that 1/1,.,(c+ w) = O yield 

f c+w l 
8(s) = x g(u- w) --1/J,..(u- w) du 

s E(u) 

and we obtain 

xE(s) fc+w g(cr - w) 
1/1,.,(s) =-s- s E(u) 1/1,..(u-w) du. (7.5) 

From (7.2) we conclude that 

f +w 1/1..,(s) ds =I. (7.6) 

Observe that (7 .4)- (7 .6) are also valid if c > w. Now the functional response can 
be computed from 

J
c+w 

cJ>,..(g) = § 
0 

g(u)tjl,..(cr) dcr. (7.7) 

With respect to 1/1..,(s) we can prove the following: !/fw(s) is continuous on 
(0, c+ w], if!w(s) = O(syx- 1

), d 0, if!w E L 1[0, c+ w], tjl,..(s) ~ 0 a.e. on (0, c+ wJ. 
Now let us assume that c ~ w, then E (s) = 1, c ~ s,.:; c + w. From (7 .5) we find 

that 1/1,.,(s) = N. E(s )/ s ifO..;; s-== w for some constant N. For w.;;; s ~ c+ w we have 

Xf c+w E(u-w) N 
ifr,.,(s)=- g(u-w)N du=-(1-E(s-w)). 

S s (T-W S 

Now N should be computed from (7.6). 

I= N{t"' E;s) ds + [+w l-E~s- w) ds } 

{ f c+w ds Jc ( l I ) } = N -+ E(s) ---- ds 
c s o s s+w 

{ 
c+w f c E(s) } 

=N log--+w ( )ds. 
c 0 s s+ w 

Now 

f c+w f c E(s) 
cJ>,.,(g) = g g(s)~,.,(s) ds = gN g(s)-- ds = wN(l - E(O}) = wN 

0 0 s 

if g>O, and cJ>,.,(§)=O if g=O. 
Thus we have proved the following result. 

Theorem 7.2. If c..;; w then 

cJ>,..(g)=O ijg=O 
(7.8) 

( (
c+w) fc E(s) )-1 

cJ>,..(g) = w log -c- + w Jo s(s+ w) ds if g> 0. 
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Observe that ct>w({) given by (7.8) is increasing and concave. Moreover 

Jim cf>w({) = w/ log(c+ w). (7.9) 
t-oo C 

Remark 7.3: From probabilistic considerations it follows that (7.9 ) is also valid 
if c> w. (See [15).) 
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Appendix 

In this appendix we shall prove that the adjo int operator A.!. of A w is given by 

d'/' f' (A!. '/' )(s) .. s-- x g( u ) d'/'( u ) 
d,$ · - · · 

( I ) 

having a do main 

9.i (A!.) = {'/' ex• I'/' is abso lutely continuous and s -+ s :: ex• J. (2) 

Let A e R, A > 0 be arbit rary. Then 

9.l(A.!.) = R((( AI - A •. ) - 1)* ). (3) 
Theorem 2.1 says that At/1 - A •. o/J = h if and o nly if t/J - tt/I = U,h. Whe re t, and U, are given by 
(2.9) and (2. 10) respectively. Let x• be given by (2 .27). 

Lemma A.I . 

(UtF)( s )=- u '-'E (u ) ~du, foral/Fex•. fc+w (f c+w dF() ) 
, u '1 E(17) 

Proof: Let 4> e X and F e X* . Then 

( F, U,4>)= r·"· (U,q,)(s ) dF(s) 

Jc+w 1 { f ' } = 
0 

s'E (s ) Jo .,.•-1
£ (u )q,(u) du dF(s ) 

Jc+"· I { f ' · } 
= 

0 
sPE (s) Jo q P- • E(u ) <J>(u) du dF(s ) 

where we have used (2.3) and where p • A+ yx. Because this integral is absolutely convergent, we 
can apply Fubini's theo rem and change order of integration. 

( F, U,q,) = f c• w u•-• E (u )Q> (u ){f c+w ~F(s) } du, Jo u s E(s) 

= (G, ,P), 

where 

G(s) = - o»- • E(u) -, - 11- du. f c+w (f c+w dF( ) ) 

, ,, '1 E(11) 

We also have ( F, U, q,) • ( Ut F, Q>) and therefore U! F - G, which yields the res ult. 
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Obviously (Al-A.) · 1 • (I - f,) 1 U., hence 

<1 A1 - A. l 11• '" utu-ni-•. (4 ) 
From (3) and (4) it is clear that 

(SJ 
Th~ttm A.2. 9( A!) ~ V ud•• { 111 E x•1111 is ahsolutt'l.1· ronrinuous and .< ..-s d'l' (s)/ds is an element 
of x•1. 
Proo/: (i) Suppose l/' e~(A! ). then l/' e R(U~J. Let F e x• be such that UtF,. 'I'. It follows from Lemma A. I that 

J,.. (f "" dF( ) ) l/'(s) =- u• 1£(a) - ,-
11

- du. 
, " 11 Et11) 

A straightforward computation shows that 'I' is absolutely continuous on [ r. r + "'} for ever) r '0. Moreover. using Fubini's theorem it follows directly that 1/1 is continuous on (0. c + w). This yields that 1/1 is absolutely continuous on (O. c+ w]. Obvious!)• 

s'l''(s),. s' £(.f) -, -
11
-. J ... dF( ) 

• '1 £(11) 

and the right·hand expression define~ an clement of X • . Thus !I (A! I c V. 
(ii) Now suppose that 'I' <Z. V. We shall prove that there exists an element F E X • such that U!F z 1/1. Let 

di/I J' .. F(s )•-s-- (A+xg(q)) d'/'(a). 
ds , (6) 

Clearly FE x•. From Lemma A.I we know that 

( U! F)(s) - -J.' •• u' 1 E(a>(J' • • d:( rll) du. 
" 11 E(T)) 

First we compute the expression 

J«• dF(T)) F(T)) ],.. 1··· (A +xg( 11)) d ---=--- + F(T))· '1 ., 11'£(11) '1'E(11) ., ., '1"'£(17) 

if u>O. 

If we substitute (6), we obtain 

J,.. dF(T)) 1/l'(u) I 1· '• -,--= 
4 

1 +-,-- ( A+xg(') )) d'i'(T) ) ., '1 E(T) ) u - E(u) u E(u) ., 

J< H , A +xg(T)) 
- T)'/1(17)· .. , £( )dT) 

u q ~ 

- , .~g '1 (A +xg(f)) d'l'W dri. J• •• A+ ( ) (J' •• ) 
.. '1 £(17) " 

(7) 

Again, Fubini's theorem says that we may change order or integration in the last expression at the right·hand side 

J''"A+.xg(17)( J ' •• ) 5··• (J'A +xg(TJ) ) " l7'''E(ri) " (A+xg(fl)d'l'(fl d17=" (A+xg{~)) u'1'.'E(T))dTJ d'JI(~) 

=-.-- (A +xg(.f)) d.P(O- , g d.P(~). 
I 1··· f' .. "A+x(t) 

u E(u).. .,. ! EW 
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Substitution in (7) yields 

Consequently 

f 
,.... 1/''(u) 

( U*F)(s)=- u'- 'E(u) _, du= 'l'(s). 
• , u' E(u) 

Therefore '/'ER( Ut) =~(A!). 

Now suppose that <f> e fi'J(A. ) and 1/' e ~(A!.). Then '/!is absolutely continuous. Let l/l(s) = d'/t / ds, 

then l/J is an L, -function. 

where 

= -s-- xg(s)<f>(s)+ xg(s)<f>(s + w) .p(s) ds i ...... ( d<fi ) 

0 ds 

= -s</l(s)!/J(s} J: .. 
+ r·~ </l(s>{f (sl/l(s)) - xg(s)l/f(s) + xg(s - w)ifl(s - w)} ds 

= rh· <t>(s) dG(s}, 

f , .. .. ( d ) 
G(s)=- , ds(si/l(s))-xg(s)l/l(s)+xg(s-w),P(s-w) ds 

J
, d'l' f' 

= s,P(s) - x •-•· g(u)l/f(u) du= sds- x .•-• g(u) d'l'(u). 

Hence (11',A.</l) = (G,</l)=(A!. '/t,</J). Thus 

d'l' f' (A! '/')(s) = G(s) = s- - x g(u) dtf/(.u). 
ds · - · · 
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Nonlinear Structured Population Dynamics: 

Some Examples and Open Problems 

1. INTRODUCTION 

So far, we have restricted our attention to time-homogeneous linear models, 
and we have indicated that in general the solutions of the corresponding linear, 
autonomous partial differential equations grow or decay exponentially with 
time. 

In general, the circumstances which a population encounters, are not 
constant but rather are. directly or indirectly, influenced by the population 
itself. As an example, one might think of the situation where the individuals 
are all consuming from a common resource which is supplied at a constant 
rate. If the population density is large, then the individuals have to be content 
with a smaller meal, and this may affect their behaviour (c.f. section 1.2): for 
instance it may have an effect on the reproductive capacity, resulting in a 
lower number of births, eventually causing a decrease of the total population 
number. A similar phenomenon occurs if the individuals of a cell population 
produce some chemical substance which has an inhibiting effect on mitosis. 

The incorporation of some structure is usually indispensable if one tries to 
build these negative feedback effects into a model in a biological justified 
manner, since this requires a rather detailed mechanistic description of the 
functioning of the individuals. The incorporation of feedback phenomena 
usually leads to nonlinear mathematical equations. 

In this chapter we shall consider three nonlinear problems from structured 
population dynamics. These examples have in common that in all three cases 
we are able to characterize the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions 
completely. The model in section 2 describes the growth of a cell population 
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reproducing by unequal fission and living in a chemostat. In this model the 
dynamics of the substrate and total biomass are described by a well-studied 
two-dimensional ODE-system. In the stochastic threshold model of section 3 , 
also describing the dynamics of a size-structured cell population under 
chemostat conditions, the nonlinearity disappears after a simple transformation 
and a scaling of the time. In both these models the concept of omega-limit set, 
known from dynamical systems theory (c.f. section 1.8, in particular theorem 
8. I), is used to characterize the large time behaviour of solutions. In section 4 
we consider a model describing the bone marrow stem cell population, and 
there we exploit Lyapunov function techniques (c.f. theorem 1.8.2) and 
monotonicity arguments to prove global stability of equilibria. Although these 
worked examples might suggest the contrary, the theory of noolinear 
structured population models (except for age-dependent models: see Webb 
(1985)) is still in its infancy. Therefore we have added a section five in which 
we have tried to explain what kind of difficulties one might have to cope with 
in the near future. 

2. A CHEMOSTAT MODEL FOR A CELL POPULATION REPRODUCJNG BY 
UNEQUAL FISSION 

2. 1. The model 
We consider a population of cells contained in some perfectly stirred tank of 
volume V. Fresh medium containing substrate essential for maintenance and 
growth is supplied at a constant rate Q. At the same rate medium containing 
both cells and unused substrate is removed from the tank. In the literature 
such a device is called a chemostat. The population in a chemostat is called a 
continuous culture (see HERBERT, ELswORTII & TELLING (1956) and WALTMAN 
(1983)). The ratio D = Q / V is called the dilution rate, and is a control 
variable of the process. We assume that the environmental influence on the 
behaviour of individual cells is fully described by the availability of one 
particular compound of the medium, and we call this compound the limiting 
substrate. We denote its concentration at time t by S {t). We assume that the 
internal state of the cells is fully characterized by their size x and that the 
growth of an individual is at every time instant proportional to its size, and 
this proportionality factor depends on the substrate concentration S at that 
particular moment only. More precisely: as long as no wash-out or division 
occurs (we neglect death) the size of a cell increases according to the 
differential equation 

dx dt = y(S(t))x, (2.1) 

where y is some function of S which we assume to be given. We let b(x) be 
the division rate of a cell with size x, and we assume that the ratio p of the 
birth size of a daughter cell to the division siz.e of her mother is a random 
variable described by a smooth probability density function d(.p ), which is 
independent of the mother's division size. Obviously d(.p) is symmetric 
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volume V 

stirring device · 

Schematic representation of a chemostat 

around p = I. Moreover 

I 

f d(p )dp = l. 
0 

We refer to KOCH & SCHAECHTER ( 1962) for more biological details. 

The model can b e described by the nonlinear system : 
on a 
at(t ,x )+ ax(y(S(t))xn(t,x)) = - Dn(t,x) 

1
1.!!Je.l x x -b(x)n(t ,x)+2 b(-)n(t ,-)dp, 

0 p p p 

dS · 1 00 

dt(t ) = D(Sm -S(t)) - 0 y(S(t)) [ xn(t,x)dx, 
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(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

where n (t ,x) is the unknown size distribution, i.e. {'
2 

n (t ,x) is the number of 
individuals per unit of volume with size between x I ~d X2. Dy s in we denote 
the input substrate concentration and (J is the so-called yield constant, i.e. the 
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ratio biomass of the organisms formed/ mass of substrate used. The last term at the right-hand side of (2.4) denotes the uptake of substrate by the population. Throughout this section we make the following assumptions. 

ASSUMPTIONS 2.1 
k 1S 

Ay: y(S) = , s ;;;.O, where k1,k2 > 0. l+k2S 
Ad: d(p) > 0, p e (f-6,f+A} where 0 < A< f, and d(p) = 0 outside 

this interval, d is symmetric around p = f, satisfies (2.2) and is 
continuously differentiable on (f-A,f +A). 

Ab: bis continuous on (0,1), b(x) = O,x.;;;;; a and b(x) > 0, x E (a,l), 
" for some O < a < l, lim J b (f)d ~ = oo, and the function xjl 

a k x --+ b ix)_ exp[ - { ~d ri is bounded. Here y = lim y(S) = -k 
1 

• yx o y( s-oo 2 

The function y(S) in Ay is sometimes called the Monod-Michaelis-Menten function. The assumption A Y is only made for simplicity: essential is that y(O) = 0, y is strictly increasing and bounded. Condition Ab guarantees among others that all cells have divided before reaching the maximum size x = I . For an intellJrCtation of the last condition in Ab we refer to section 3 of this chapter (see also Heijmans (1984), section 9). 

From these assumptions it follows that the minimum possible size is given by a = a(f-6), and we have to supply (2.3) - (2.4) with the boundary 
condition 

n (t ,a) = 0, t ~ 0. 

Additionally we impose the initial conditions 

n(O,.x) = n 0(x), a :so;; x .,;; I , 

S(O) =So. 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 
In the following subsection we consider the linear system that is obtained if the substrate concentration S is not governed by the differential equation (2.4) but is, instead, kept constant. In subsection 2.3 we discuss a two-dimensional ODE-system related to the model and finally in subsection 2.4 we study the asymptotic behaviour of solutions using techniques from dynamical systems theory. 
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l .l. Constant food density 
A good starting point is an investigation of the linear problem that is 

obtained if we assume that S and therefore y = y(S) does not depend on 
time. The analysis of the linear problem that is obtained if we substitute 
y(S(t )) = yin (2.3) and omit (2.4). proceeds along the lines of chapter Ill. 

Let 

x bit\ 
E(x ) = exp( - f ~df). 

a Y~ 
(2.8) 

We make the following compatibility condition on n0 (c.f. sections IIl.2 and 
111.7) 

noO / £(-) e L 1[a,l]. 

Let the Banach space X be defined as 

X = {4>14>0 / EO e L 1[a,l]}. 

supplied with the norm: 
l 

114>11x = J 14>(.x)I / E(x)dx, 4> e X. 
a 

Note that X does depend on y . We define the cone X + by: 

<I> E X + iff <P(,x) / E (x) ;;;.. 0, a .;;; x < I. 

Let the closed operator A 1 on X be defined as 

d 
(A 11f!Xx) = - dx (yxi,J<x)) - D-l{x)- b(x')oKx)+ 

with domain 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

6D(A 1 ) = {If! e X I If! is absolutely continuous, the function 

tH 
x - _..!!_(yx.~x))- b(x')tl.{x) + 2 f !!Jtlb(~')oK~')dp ex 

dx .!. _A p p p 
2 

and ¥-{a) = O}, 

then we can rewrite the linear system as 

dn 
dt(t) = Ayn(t), n(O) =no. 

and it can be shown relatively easy that A 1 is the generator of a strongly 
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continuous semigroup Uy(t), t ~ 0 on X (c.f. HEIJMANS (1984)). The large 
time behaviour of solutions follows via a spectral mapping theorem for 
strongly continuous semigroups (see (5.7)-(5.8) of chapter I) from the spectrum 
of the generator Ar In HEIJMANS ( 1984) (see also section 1.6, chapter II and 
section 111.6) it is shown that A y has a strictly dominant eigenvalue Ad with 
corresponding eigenvector nd e X + and dual eigenvector Fd e x:._ which are 
quasi-interior and strictly positive respectively (c.f. section 1.6). Let the element 
F e x:.. be defined by 

1 

<F,q,> = J x<f>(x)dx, q, EX. (2.11) 
(I 

BiologicalJy this quantity can be interpreted as the total biomass represented 
by q,. An easy calculation shows 

<F,Ay4>> = (y-D) <F,q,>, 4> E 6D(A). 

From <F,nd >> 0 and Aylld = Adnd it follows that 

Ad = y-D, 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 
and moreover that we can choose Fd = F. Observe that Fd does not depend 
on y, whereas nd does: nd = nd(y). We normalize nd by 

<F,nd> = I. (2.14) 
Now the following result holds (c.f. theorem 1.5.3). 

THEOREM 2.2. There is an eo > 0 such that for all c e (0,eo) there exists a 
constant M(<) > 0 such that for all n0 e X 

llUy(t)no-e<r-D)t. <F,no>nd llx ~M(£)e<r-D-<)l llnollx. 

We call nd the stable size distribution. Note that, in contrast with the results of 
section 111.8, a stable size distribution does exist although g(2x) = 2g(x) for 
all x. This, of course, is due to the fact that d is not a delta function but 
smooth. 

REMARK 2.3. Let n 0 e X and n(t ) = Uy(t)n 0 , t ;;i. 0. Let 
W(t) = <F,n(t)>, t ~ 0, then W(t) satisfies the ordinary differential 
equation 

dW 
dt(t) = (y - D)W(t), W(O) = <F,n0>. 
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2.3. An O.D.E. system related to the nonlinear P.D.E. 
If S and therefore y does depend on time t, then remark 2.3 is still valid in 
the sense that 

dW 
dt(t) = (y(S(t))-D)W(t), t > O (2.15) 

where W(t) = <F,n(t)> and n(t),S(t) is the solution of (2.3)-(2.7) (taking 
its existence for granted for the moment). Equation (2.4) can be rewritten as 

dS · 1 dt(t) = D(S"' -S(t))- 0 y(S(t))W(t), t > 0. (2.16) 

Additionally we impose the initial conditions 
tkf 

W(O) = W 0 = <F,n0>, (2.17) 

S(O) = So, (2.18) 

where n 0 is given by (2.6) and S 0 by (2.7). So now we have obtained a two
dimensional O.D.E. system sometimes called the Monod equations, which has 
been extensively investigated in the literature (e.g. HERBERT et al. (1956), Hsu, 
HUBBELL AND WA,t.TMAN (1977) and WALTMAN (1983)). For the following 
results we refer to the paper by Hsu ( 1977), where the more general situation 
that several species are competing for the same limiting substrate, has been 
considered. First we note that the initial value problem (2.15)-(2. 18) is only 
meaningful if we assume 

W 0 ;;;;i. 0, S0 ~G. 

THEOREM 2.4. If W 0 > 0 and S 0 ;;;;.: 0 then the solution W(t). S(t) of (2.15)
(2.18) exists for all t ;;i.. 0 and is positive and bounded. 

Obviously (2.15)-(2.18) always has the trivial equilibrium W = 0, S = sin. 
A nontrivial equilibrium only exists if D is not too large. Let 

k,S;" 
Dcr;1 = l +kiS;" , (2.19) 

where kl> k 2 are given by assumption 2.1. Ar If D < Dent then there exists 
the unique nontrivial equilibrium w·' s · given by 

w· - n(S1" D ) S . - D (2.20) 
- v - k 1-k2D ' - k1-k2D 

1 REMARK 2.5. We note that R(t) = S(t)+0 W(t) obeys the initial value 
dR · 1 problem dt = D(S"' -R), R(O) = S 0 + 0 wo, and has the solution 

R(t ) = S;"(l - e-D')+(S0+ ! W 0).e-D1 ,t ;;;;i. 0. So limR(t) = S;". 
(1 /-+00 
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THEOREM 2.6. Let W0 > 0 and S o ~ 0. If D ;a. Dc, ;1 then fun W(t) = 0, 
/-+<:JO 

limS(t) =sin. lfD < Du;r then limW(t) = w·, limS(t) = s· . 
f-t>CX) 1.-.00 , ..... 00 

REMARK 2.7. Let for W ,S > 0, 'Vbe defined as 

• • S ) k I • w•t W '\l{S,W) = (S - S -slogs. + (W-W - og-. ). 
8(k 1- k 2D) W 

Then 

'\~S ,W) = 

if D -:s;;;.Dcrlt and the global stability of w· ,s· follows from the invariance 
principle (see theorem 1.8.2). 

2.4. The nonlinear PDE problem 
Let us return to our original problem (2.3)-(2.7) and assume that 

n0(x) ;;;;.. 0, a <s;; x .,;;; 1, and So ;;;;. 0. The observation that the n onlinear 
function -y(SO) can be computed A priori from (2.15)-(2.18) makes the proof 
of existence and uniqueness of solutions a relatively easy one. However, we 
have to impose a condition on n 0 which is more or less the nonlinear analogue 
of the compatibility condition, and prescribes the behaviour of n 0 in x = 1. A 
precise statement of this condition, which we shall omit since it is too technical 
{instead we refer to HEUMANs (1984)) involves the feeding history of the 
population during some finite time interval. We think that the fact that we 
need such a condition is due to our particular approach of the problem and at 
this point we do not know how to avoid it. Let Z = R XL 1[a,l] with norm 
ll(So,no)llz = !Sol + llnollL'· Let C be the subset of Z consisting of all pairs 
(So.no) satisfying So~ 0, n0(x);;;... 0, a~ x ~ 1, and this compatibility 
condition_ Let (S0,n 0) EC. We call ((S(t),n(t))lt;oi.O} ~ Z a solution of 
(2.3)-(2.7) iJf 

i) S (t) is differentiable for t > 0, 
ii) n (t ,x) is differentiable along the characteristics of the differential operator a a 

at+-y(S(t))xa~" t > 0, a < x < 1, 

iii) S(t ).n(t) obey (2.3)-(2.7). 

The proof of the following result can be found in HEUMANS (1984). 

THEOREM 2.8. For all (S0,n 0) E C there exists a unique solution 
{(S(t),n(t)) I t ~ 0) ~ C. 

If we want to emphasize the dependence on the initial data we shall write 
(S(t ,So.no), n(t ,So,no)) instead of (S(t ),n(t )). 
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One of our main interests is again the large time behaviour of solutions. 
Like in ·theorem 2.6 we have to distinguish between two cases. H D ">Der,, then 
the only equilibrium is the trivial equilibrium (S'" ,0). However if D < Dmr 
then there exists a unique nontrivial equilibrium cs· ,n . ) where s· is given by 
(2.20) and n • = w· ·nd(D ), with w· given by (2.20) and nd(D ) the positive 
eigenvector of Ao associated with the dominant eigenvalue A.J = D - D = 0 
of A 0 , normalized by (2.14). We can prove the following global stability result 
(compare theorem 2.6). 

TuEOR£M 2.9. Let (So.no) e C,n0:;=o and let (S(t),n(t)) be the solution of 
(2.3)-(2.7). If D .,.Der,, then lim(S(t),n(t)) = (S"' .0). If D < Dm•• then 

1-00 

lim(S(t ),n(t)) = (S" ,n.). 
1-+00 

The rest of this section is concerned with a sketch of the proof of this result. 
The missing (technical) details can be found in HEUMANS (1984). 

We can associate with solutions of (2.3)-(2.7) a dynamical system T(t) on C 
in the following standard way. 

T(rXSo.no) = (S(t),n(r)), t ;;i. 0, (So.no) e C. 

Let us first consider the case D "> D mi • Let ( S 0,n 0) e C and 
(S(t),n(t)) = T(t')(S0 ,no). Obviously 

ll(S(t),n(t)) -(S;n ,O)tl = IS(t) -S1
n I + lln (t)llL' 

. 1 I 1 
,..;;; IS(t)-S111 I + - j xn(t.x')dx = IS(t)-S111 I + -W(t) 

a a 
Cl 

where W(t) = <F,n(t)>. Now theorem 2.6 yields the result. 

From now on we assume that D < Dm1 • Let (So.no) e C. no -:F 0 and let 
r +(So.no) be the orbit starting in (S0,n0) (see section 1.8). It can be proved 
that r + (So.no) is bounded and precompact. Therefore the omega-limit set 
O(S0,n0) is non-empty, compact and invariant, and moreover 
(S(t),n(t)) ~ O(S0,n0) as t ~ oo. It can also be shown that O(S0,n0 ) C C. 
Now Jet (k,P) E O<So.no). then we obtain from theorem 2.6 that k = s· and 
<F,11> = w·. The invariance of O<So.no) yields that for all I -;;,. 0 there 
exists an element (k- 1 

, 11-
1

) e O(S0,n0) such that 

ru x~-1 ,11- 1 > = (k,P). 

Since S(s ;k_, ... - I) = s· for all s -;;,. 0 we have n (s ;~-I ... - t) = VD (s ).,- ·. 
s ..,. 0. In words: for initial pairs belonging to the omega-limit set the 
nonlinear problem reduces to the linear one with y(S(r)) replaced by 
y(S") = D. From theorem 2.2 we conclude that for s ;;i.O: 

llUD(s)11- 1 -n· llL'.,;;;: llU0 (s )v-' - n " llx or;;; Me - ullv- 1 llx .so; M 'e - u, 
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where M' can be chosen independently of ,,- r, since O(So,no) is precompact. 
In these expressions X is the Banach space defined in (2.10), and y is equal to 
D. Substituting s = t and using that UD(t)v - 1 = v yields 

llv-n· llc..• ~ M'e-", 

and from the fact that this inequality is valid for all t ;;?; 0 we conclude that 
v = n • . Thus we have shown that S'2(S0,n0) = (S" ,n ·) and the result follows. 

In essence this section shows that the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of 
the nonlinear PDE agrees with the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of the 
corresponding nonlinear ODE-system. ln the Final Remarks of section 5 we 
mention a class of structured population models which can be reduced to two
dimensional ODE-systems 

3. THE STOCHASTIC THRESHOLD MODEL 

In the chapters II, III and IV of this thesis we assume that fission can be 
described by a fixed function b (x) being the probability per unit of time that a 
cell with size x divides. There is an alternative probabilistic view of the fission 
process due to DIEKMANN, LAUWERlER, ALDENBERG and METZ ( 1983) which 
we shall describe below. 

Again we consider the model of chapter III, but now we assume that any 
cell has a predestinated size at which it divides, but these division sizes may 
differ from one cell to another. In mathematical terms: we assume that there 

exists a function f3(x) such that J,x2

f3(x )dx is the chance of an arbitrary cell to 
X1 

divide at a size between x 1 and x 2, and this chance is completely independent 
of the time needed to grow from x 1 to x 2• Let g (x) denote the growth rate of 
cells with size x. As before we denote by a the minimum size at which fission 
can occur. Let X(t ,x) be the size of an individual at time t, if its size at time 0 

were x, i.e. X(t ,x) = G- 1(t +G(x)) where G(x) = rx ...!!S__ 
. la / 2 g(O 

Now consider a cohort of N 0 cells passing size a at time t = 0. Then 

X(t,a) 

N(t) = No(l - f /3(0<Jf) 
a 

cells reach time t without having divided (we neglect death for the moment). 
Therefore the division rate is given by 

- - 1- dN (t) = f3(x) .g(x) = cS(x)-g(x), 
N(t) dt x 

1-f /3<0d~ 
a 

where we have substituted x =X(t ,a) and where 

8(x)= p~x) , 
I - fa /3(f;)d~ 
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and we find the following equation for the size distribution n (t .x ): 
an a 31<1 ..x) + ax (g(x )n (t .x )) (3.1) 

= - g (x )O(x )n (t ,.x) + 4g (2.x )0(2.x )n (t ,2.x ). 

As long as g does not depend on time, we can identify this equation and 
equation 2.1 of chapter III (with µ=<)) by putting b(x) = g(x)8{x). If. 
however, g does depend on time, e.g. through food supply, then the two 
equations are essentially different. For a nice and clear exposition of these 
more or less subtle differences we refer to the paper of DIEKMANN et a l (1983). 

In this section we examine the case that the cell population lives in a 
chemostat. We refer to the former section for a description of this device. and 
we shall use the same notation here. 

Let individual growth be given by 

dx dt = y(S)g(x). (3.2) 

DIEKMANN et al (1983) call this the structural nutrient hypothesis. The model is 
described by the following nonlinear system: 

an a 
31(1,x) + ox(y(S(t))g(x)n{t,.x)) = - Dn(t,x) (3.3) 

-y(S (t ))b (x )n (t .x) + 4y(S (t ))b (2.x )n (t ,2.x ), 

dS . I I 
-(t) = D(Srn -S(t)) - -

8
y(S(t)) f g(x)n(t,.x)dx, (3.4) 

dt a / 2 

where b (x) = g (x ~x ). This system still has to be supplemented with 
boundary and ~tial conditions 

n (t ,a / 2) = 0 , t ;ii: 0, (3.5) 

n(O,.x) = n 0(x), a /2 <; x ~ 1, (3.6) 

S(O) = So- (3.7) 

Throughout this section we make the following assumptions: 

AssUMPTIONS 3.1. 

g is continuous and strictly positive on [a I 2, 1] and 
g(2x) < 2g(x), x e [a / 2,1/2]. 
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A 13: fJ is continuous on [O, I], /3(.x) = O. x .,.;;; a and /3(.x ) > 0, 

I 

x E {a , l), l {J(x'}dx = I. 

From A p it follows that the function b satisfies: 

"' 
i) lim/b(f>d! = oo, 

x fl a 

ii) The function x - .£Ql exp{- j b((~ d~] is bounded. 
g(x) a g ~I 

(Compare this last assumption to assumption 2. l. A b .) Let 

.x !ID x 
E(x)=exp(- j m )= I- ff1<f>d~. 

a g a 

As in chapter III we make the following compatibility condition on n0: 

noO/ EO E L 1[a / 2,l], (3.8) 

and we look for solutions S(t),n(t) of (3.3)-(3.7) satisfying 
n (t;) / E (") E L 1[a / 2, I] (here the concept of solution is the same as in 
subsection 2.4). 

Let X be the Banach space consisting of all functions If> satisfying 
1 

#:)/ E(-) e L 1[a /2,1] with norm 11.Pllx = J l.p(x)I / E(x')dx. Let C be the 

subset of Z = R X X consisting of all
0 ~~s (S0,n0 ) satisfying S 0 ;;a,. 0, 

n0(x) / E (x) ;;.. 0 a.e. on [a / 2, I] with the norm on Z defined as 
ll(So,no)ilz = IS0 1 + lln011x. Let the closed operator A with domain 
GL(A ) ~ X be defined as 

d 
(A f)(x) = - d.x (g(x N.{x))- b(xN(x)+ 4b(2x N.{2x), (3.9) 

(ij)(A ) = {I/I e X Igo/ is absolutely continuous, (3.10) 

d 
x - - dx (g(xN(x))-b(x)Kx)+4b(2x) 1/i(2x) e X 

and 1/i(a / 2) = O}, 

then one can show as in chapter III that A is the infinitesimal generator of a 
strongly continuous, linear semigroup U(t),t ;;;. 0 on X. Moreover. from 
assumption 3.1-Ag it follows that A has an algebraically simple strictly 
dominant real eigenvalue A,i > 0 with positive eigenvector <f>d and dual 
eigenvector Fd, normalized in such a way that 

l 

<Fd,.Pd > = 1 and J x.Pd(x) = I. 
a / 2 

(3.11) 
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Now for every <P E X the asymptotic behaviour of T(t )q, is given by 

II U(t)q, - e>...' <Fd,4>>4>d llx ..:;; Mec>...-•Jt llct>llx , t ~ 0 (3.12) 

for some constants M ,c > 0. 

REMARK 3.2. The main difference with chapter III is that here we are working 
on L 1 and in chapter III on C . However the results obtained there can be 
extended without difficulty to the present case because of the boundedness of 
/J. See also HEUMANS (1984). 

We can rewrite (3.3)-(3.5) abstractly as 
dn dt = y(S)An - Dn , (3.13) 

dS . 1 
dt = D(Sin -S)- (j y(S)L(n), (3.14) 

where the bounded linear functional L : X -+A is given by 
I 

L(<P) = J g(x ')«x ')dx , q, e X. 
a / 2 

With standard techniques it can be shown that for every (So.no) e C the 
nonlinear system (3.3)-(3.7) has a unique solution (S (t ),n (t )) e C. In this 
section we shall only describe the asymptotic behaviour of solutions. Let for 
the rest of this section (S0,n0) E C,no=t=O and (S(t),n(t)) = T(rXSo,no). 
t ;. 0, where T (t) is the' nonlincar scmigroup on C associated with solutions 
of (3.3)-(3.7). 

We decompose X in the following way 

X = span{ cpd }ffiX, 

where X = W..>..d J - A). For an element 1" e X we denote by ;;, i ts projection 
on X with respect to this decomposition. We substitute in (3.13)-(3.14) 

n(t) = W(t)q,d + fi(t), t ;;a< 0, (3.15) 

where 

W(t) = <Fd,n(t)> and fi(t) e X,t ~ 0. 

Then 
dW Mf 
dt(t) = (>..dy(S(t))-D)W(t), W(O) = Wo = <Fd,no>, (3.16) 

dn (t) = y(S(t))Afi(t) - Dii(t), fi(O) = iio, (3.17) 
dt 

dS (t) = D(S;n - S(t)) -
8
1 y(S(t)).(Ld W(t) + L(ii(t))}, (3.18) 

dt 
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S(O) = So. 

where Ld = L('f>d) > 0. Now let (oompare remark 2.5) 

1 I 
R(t) = S(t) + - J xn(t,x)dx, t;;;;., 0, 

(:Ja /2 

then R (t} obeys the initial value problem 

} I 

dR (t) = D(Sm -R(t)), R(O) = Ro= S 0 + (j f xno(x)dx, 
~ a/2 

with solution 

R(t) = sin +(Ro-sin)e - DI ,t ~ 0, 

and this gives us the following relation 

(3.19) 

I 

S(t)+-1W(t)+l. J xfi(t,x)dx =S;"+(R0-sin)e - D1 ,1;;;.,0. (3.20) 
O ()a /2 

For t ;;;;., 0 we put 

l 

7(t) = j-r(S(t'))dt'. (3.21) 
0 

Obviously the solutions W(t),fi(t) of (3.16), (3.17) are given by 

W(t) = e - Dr+>...-r(l)_W0, t ;;;.,o, (3.22) 

fi(t) = e - Dr U('T(t))n0, t ;;;;., 0, (3.23) 

where U is the linear semigroup generated by A. We can prove the following 
result. 

LEMMA 3.3. 'T(t) - oo as t - oo. 

PROOF. Suppose not. The monotonicity of 'T(t) implies that lim'T(t) exists and 
1-+00 

is finite. Therefore lim -y(S (t )) = 0, yie]ding that Jim S (t) = 0. Substitution 
1-+0C 1-+CO 

of (3.22) and (3.23) in (3.20) and letting t -oo gives 0 = S;" which is a 
oontradiction. 0 

From (3.23), (3.12) and the fact that <Fd,fio> = 0 we obtain 

lln(t)llx :.;:;; Me-Dr .e<>... - •)r(r)llnollx. t ;;;;., 0, (3.24) 

and since -Dt +AdT(t) is bounded from above (which follows from (3.20), 
(3.22), (3.24) and lemma 3.3) we obtain from lemma 3.3 that fi (t) - O as 
t - oo. So, asymptotically we have 

I I 

j xn(t ,x)dx ~ W(t) J x'f>d(x)dx = W(t), 
a/2 a/2 
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So for large t, W(t) is approximately the total biomass and this explains the 
use of the notation W(t) in (3.15). 

Let r +(So,no) denote the orbit starting in (So,n0 ), (c.f. section 1.8) then 
obviously r +(So,no) is bounded. From the compactness of the semigroup 
U(t), t ~ 0, after finite time, lemma 3.3, and the boundedness of solutions we 
easily obtain that r+cso,no) is precompact. Therefore (see section 1.8) the 
omega limit set 0<So.n0) is nonempty, compact and invariant. 

Since the contribution ii (t) to the total solution n (t) is relatively small 
( we have llii(t)llx / lln(t)llx- e-nf.l),t --. oo) we expect that the asymptotic 
behaviour of (S (t ),n (t )) is determined by the corresponding two-dimensional 
system (3.16), (3.18), with L(fi) = 0 substituted: 

dW -;JI = (A.iy(S) - D)W(t ), t ;;;.. 0, W(O) = W o, (3.25) 

~~ = D(S;" -S)- L: y(S)W, t ~ 0, S(O) = So- (3.26) 

The system (3.25)-(3.26) always has the trivial equilibrium (S'" ,0). If D is not 
too large, i.e. D < Dcri1 , where 

(3.27) 

then (3.25)-(3.26) has the non-trivial equilibrium 

s• = D , w· = fJA.I (S1n - D ). (3.28) 
k1A.i-k2D Ld k1A.i - k2D 

We note that for (3.25)-(3.26) a global stability result like theorem 2.6 holds. 
The corresponding equilibrium of (3.3)-(3.7) is given by (S' ,n • ) , where 
n • = w• 'i'd· Now we can state our main result. We shall prove this result 
rigorously whereas DIEKMANN et al (1983) only sketched the idea. 

THEOREM 3.4. Let (S1>.no) e C and n 0:#). 
a) If D ~ Dcr11, then il(So.no) = (Sin ,0). 
b) IfO<D <Dcri1 , then il(S0,n0) = (S. ,n·). 

The precompactness of orbits implies that (S(t),n(t)} approaches O<So,no) as 
t --+ oo (c.f. theorem. 1.8.1) and therefore theorem 3.4 characterizes the 
asymptotic behaviour of solutions. The idea of the proof is that solutions of 
(3.3)-(3.5) starting in the omega-limit set correspond to solutions of the ODE
system (3.25)-(3.26) of which we know a lot (e.g. WALTMAN (1983)). 

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.4. 
a) We already noticed that ii(t)--. 0 as t --+ oo which implies that ii = 0 for 
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every (~.v) e S2<So.n0). Therefore. if 0:,11) E O<So.no). then 11 is of the fonn 
v = W<!>d for some w ~ 0 and l: + ! w = S"', because of (3.20). Hence 
solutions starting in the omega-limit set behave like solutions of the two
dimensionaJ system (3.25)-(3.26). If D ;;a De,;1 then the invariance of :U(S0,n0) 
implies that O(S0.n0) = (S"' ,0). 
b) Let us assume that D < Derit· Again the behaviour of a solution starting in 
0{S0,n 0) is determined by the two-dimensional system (3.25)-(3.26). Obviously 
(3.3)-(3.5) has two stationary solutions. namely (S111 ,0) and (S

0 

,n. ). If we can exclude that (Sin ,0) e O(S0.n0) then the invariance of n(S0,n0) implies that 
n{So,n0) = (S 0 

,n. ). From (3.22) we conclude that W(l) > 0, l ;;;., 0 (since 
Wo>O). Since s· < sin, there is an s > 0 such that s · +s <Sin. Because 

- 1 • of (3.20) and n(l) __. O,t-. oo, we have S(t)+ 0 W(t) > S +s for t 
sufficiently large. say t ;;;. t0. Suppose W(t) < f8s for some t ~ 10, then 

• • dW ~ s· • 
0 . S(t) > S + ·p, and therefore dr(t )>("dY( +2s)-D)W(1) > , so this 

is only possible if W (t0) < j Os. We may therefore conclude that 
W(1) ;o;. min{W(t0).t8s}, t >lo which excludes that (S;n,0) E Q(S0,n 0). 

0 

We note that the shape of the stable size distribution n • = w· <f>d does not depend on the control parameter D. On the contrary the stable size distribution obtained in section two (c.f. thoorem 2.9) has a shape which 
depends on D, and this is an important difference between the two models. 
Moroover these properties can be compared with experimental observations. 

4. THE BONE MARROW STEM CELL POPULATION 

4.1. The model 
We consider a cell population reproducing by binary fission. We assume that 
within the cell cycle two phases can be distinguished: the G -phase or resting phase during which cells just 'sit an wait', and the M-phase or mitotic phase. A cell which has entered the M -phase finally passes into mitosis (unless it dies) and its two daughters enter the G-phase. We assume that all individuals in the G-phasc are identical (which means among other things that they have the 
same chance to enter the M -phase) and we denote their number at time t by P(t). Cells in the M-phase, however, can be distinguished from each other 
according to some one- dimensional quantity x which we shal call maturity, but which can be anything such as age, or some chemical substance (like 
DNA) within the cell. We let n (t ,x) be the maturity distribution, i.e . .x, fx n (t ,x )dx is the number of M -cells with maturity between x 1 and x 2. A cell entering the M-phasc has maturity x =0. As before we conceive of fission as a stochastic process which can be described by a function b(x) ;;a. 0. We 
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assume that the maximum attainable maturity is x = l, which is certainly true 
if 

I blv\ J ~dx = oo o g(x) , 

where g stands for the growth of an M-cell.We assume that cells in the M
phase have a constant death rate 8 > 0. The death rate of G-cells is denoted 
by µ., where µ > 0. Finally we let -y be the transition probability, i.e. the 
chance per unit of time that cells in the G-phase enter the M -phase, and we 
assume that y depends on the total G-population, i.e. y = y(P(t)). 

+ division 

r r b=b(x)r 

_;_o M-phase 0} !=g(x) n(t ,.x) 

I 

death L \ \ I 8 8 6 

µ. 

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the cell cycle 

The dynamics of P (t ), n (t ,.x) is governed by the following nonlinear system. 

dP 1 
-d (t) = - µP(t) -y(P(t))P(t)+2 J b(x)n(t,x )dx (4.1) 

t 0 

an a a;<t ,x) + a;(g(x)n(t ,x)) = -l>n(t ,x)- b(x)n(t ,x) (4.2) 

g(O)n(t ,0) = -y(P(t))P(t) (4.3) 
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P(O) = Po;;;.: 0 

n (0,x) = n0(x) ;;;,, 0, 0 .;;; x .;;; 1. 

Throughout this section we make the following assumptions on g ,b and y. 

AssUMPTION 4.1 
Ag: g is a strictly positive continuous function on (0,1}. 
Ab: b is nonnegative and continuous on (0,1) and 

x 

lim f b(f)d~ = 00. 
xtl 

a 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

A y: y is a Lipschitz-continuous function on [O,oo ), y is decreasing, and 
moreover lim y(P) = 0. 

P-+<:/::J 

KlRK, ORR and FORREST (1970) present a model describing the control of 
the bone marrow stem cell population, which supplies the circulating blood 
population with new cells. They assumed that the production process is 
controlled by some stem cell specific mitotic inhibitor (one of the family of 
chalones). whose concentation we denote by C(t), and that the mitotic phase 
is of constant duration. In terms of the model above this last assumption is 
equivalent to the supposition that all cells divide at reaching maturity x = 1. 
Their first assumption can be build into the model by letting 'Y depend (in a 
decreasing manner) on C and assuming that the dynamics of C is described 
by an O.D.E. KlRK et al. assumed 

de = pP -ac (4.6) 
dt ' 

which describes that the mitotic inhibitor is produced by cells in the G -phase 
at a rate p, and desintegrates at a rate a. The term - µ.P in ( 4.1) is due to loss 
from the G-phase via differentiation into the various channels. KlRK et al 
(1970) assumed 8 = 0 (which is sometimes called the 'normal situation') and 
solved the system by using analogue computer techniques. The model proposed 
by KlRK et al (1970) has also been studied by MACKEY (1978,1981) and he 
calls it the pluripotential stem cell model. Mackey extensively examines the 
situation where the dynamics of C is much faster than tthe dynamics of P and 
n , which can be modelled by assuming that the rates p and o in ( 4.6) are very 
large. The limiting case is given by p ~ oo, a~ oo, and in this case (4.6) can 

be replaced by C = l!.. P (where only the case that 0 < lim a/ p < oo is 
(J p,o--+OO 

interesting), which we might call the quasi-steady state situation, and which is 
one of our modelling assumptions. MACKEY ( 1978,1981) studies the model 
(assuming constant duration of the mitotic phase) by standard local methods 
(linearization around equilibria, examination of the characteristic equation). In 
this section we shall extend some of his results by exploiting (global) methods 
from dynamical systems theory. · 



4.2. Existence and uniqueness of solutions 
Let G ,E be defined by 

){ d~ 
G (x) = ! gm , 0 ~ x ~ l , 

!
){ ~+bm 

E(x) = exp(-
0 

g(f) dfJ, 
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(4.7) 

O~x ~l. (4.8) 

G and E have the same interpretation as in chapters II, III. In addition we 
define 

f(P) = Py(P), P ;;;.. 0. (4.9) 

If P(t) is known for all time t ;i. 0, then we can express the solution of (4.2)
(4.3) in terms of P(t) in the following way: 

n(t,x ) = j(P(t -G(x))) ;g;. O~x...:l, t;;.. G(x). (4.10) 

This motivates us to impose the following condition on n0(-) (see also section 2 
and 3 and chapter III): 

ASSUMPTION 4.2 

noO . . f . [O 1) E (·) is a conunuous uncuon on , . 

Let X be the Banach space consisting of all pairs (p,v) such that 
p E R , vO/ EO E C[0,1], 
with norm ll(p,v)ll = lpl + sup IJJ(x)I / E(x). We define the cone X + in 

O<x<I 
the following way: cp = (p,v) E X + if and only if p ;:;;,. 0 and 
JJ(x) / E {x) ;:;;,. 0, O.s;;;x <S;; I. Let c/>1 = (p.,v1), !/>i. = (P2,v2) E X, then c/>1 .,..; cl>i 
if <t>i-cp1 E X +, 4>1 < ct>i if cp1 ~ ct>i and 4>1 =F ct>i and finally 4>1 << !f>i if 
P1 < Pi and v1(x) / E(x) < v2(x) / E(x), O~x <S;; I. 

We define X(t ,x) as the maturity of an individual at time t given that its 
maturity at time zero was x. Then X(t,x)=G- 1(t+G(x)) if 
- G(x) < t < G(l)-G(x). 

Let (P0,n0) e X +· Then (P(t),n(t)) is called a solution of (4.1)-(4.S) if and 
only if 
(i) (P(t).n(t)) E X, t ~o. 
(ii) P (t) is differentiable for t >0 and 

dP I 
""di(t) = - µP(t)-f (P(t))+2 [ b(x)n(t ,x)dx, 

(iii) lim.l {g(X(h,x))n(t+h,X(h,x))-g(x)n(t,x)) exists for all t>O, 
h.....Oh 
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O<x <I , and 

- 1- lim_!_{g(X(h ,.x ))n(t +h ,X(h ,x))-g(x )n(t ,x )} 
g(x) 1r.-o h 
= -~n(t,x)-b(x)n(t,.x) fort > 0, O<x<l. 

(iv) g(O)n(t ,0) = f (P(t)), t ;;;. 0 
(v)P(O) = Po.n(O,x) = nrf...x)forO~x~l. 

Condition (iii) says that n (t ,x) is differentiable along the characteristics 
h -+(t+h,X(h,x)). 

In ( 4.10) we expressed n in terms of P for t ;;;?; G (x ). A similar calculation 
shows that 

n(t,x) = .£i!l g(X(-t,x)) n0(X(-t,.x)), t oi;;;; G(x). 
g(x) E(X( - t,x)) 

Therefore at time t = G(x ), where O<x <I, n (t ,x) is discontinuous in x 
unless /(P o) = g(O)no(O). We define the subset C of X as 

c = {cl>= (p,11) Ex+ l/(p) = g(O)Jl(O)}. 

Since the definition of a s<>lution of ( 4.1)-(4.5) requires that n (t ,·) has to be 
continuous for all t ;;;. 0, we should start with initial pairs (P0,n0) in C. 

If we substitute ( 4.10) in ( 4.1) we obtain the integro-differential equation 

dP 1 

-d (t)=-p.P(t)-f(P(t))+2f k(x)f(P(t-G(x)))dx (4.ll) 
t 0 

where 

k(x) = ;~:~ E(x). (4.12) 

We can prove the following existence and uniqueness result. 

THEOREM 4.3. Let cfio=(P0,n0)eC then there exists a unique global solution 
cj>(t)=(P(t),n(t))eC of the system (4.1)-(4.5). 

One way to obtain this result is to apply standard local existence and 
uniqueness results for retarded functional differential equations to the integro
differential equation (4.l l) (see HALE (1977, chapter II)). Then global existence 
follows if one can prove boundedness of s<>lutions. 

THEOREM 4.4. Let cfio E C then the solution cj>(t) of (4.1)-(4.5) is bounded 

PROOF. Because of (4.10) it suffices to show that P(t) is bounded. Syppose that 
P(t) is not bounded. Let M(t) = P(t)+2N(t), where N(t) = [ n(t,.x)dx. 
Then M(t) = -p.P(t)-~N(t)+ f (P(t)). Since P(t) is not bounded, we have 
that M (t) is not bounded, hence there exists an increasing sequence { t,, } such 
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that M (tn) - 00 and M (tn) ;;;.. 0. Suppose { p (t n)} is bounded, then 
N (tn) -+ oo and ther~fore M (tn) < 0 if n is large enough, since 5 > 0. If 
P(tn)-+ oo then M(tn) :s;;; {y(P(tn)) - µ}P(tn)-+ -oo. So this is a 
contradiction and the theorem is proved. 0 

We can associate a nonlinear semigroup (or dynamical system) T(t) on C 
with solutions of ( 4.1)-(4.5) in the following standard way: let </>o e C and 
cp(_t) E C ,t ;;;.:O, be the solution of (4.1)-(4.5) (c.f. theorem 4.3), then 

T(t }Po = cp(_t ), t ;;:a. 0. 

REMARK. It i~ obvious that T(t) is nonnegativity-preserving. Additionally one 
can easily show that <Po e C, <f>o¥=0, implies that <f>(t) = T(t )</>o >> 0 for 
large enough t. This fact shall be exploited in subsection 4.5. 

For </>o e C we denote the orbit startig in <f>o with r +(</>o) (c.f. section 1.8). 
From (4.10) and theorem 4.4 the following result follows immediately. 

TuEOREM 4.5. For every </>o E c the orbit r+(</>o) is precompact. 

4.3 Extinction of the population 
It is intuitively clear that, if the population becomes extinct, even under the 
most favourable growth conditions (i.e. y(P (t )) = y(O) for all t ~ 0). there is 
no hope for survival under the actual circumstances. Below we shall translate 
this intuitive idea into rigorous mathematics. 

Suppose first that y does not depend on P but is a constant. Then the 
problem ( 4.1)-(4.5) is linear and a straightforward calculation shows that the 
characteristic equation (c.f. section II ) is given by 

I 
A+µ+y = 2-y j k(x)e - '>..G(x>dx. (4.13) 

0 

The easiest way to obtain this is by substitution of P(t) = e>..i into equation 
(4.11). One can easily see that this equation has one real solution Ad which is 
strictly dominant, i.e. Re A < Ad for all other solutions A of ( 4.13). Since A.d 
depends on y we shall write Ad(y). Now we can state our 'extinction result' 
which we shall prove below. 

THEOREM 4.6. If Ad(y(O)) ~ 0, then for every initial condition </>o E C we have 
T(t )4io -+ 0 as t -+oo. 

REMARK 4.7. We can reformulate the condition in this theorem. To this end 
we rewrite (4.13) as 
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Then ?Ty(O) can be interpreted as the net reproduction rate, i.e. the average 
number of offspring of every newborn cell, if the transition probability is y. 
Now A4 (y(O)) ..;; 0 can be reformulated as '"'((O)(O) ~ 1. 

In order to prove theorem 4.6 we shall construct a Lyapunov function (c.f. 
section 1.8) on C. Let 

2 I 
r(x ) = -E J k({)d~. 0 ..; x .s;; 1. 

(x) x 
(4.14) 

r (x) can be interpreted as the average number of offspring of a cell in the M -
phase with maturity x. If 8 = O then r (x) = 2, O~x ~ 1. 

We define the continuous function CV' on X by: 

I 

'\(p,v) = p+ J r(x)P(x)dx , (p,v) E X (4.15) 
0 

We can give the following intuitive interpretation of 'V. Obviously a cell in the 
M -phase has a greater chance to divide eventually than any cell in the G
phase. Since r(x) represents the average number of offspring of an M -cell, the 
function 

I 

11 - J r(x)ll(x)dx 
0 

represents more or less the average future contribution of the M-population 
represented by 11 to the G-population. 

Let (Po,no) e C and (P(t),n(t)) = T(t)(P0,n0), t ;;;;;:.: 0, then 
d 
dt '\(P(t),n(t)) = {(28-l)'Y(P(t)) - µ}.P(t), t > 0, 

where 

I 

. (} = f k(x)dx.. 
0 

Here we have used that 

r'(x) = 8+b(x) .r(x)- 2 ..£ill. 
g(x) g(x) 

Therefore 

~,v) = (28- l)f(p)-µp. 

Now suppose that Ad(y(O)) ~ 0, then we obtain from (4.13): 

µ + y(O) ~ 2Dy(O) 

and this implies that 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 
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~p,11) = {(28- l)y(p)-µ}p ..;; {(28- l)y(O)-µ.}.p ~ 0 

if (p,11) E C, which means that V defines a Lyapunov function for T (t) on C 
if >-d(-y(O)) ~ 0. As in section 1.8 let © be the largest invariant subset of 

{(p,11) E C l"IJ{p,v) = O} = {(p,v) e C Ip = 0). 

Then, because of ( 4.10) and f (0) = 0 we have 

fj; = { (0,0) }. 

Since, moreover, for every <Po e C the orbit r+ (<Po) is precompact (c.f. theorem 
4.5) we obtain from the invariance principle (theorem L8.2) that T(t )<Po -+ 0 as 
t -+ oo, and this proves theorem 4.6. 

4.4. Existence of a nontrivial equilibrium and monotonicity on a bounded subset 
In this and the following subsections we assume that 

Xd (-y(O)) > 0. 

This is equivalent to ( c.f. ( 4.17)) 

(} > _!_ and µ+-y(O) < 2(fy(0). 
2 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

THEOREM 4 .8. There exists a unique nontrivial equilibrium <f>
0 = (P

0 

,n · ) of 

(4.1)-(4.3) where P
0 

is found from y(P
0

) = 2-f=T and n • (x) = 
f(P" ). ;t;}. 

Note that the correctness of this result is guaranteed by (4.19) and 
properties of y stated in assumption 4.1- A .,. 

From assumption 4.1- Ay we conclude that f (P) = P y(P) is increasing for 
small P . . From a biological point of view the following assumption means no 
restriction of generality. 

ASSUMPTION 4.9. 
There exists a Pm, 0 < Pm ~ oo such that f is increasing on [O,P m) and 
nonincreasing on (Pm ,oo). 

We recall that -y is assumed to be decreasing. 

We also make the following 

AssUMPTJON 4.10. 
p· < Pm. 
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For future use we note that assumption 4.10 can be refoTmulated as 

('28 - l)'y(P,,,) < µ 

For P ;;;;. 0 we define <l>p E C by 

(4.20) 

- m ~P - (PJ(P) g(·) ). (4.21) 

Let p . < p < pm and let the bounded .subset t ~ c be given by 

C = {4> e C l et> << <llp ). (4.22) 

LEMMA 4.11 . C is positively invariant un~r the action of T(t). 

PROOF. Let 4>cJ e C and suppose that T(t')t/Jo e C for some t > 0. Let 
r0 > 0 be the smallest .t for which this is so, and let T(t)4'o = (P(t),n(t)). 
There are three possibilities: 

i) There exists an x, 0 < x ...; I such that ~t~ n(t0,x) = f(P). Leth > 0 

be such that 10 - h > 0 and X( -h,x) > 0, then 

g(X(-h,x)) _ _ _ _gQl _ ~ 
E(X(-h,x)) n(to h ,X( h,x)) - E(x) n(t0,x) - f(P), 

as follows directly by integration of (4.2) along characteristics. But this yields 
T(t0 -h'}tt1oeC which is contradictory with the definition of t0• 

ii) Let g(O)n(to,O) = /(P). Then f(P(t0)) = f(P) and this implies that 
P(to) = f> . 
iii) The third possibility is P(t0) = P. 
Therefore we may as.5ume P(t0) = P. Since P(t0-h) < f> for 0 < h :s;;; t 0 



we obtain that P(t0) ;;;i. 0. On the other hand 

I 

P(to) = -µf>-f(P)+2 J b(:x)n(t0,x)dx 
0 

I 

< -µP - f(P) +2 J k(x)f(P)dx 
0 

= (28- I)/(P)-µf> < o 
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because f> > P
0

• Thus we have obtained a contradiction, and the result is 
proved. D 

In the sequel we shall need the following technical lemma. 

LEMMA 4.12. 
a) Let </> e C, </> >> 0, then there exists a sequence { <l>k h eN in C such that 

0 << <Pk << </>, k E N and lim <f>k = </>. 
k -+oo 

b) Let <I> E C, then there exists a sequence { <l>k h eN in C such that <Pk >> <I>, 
k e N and lim <l>k = <f>. 

k->00 

PROOF. We shall only prove b). Let </> = (p,v) eC. Then p < P and 
.KN A 

E(x) P(x) </(P), O,,;;;;;x.s;;;I. Let {ak}k eN be a sequence such that ak ~ 0, 

k -+ oo, and for all k e N, ak > 0 and ~ P(x)+ak < /(f>), O.s;;;x .s;;;L 
E(x) 

Let Pk (x) = P(x) + ak. E g? and let Pk e (p,P) be determined by 

f(Pk) = g(O)vk(O) = g(O)vfo)+ak = j(p)+ak. Then <l>k = (Pk>Pk}, k EN 
satisfies the conditions of the lemma. 0 

Now we shall prove two monotonicity results. 

THEOREM. 4.13. T(t) is monotone on C, i.e. </>,if e C and </> .s;;; if imply that 
T(t )</> ,,;;;;;; T(t')ll!, t ;;. 0. 

PROOF. Let cp,lf; e C, </> ,,;;;;;; If; and let { 1h h eN be a sequence in C such that 
"1k -+If;, k ~ oo and lf;k >> If;, k e N. (cf. lemma 4.12b). We show that 
T(t)</> << T(t')th for all t > 0 and k e N. Suppose there is a k e 1\1 for 
which this is not true, and let t 0 > 0 be the smallest t for which the strict 
inequality is not satisfied. Let T(t )</> = (P (t ;cp),n (t ;</>)) and 
T(t ')tl;k = (P (t ;lf;k ),n (t ;lf;k )). As in the proof of lemma 4.11 we can show that 
P(t0;cp) = P(t0 ;1[;k)- Since P(t0-h ;qi)< P(to-h ;lf;k), 0 < h ,,;;;;;; to we 
conclude that 

. . 
P(to;</>) ;;;;.. P(to;i/lk)· 

This, however, implies that 
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I I 

2 j b(x)n(l0.x~q,)dx > 2 J h(x)n(to.x :1h)dx, 
0 0 

which is a contradiction. 
Now let t >0 be fixed. Then T(t » << T(t ).h. k e 1\1. Letting k -+ oo 

and using the continuity of T(t) we find 

T(t ')<I>,.;;;; T (t ~ 

and the result follows. D 

THEOREM 4.14. 
a) IJO<P<P• then T(t)Ct>,. is increasing in t. 
b ) lf P. < P <P 1hen T(t}<I>,. is decreasing in I. 

PROOF. We shall only prove a). The proof of b) proceeds along the same lines. 
Let O < P < P • , and let Q be such that P < Q < P • . Suppose we can show that 

ell,. << T(t}<l>Q, t > 0. 

Then, letting Q approach P, we obtain 

ell,. ...;;; T(t}Ct>,. , I > 0, 

and now the monotonicity of T(t ) gives 

T(s)4>p < T(s)T(t)<I>,. = T(s + r)4>,., s > 0, t ~ 0 

which would imply the result. Therefore we shall prove that indeed 
ell,. << T(t)4>Q for all t > 0. Suppose no t. Again let 10 be the smallest t 
such that the strict inequality is not satisfied. As in the proof of lemma 4.11 we 
can show that 

P = P(to;4>Q)· 

Here T(t)4>Q = (P(t ;~Q),n (t;cllQ)). Since P < P(t;cllQ), 0 <t < t 0, we 
obtain 

P(to;cllQ) < 0. 

On the other hand 

I 

P(to;4'Q) = - µP -f(P)+2 j b(x)n(to.x ;4'Q)dx 
0 

I 

> - p.P - /(P)+2 j b(x)f(P) ~ dx 
o g(x) 

= - µ.P -f(P)+20f(P) > 0, 

since P < p • . This is a contradiction, and the result is proved. 0 
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4. 5. Global stability of the nontrivial equilibrium 
In this section we make again the assumptions 4 .9 and 4.10. Let f> satisfy 

p• < f> <Pm and let the invariant bounded subset C be given by (4.22). 
Now let the initial condition cf>tJ =I= 0 be contained in C. From the remark 
following theorem 4.4 we obtain that there exists a t 1 > 0 such that 

T{t 1)cf>ti >> 0. 

A straightforward calculation shows that there exist !_ .P such that 

0 < !_ ...;; P
0 

...;; P < P and <Ii~ .;;;;; T(t 1)<t>o ...;; 'l>p. 

Since {T{t)'l>p }, .,.0 and {T(t)'l>j},.,.0 define a precompact increasing and 
decreasing net respectively we may conclude that both converge to a limit 
which is a fixed point of T(t). But the only fixed point is <f>

0 

and therefore 

lim T(t)<'Pp = fun T(t)«l>p = q,•. 
1-+0CJ - 1-+00 

We conclude from T(t - t 1)<l>p ..;;; T(t )cf>tJ ..;;; T(t -t 1)<'Pp that 

lim T(t )</lo = cp°. 
1-00 

We have proved the following result. 

THEOREM. 4.15. Let 4>o e C \ {0}, then fun T(t )<t>o = <f>
0

• 

t~oo 

Now we can prove our main result. 

THEOREM4.16. Let<f>o EC, 4>o=/=O, then fun T(t')$o = <f>
0

• 

1-+00 

PROOF. 
i) Suppose Pm = oo. Let 4>o EC, <Po¥- 0. If /(P)--: oo as P--+ oo then the 
proof follows from the fact that cf>tJ e C if P is large enough. If 
/(P) 4 f 00 < oo as P 4 oo, then we conclude from (4.10) that for r > G(l) 
we have ·T{t )cf>tJ e C if f> is large enough. 
ii) Let Pm < oo. Let <Po EC, 4>o =I= 0, and (P(t),n(t)) = T(t)<t>o. Suppose 
P (t) ;;;;., Pm for all t ;;;.. to where to > 0. Now let (p,11) E Q(4>o) (i.e. the 
<;>mega-limit set of <f>o: c.f. section 1.8) then p ;;;.. Pm, and 
l\(p,11) = (28-l)j(p)-µp < 0 which is impossible. We may conclude that 
there exists a t 1 ~ G{l) such that P(t1) <Pm· Let f> be such that 
P(t 1)<P<Pm and - µf> -J(P)+ 2fJf(Pm) < 0 (note that such a f> exists 
since -µPm +(28-1)/(Pm) < 0). We show that P(t) < P for al!l t ;;;.. t 1• 

Suppose not. Let t 2 be the smallest value of t greater than t 1 such that 
P{t 2) = P. Then P(t2) ;;;.. 0. On the other hand 

I 

P(t2) = -µ/> -/(P)+2 j b(x)n(t2,x)dx 
0 
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I 
.i;; -pf>-j(P}+ 2 j k(x )/ (P,,, }d.x 

0 

= - pY -j(f} + 28f(P,,,) < O. 

which is a contradiction. Therefore P(t) < P. t ;;i. r 1, and from (4.10) we 
conclude that 

T(t')<Po = (P(t),n(t)) e C. t ;;;;;.. t 1 + G(l), 

where C is given by (4.22). This proves the result. 0 

4. 6. Final remarks 
The results of this section can also be obtained through consideration of the 

integro-differential equation (4.11). As a matter of fact, (4.11) can be 
transformed into an integral equation and now application of Fatou's lemma 
(see e.g. DUNFORD & ScHWARTZ (1958)) also gives the stability result of this 
section (H.R. Thieme, personal communication). The reason that we did not 
follow this road is the following. We believe that monotonicity arguments can 
be applied to many problems from structured population dynamics, including 
situations for which the mathematical equations cannot be reduced to an an 
integral equation. 

If ~(y(O)) ..;; 0 (c.f. subsection 4.3) then there does not exist a nontrivial 
equilibrium and in this case the trivial equilibrium is globally attracting (see 
theorem 4 .6). We obtained this result from the invariance principle. However 
an easy calculation shows that the monotonicity arguments of the last two 
subsections can provide an alternative proof. 

5. SoME OPEN PROBLEMS IN NoNUNEAR STRUCTURED POPULATION DYNAMICS 
The examples discussed in section 2-4 of this chapter are quite special. In 

sections 2 and 3 the problem can in some sense be reduced to a finite
dimensional ODE-system, and the problem of section 4 has some very nice 
monotonicity properties. This section intends to make clear that in general life 
is not easy. 

Consider a population whose individuals interact with each other indirectly, 
namely through the environment The chemostat models described in sections 
2 and 3 are nice examples of this situation. Another example is formed by the 
model d escribing the control of the bone marrow stem cell population 
suggested by KIRK et al. (1970) (see also subsection 4.1 of this chapter). 
Motivated by these examples we write down the following (nonlinear) system 
of differential equations: 

dn di = A(s)n, (5.1) 
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ds 
dt = F(s ,L(n )). (5.2) 

Here, for every nonnegative scalar s , A (s) is the infinitesimal generator of a 
strongly continuous semigroup of linear positive operators on an ordered 
Banach space X with cone X +. L denotes a continuous linear positive 
functional on X and F:IR + XR+ ~ IR is a smooth function. In order that 
solutions of (5.2) do not become negative we must impose on F the condition 

F(O,e) ~ 0, e ~ 0. 

Note that that the examples discussed in sections 2 and 3 and the example 
discussed in section 4, where -y(P(t)) in (4.1) and (4.3) is replaced by -y(C(t)) 
and the dynamics of C(t) is described by (4.6), fit into this framework. 

The system (5.1)-(5.2) can be generalized in several directions, for instance 
by assuming that s is a vector, or letting L depend on s. However for our 
purposes the formulation in (5.1)-(5.2) is satisfactory. 

We shall now state a number of open questions followed by some remarks 
which indicate in what direction one might look for an answer: of course these 
remarks are rather incomplete since they only reflect the personal view of the 
author. 

Existence and uniqueness 
Prove existence and uniqueness of solutions for initial data n(O) = n 0, 

s(O) = s 0 in some closed subset C of X + X R+ and show that the solution 
depends continuously on (n0,s0) unifomtly for t in compact sets. Associate a 
nonlinear semigroup (or dynamical system) T(t), t ~ 0 on C with solutions 
of (5.1)-(5.2). The ultimate goal is to find verifiable hypotheses about the 
dependence of A on s , which imply the existence of such a nonlinear 
semigroup. It might be a good starting point to check under what conditions 
the semigroups generated by A (s) depend smoothly on s (uniformly in 
compact t-intervals). Now the Trotter-Kato theorem (see PAZY (1983)) suggests 
that one should look at the dependence of the resolvent operators R (i\,A (s )) 

ons. 

Trivial and nontrivial equilibria 
Suppose that for every s ;,;;;.. 0 the operator A (s) has a strictly dominant 

algebraYcally simple real eigenvalue i\d (s) with corresponding eigenvector 
nAs) E X+· 

Let s be a solution of F(s ,0) = 0 (in many applications s is uniquely 
determined) then (O,S) is a trivial equilibrium of (5. l )-(5.2). Let s • be 
determined by i\d(s ·) = 0 and let nAs ·) be normalized by the condition 
F(s • ,nd(s • )) = 0, (in practical cases nd(s •) is uniquely determined) then 
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(nd(s 0 ),s• ) is a nontrivial equilibrium of (5.1)-(5.2). We note that in a great 
number of applications (but certainly not all) Ad is a stri~tly mono~o~e 
continuous function of s, and in that case there exists a unique n ontnvial 
equilibrium if O lies between Ad(O) and A.d{oo). We note explicitly that the 
problem of determining all equilibria may sometimes be a very hard one. 

Stability, instability and bifurcations 
The basic tool for investigating local (in-)stability of an equilibrium is 

linearization. Let (n • ,s · ) be an equilibrium. We substitute in (5.1)-(5.2) 

n = n· + v, s = s· + a, 

and, upon neglecting higher order terms, we obtain 

dP • • • (5 3) dt = A(s )v+oA'(s )n , . 

da aF 3F 
di =a;·" + ai"-L(v), (5.4) 

where both partial derivatives in (5.4) are evaluated at (s • ,L(n • )). We 
emphasize that these computations are only formal. Substituting 

P(t) = e"'v, o(t) = e>.to 

in (5.3)-(5.4), we obtain the spectral problem 

(A.-A.)v = aB· n·, (5.5) 

(X - F;)a = F;L(v), (5.6) 

where 
• < • • • • aF • • • aF • • A = A s ), B = A '(s ), F1 = a;Cs ,L(n )) and F 1 = ae(s ,L(n )). 

From (5.5) we obtain for A f£. a(A · ) 

v = a(A.-A•)- 1B·n· 

Substitution into (5.6) gives the characteristic equation 

A.- F; = F;.L(('Jl.-A")- 1B• n"). (5.7) 

Note that X e a(A ·) cannot be a solution of (5.7) unless B. n • E ~]\-A ·) .. 
Now an important question is: 'H ow to prove the principle of linearized 
stability? In other words: how to show that the stability of the equilibrium 
(n • ,s · ) is determined by the position of the complex values A. solving (5.5)
(5.6) (which except for a(A 

0

) coincide with the roots of (5.7)). We note that in 
general (5.1)-(5.2) is not semi-linear '(see PAZY (1983) for a definition) and 
therefore the standard theory does not apply. 

It is very likely that similar arguments as those used to prove the 'principle 
of linearized stability' can be used to prove the Hopf bifurcation theorem for 
(5. l)-(5.2) (c.f. CHow & HALE (1983)). 
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/obal methods 
In all the examples discussed in sections 2-4 we managed to prove global 

ability results for the equilibria. The main techniques came from d!ynamical 
·st:ems theory, and were omega-limit sets, Lyapunov functions and the 
variance principle and last but not least monotonicity arguments. An 
'1portant special case is the situation that the semigroup T(t) is monotone on 
closed invariant subset of the state space C. We refer to HIRSCH (1984) and 
[A TANO AND HIRSCH (in prep.) for a general exposition on order-preserving 
·st:ems. We expect that in the future these techniques will play an important 
•le in the study of nonlinear models in structured population dynamics. 

·nal remarks 
If (5.2) is replaced by 

F(s ,L(n )) = 0, (5.8) 

en we can express sin terms of n , s = S(n), and substitution in (5.1) leads 
the simpler problem 

dn dt = A (S (n ))n. (5.9) 

e call (5.8) a quasi-steady state assumption, and the transition from (5.1)-(S.2) 
(5.9) can be justified, if the dynamics of s is much faster than the dynamics 
n . In subsection 4.1 a nice example of such a transition is discussed. 

'T'he problem studied in section 2 has the nice but also very special property 
at: 

A (s)° L = 'Ad(s)L, s ;;;;<!:: 0. 
tkf 

t:his relation is satisfied, then (t) =L(n(t)) obeys 
de • , -d = L(A (s)n) = (A(s) L)(n) = >..d(s)L(n) = l\d(s)e I . 

:a.ereas (5.2) can be rewritten as 

ds dt = F(s,e), 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

d the in.finite-dimensional system (5.1)-(5.2) has been reduced to the two
n.ensional system (5.10)-(5.11). 

In the literature rather little can be found about nonlinear problems from 
u.ctured population dynamics, except for the subclass of age-structured 
:><leis, which has been extensively investigated. We refer to CUSHING ( I 983), 
CL.LENBERG ( 1982), PROSS (1981, 1983a, 1983b) and the book of WEB:B (1985) 

a number of examples. As to size-structured models, we refer to the 
•pi.ring paper by MURPHY (1983) who considers the case that the 
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nonlinearity is contained in the function describing individual growth, and 
shows how such a problem can be reformulated as an age-dependent problem, 
if one supplements the original equation with a balance equation whose 
solution describes size as a function of time and age. 

We ex.peel that nonlinear problems from structured population dynamics, 
such as described by the equations (5.1 )-(5.2), can be fitted into the framework 
of infinite-dimensional dynamical systems. The general theory of infinite
dirnensional dynamical systems is growing rapidly nowadays (see HALE, 
MAGALHAES and OLIVA (1982)) and a further development with a special eye 
on the application to equations like (5.1)-(5.2) is in our mind desirable. 
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SAMENV ATTING 

DYNAMICA VAN GESTRUCTUREERDE POPULATIES 

In die proef schrift worden een aantal wiskundige modellen uit de 
populatiedynamica besproken. Uitgangspunt is steeds een biologische 
populatie waarvan de individuen van elkaar kunnen worden onder scheiden 
op grond van een of meerdere fysiologische kelllllerken zoals leef tijd, 
gewi cht, satiatie enz . Zo'n populatie noemen we gestructureerd. 

Het meenemen van een interne structuur schept de mogelijkheid om 
de dynamica v an de populatie te relateren aan de fysiologische pro
cessen binnen het individu zoals reproductie, ster f te en groei. Het 
resultaat is een balansvergelijking (een partiele differentiaalver
gelijking) waaruit de frequentieverdeling over de verschillende ken
merk-vectoren op elk tijdstip kan worden berekend, als deze op een 
eerder tijdstip bekend is. Belangrijke technieken (velke nader worden 

t oegelicht in hoof dstuk I) om oplossingen van lineaire vergelijkingen 
uit de 'gestructureerde populatiedynamica ' te onderzoeken zijn: 
spectraaltheorie van (positieve) operatoren en de theorie van sterk 
continue halfgroepen van begrensde (posit ieve) operatoren. Deze 
technieken worden toegepast in de hoofdstukken I - IV, waar we vari
anten van bet Bell-Anderson model voor celgroei en - deling bestuderen, 
en in hoofdstuk V, waar we een model voor het predatiegedrag van een 
ongewervelde predator bespreken. 

In werkelijkheid zullen populaties nooit ongeremd groeien omdat er 
een wisselwerking bestaat tussen de populatie en haat omgeving: de 
populatie beinvloedt haar omgeving welke mede bepalend is voor het 
gedrag van het individu . Het meenemen van een interne structuur is 
onontbeerlijk, wil men deze interacties op een biologisch verantwoorde 
wijze modelleren. De wiskundige problemen die men aldus vindt zijn 
niet-lineair. In hoofdstuk VI bespreken we een driecal voorbeelden 
van dergelijke niet-lineaire problemen. In alle drie de gevallen 
kunnen we een precieze karakterisering van het gedrag van oplossingen 
geven. I n de laatste sect ie van hoofdstuk VI laten we zien dat het 
leven in het algemeen niet zo eenvoudig is. 
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STELLINGEN 
Behorende bij het proefachrift "DYNAHlCS OP STllJCTUUD POPut.ATIOKS" 
door H. J .A.K. ll!IJKANS 

I . ln 1ectie 111. 8 v&n dit proefachrift laten.,.. xien dat corollary tll.7.3 

ook a•ldia ia al• aan voorwaarda I' (1ecti• llt.8) is voldaan. Oil re

sul t aat kan word•n uitgebr •id t ot heL geval dat a(2x} ~ 2a(x) voor ten

mina t e ~~n x€f la , I l (bedenk dat I continu i1). 

2. Al• de functiea a . ~ on b in (2 . 1) van hoofd1tuk Ill v1n dlt proef

achrift per iodiek van t afhangen, •et periode T, en voldoen aan de 

geijkte gladheida-, begrenadheida- en po1itiviteit1conditie1 (sie f IJ) 

en als bovendien &(t , 2x)~2a( t,x) , voor alle ten x , dan wordt het 

aa)l!llptotisch gedr llg van op lo11ingen van 

3\\ a at(t,x)+ "ii(g(t ,x)n(L , x)}•-(~(t,x } +b(t ,x)}n(t , x) +4b(t ,2x)n(t ,2x) 

n(t , ja)•O 

gegeven door: t-. 

Kierin is c>O, Xct J\ en t een continue pasitiove functie op 11.xCja , I J 

1Det periode T . De constante c hangt lineair van de begincond i tie n
0 

af . 

[ l ) o. Di ela:lAnn, H. J . A. M. Hei jmans 6 H. R. Thieme (1985) On tit. stabili-

ty of the ceLL size d,;stibuticm, JI. Tw-P41riodic dew1Lorm-ntaZ 

rates, preprint. 

3 . Beschouv de volgende vnrinnt van he t celaplitsingsprob l e""' beatudeerd 

i n hoofdstuk III va n dit proefschrift : 

~~(t,x)• a!<aCx)n(t,xl)·-<~Cx)+b(xl)n(t ,x)+4b(2x)n(t-r , 2x) 

n(t, !a)•O 

waarin t , x,g , µ,b,n en n0 dezelfde betekenis hebben ala in hoofdatuk I ll 

en waarin r>O een vaste tijdsvertraging is. l..aat D.a:n voorw:iarden Hg , 



Hierin is g(r) de groei, en zijn u(r) en b(r) resp de kans op 

doodgaan en splitsen. Als een korrel met straal r splitst dan is z' n 

straal na splitsing p(r) . Als men de geeigende aannamen op g,u,b en p 

maakt , kan men laten zien dat convergentie naar een stabiele verdeling 

optreedt, hetgeen een sterker resultaat is dan bewezen in [2] . 

[I ] L . Edelstein & Y. Hadar (1983) A model for peZZet size distributions 

in submerged myaeZiaZ cultures, J. Theor. Biol. ~. 427-452 . 

( 2] M. Chipot & L. Edelstein (1983) A mathematiaal theory of size dis

tributions in tissue culture, J. Math. Biol. ~. I 15-130. 

6. Zij X een Banachruimte en T een gesloten lineaire operator op X met een 

niet-lege resolvent verzameling . Laten oBrowder(T) , oWeyl(T) , oWolf(T) 

en oKato(T) resp. het Browder-, Weyl -, Wolf- en Kato-essentiele spec

trum zijn (e.g. [ ! ) ). Dan is 

Hierin is av de rand van v als Vc:4: . 

( I] W. Schappacher (1983) Asymptot ic BeharJ·laur· of Li.near- C
0

- semigroups, 

Lecture notes, Quaderni, Bari. 

7. Zij Reen Hilbertruimte en T een gesloten lineaire operator op H met een 

een niet-lege resolvent verzameling. Als ~\oWolf(T) samenhangend is, 

dan is: 0 Browder (T') • 0 weyl (T) = 0 Wolf(T) · 

8. Zij X een Banachruimte en zij 8(X) de Banachalgebra bestaande uit alle 

begrensde lineaire operatoren op X. Voor een verzameling nee definieren 

we (c.f. [ I ]) : MBrowder(O) ~ {TEB(X)[ oBrowder(T) c 0 }. Op dezelfde 

wijze worden '\ieyl(n), ~olf(n) en ~ato(n) gedefinieerd . Als n een 
enkelvoudig samenhangend gebied in ~ is, dan is 

~rowder(n) = ~eyl (O) = '\iolf(O) • ~ato(O) 

een samenhangende op.en verzameling in 8(X). 

[ !] S.T.M. Ackermans (1967) On the principal extensions of ccmpiex sets 

in a Banaahal.geb~a, Indag. Math. 29, 146-150. 



9. Zij X een Banachruimte en zij C(X) de ruimte gevormd door alle gesloten 

l ineaire operatoren op X. Zij d de afstandsfunctie op C(X) gedefinieerd 

in ( I, p. 202) . Als T € C(X) een Riesz- Schauder operator is (i . e. 0 i 

a Browder (T) ) net: dicht: dome in, dan is er een i:>O zodat iedere S € C (X) 

welke vold~et aan d(S , T)<£ een Riesz-Schauder o~erator is . 

(I) T . Kato (1976) Perturbation Theory for Linear Operators, 

Springer, Berli n. 

10. Zij X een Banachruimt:e en laat A € C(X) de infinitesimale generator van 

een sterk continue halfgroep {T(t;A) } t~ zijn. Zij w0 (T(t ;A)) het type 

en we
55

(T(t;A)) het essentiele type ( zie sectie I . 5 van dit proef

schrift) . Zij K(X) het ideaal der compacce operatoren op X, en laat voor 

K € K(X) de sterk cont:inue halfgroep gegenereerd door A+K gegeven zijn 

door (T(t;A+K)}t~ . Er geldt : 

min 
wess(T(t;A)) - K € K(X) wo(T(t;A+K) ). 

11 . Zij f,g € c 1 Co,~), f(O) • g(O) • O, f(x)>O en g(x)>O als x>O. Zij 

k € L
1[0,1 ) een positieve functie en laat voor x>O voldaan zijn aan: 

.s.M. 
f(K) 

> f 1 k(t)dt , dan geldt voor elke oplossing x(t) 
0 

x(t) = - g(x(t)) + f 1 k(s)f (x(t-s))ds , 
0 

dat x(t) + 0 als t + ~ 

van 

12. De biologie wordt door wiskundigen nog te vaak als grabbelton gebruikt. 

13. De mensheid is slim genoeg om ingenieuze wapensystemen te bedenken en 

dom genoeg om ze te maken . 

14. Het lijkt zinvol om na te gaan of een verdere verlaging van de minimum

uit keringen kan wo·rden voorkomen d.oor invoering van shirt-reclame voor 

de led.en van het kabi net . 
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